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Macular Degeneration International began in 1991 by working with

persons with juvenile macular degeneration - in 1994, expanded it's

work for persons with age-related macular degeneration. We have
slowly increased our services month after month - and year after

year - now forming a firm foundation for the future with over 5,000
members with age-related and over 2,000 with juvenile macular
diseases world wide.

With this firm foundation, MDI can build and expand. We are excited

and honored to receive more and more phone calls each month on
our toll-free help line. We continue to hear the need of persons and
families - those who are looking to have their questions answered,
or for a referral for medical or Tow vision services or additional kinds

|
£
help.

Now, with the help of the Internet, MDI is reaching out to Canada,
Europe, South America and Australia in assisting people around the

world with macular degeneration. We are traveling from the east

coast to the west coast - putting on free educational seminars, in

cooperation with eye clinics and ophthalmology centers. We also

collaborate with other like organizations, and have founded
and sponsor the largest low vision conference in the U.S. - called

Discovery, held every two years in Chicago since 1 991

.

With the help of our Scientific Advisory Board of researchers, we have
developed a research fund and are helping recruit patients for many
types of research studies around the country.

Thank you again for your inquiry and if you have further questions or

need more information, do not hesitate to call our office toll-free at

1-800-393-7634 or contact us atwww.maculardegeneration.org.
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Around The Edges
the semi-annual news journal of Macular Degeneration International

UNDERSTANDING MACULAR DEGENERATION

Macular degeneration today is being looking into the back of the eye —
seen not as a single disease but as a that is, on the retina? For many per-

"group" of disorders that affect the sons the appearance of small spots

central portion of the retina. Macular on the retina called "drusen" appear,

degeneration is usually associated Not all persons who have drusen

with the aging process although there necessarily have a loss of vision but

are many genetic or inherited forms these spots may alert the doctor to

of the disease which fall into the potential changes.

How is the drusencategory of juvenile

macular degeneration.

Researchers thought

these diseases were
different for young
people vs. older per-

sons but as we will see
later, the boundaries

between them are be-

ginning to blur.

Age-related macular

degeneration often can
be first detected by the

eye doctor as "normal aging pro-

cesses," and later begin to turn to a
drop in functional vision — now, no

longer seen as normal but identified

as some form of macular disease.

Macular degen-
eration today is

being seen not as
a single disease
but as a "group"
of disorders that
affect the central

portion of the
.. retina*

:

.
:

formed? Just behind

the macula, on the wall

of the retina, nourish-

ment from underlying

blood vessels is fed to

these tissues keeping

the retina healthy.

There are many nutri-

ents and proteins that

work in this area, as

well as an exchange of

waste products from

retina cells that are carried away
through the blood stream. For rea-

sons that are unclear, it seems as

though some of these proteins and
metabolic wastes clump together and

What are some of the first things that begin to enlarge. These different

are seen by the eye doctor when collections, although occurring behind

> Macular ,,;'
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the macula, and the retina, can be the retina called the retinal pigment

seen as drusen on the surface of the epithelium or RPE for short,

retina as they enlarge. They are seen This dry form of macular degenera-

as small, fatty deposits on the retina.

One type of drusen has come to

be known as hard drusen, seen as a

yellowish-white, definitive spot and

can be seen by the doctor upon ex-

amination. There is also drusen

called "soft drusen," often larger but

more ill-defined as hard drusen. This

soft drusen is found in

another layer of this

area below the RPE
called Bruch's mem-
brane. This drusen lies

between two layers of

this membrane — the

inner layer and the

outer layer. This drusen

is more likely to predis-

pose persons to the wet
form of macular degen-

eration.

Ask your doctor

Ask your doctor
which type of

drusen you
have and be

educated your-
self about what
type of ques-
tions to ask.

tion can be characterized as having a

"sick" RPE. This dry or atrophic form

of macular degeneration can some-
times be characterized as a large

spot where RPE cells have died, and
this is called geographic atrophy, or

atrophy in the center spot.

In approximately 10% of patients,

this injury to the RPE
layer seems to stimu-

late a reaction in the

brain which says "we

have some sort of injury

to the eye" which can
trigger growth of new
blood vessels which

may grow up into the

RPE and retina. This

new growth is called

neovascularization or

"new vessels."

This type of macular

which type of drusen you have and degeneration called the "wet type" or

be educated yourself about what type exudative macular degeneration, can
of questions to ask. lead to a quicker, and sometimes

Researchers have also identified more severe loss of vision. In fact, for

(in persons over the age of 50) a loss those with the wet type, over 80%
of melanin pigment and a decrease in reach a more severe form of impair-

cellular antioxidants. Sometimes, ment, where those persons with the

along with the drusen, there is ac- dry from (almost 90% of all persons

companying pigment changes, some- with macular degeneration) only

times a loss of pigment called about 16% progress to this more
hypopigmentation, or other times just

the opposite occurs — called hyper-

pigmentation, an overgrowth or

severe stage.

Some persons maintain good
vision in one eye, some only pro-

clumping of pigment. This is all taking gress to a mild form in both eyes and
place in the layer of cells just below never get worse. It is often hard for
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the doctors to predict.

The Amsler Grid test (now avail-

able from MDI) is a self-test that can

be helpful in detecting new changes
in vision, many times before the doc-

tor can detect them. You should get

this test from your ophthalmologist

and go over how it should be used

for you. If changes show up on the

test, they should be reported immedi-

ately and an examination scheduled

without delay.

New To Macular JDeg^n^

>

If you think you may be at risk for

getting macular degeneration, your

first assessment should include a

identification of your risk factors for

the condition, including your family's

medical history. Also discussed

should be smoking and eating habits,

use of lutein supplements and use of

UV protection sunglasses (and/or

visors or caps to ward off harmful

rays outdoors).

Other risk factors include age; a

higher percentage of persons over

age 70 are affected (about one in

five), to persons in their 80's (about

one in four) and to those over 90 (the

highest, almost one in three). 50%
more women get macular degenera-

tion. Maybe other factors can be

explored such as cardiovascular

disease, light iris color, far

sightedness and stressors and/or

injuries you may have suffered.

It has been known for a long time

that macular degeneration runs in

families, but not in all cases. For

instance, in 1997 the gene was found
that causes Stargardt macular dystro-

phy the most common form of juve-

nile macular degeneration. (See

Volume 2, No. 1 of "Around The
Edges") Then in September it was
reported that researchers from Baylor

College of Medicine, The National

Cancer Institute, Harvard Medical

School and the University of Utah

collaborated to find that one in six

with age-related macular degenera-

tion had alterations in the same gene
as Stargardt's. The defects associ-

ated with AMD, however, are in dif-

ferent parts of the gene than are

mutations involved in Stargardt's.

And unlike Stargardt disease,

which requires two defective genes
— one from each parent — to be
inherited, the researchers found the

AMD mutations in just one gene
copy. Actually, there have been at

least 10 genes identified with the

chromosomal locations that cause
macular degeneration and 3 of the

genes have actually been identified.

More studies are needed to un-

derstand the role of these genetic

defects in the cause of AMD, but

progress may be made quickly in this

arena so that one day soon, persons
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who may be of higher risk to develop

AMD could be tested when they are

younger, and given counsel, or a

treatment which would delay or even

prevent the onset of the degenera-

tion. If this kind of "cure" could be

found, it would likely be easier and

more available than many of the "ex-

perimental" treatments available now.

Many of these experimental treat-

ments are written about in scientific

journals and also in newspapers or

magazines. Of course, scien-

tific journals often far out-

weigh newspaper reports

in their complexity and
their believability be-

cause of what is known
as the "peer review

process".

That is, other re-

searchers look at the stud-

ies and the findings before

they are selected and allowed to

be printed. They must show "good

science" to an unbiased reviewer of

the researcher's peer or equal — a

much tougher test in which to make
claims. Keep this in mind when read-

ing articles in the newspaper — see if

the article quotes from a study done
by researchers who publish in a peer

review journal — not just simply a

claim made by a single doctor or

group.

Another tip when reading about

macular degeneration articles: ask

yourself is this a "treatment" for the

wet type or the dry form of macular

degeneration. It is surprising how

many times this small, but important

bit of information is left out of an

article. If they mention reducing or

eliminating abnormal blood vessel

growth (which is the greater majority

of stories), you know this study is

aimed at the wet form of the disease.

It probably does not apply to you, if

you have the dry form.

It also may not apply if you are

not in the early stage of your degen-

eration, since once the full degenera-

tion has occurred, these treat-

ments will not reverse the

process — this information

is also left out of many of

these articles.

Consider, however,

joining some of the

major studies being done
at many university hospi-

tals and research centers.

Ask your doctor about studies

being done. Also, think of your

participation as not only to help your

situation (which, unfortunately can

sometimes be the case), but think of

it as participating in an important

medical finding which may have the

potential to help millions someday.

Now, here's a chance to see how
discerning and discriminating you are

as we report on some of the news
articles we are getting calls about

each day here at MDI headquarters.

©
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STUDY FINDS WINE
MAY BE HELPFUL

Drinking moderate amounts of wine

might lower the risk of macular de-

generation, say researchers in a

recent study. In a large study of

people between the ages of 45 to 74,

researchers found that wine drinking

was associated with lower rates of

age-related macular degeneration.

The study found the lowest risk in

people who reported having only one

drink of wine per month, but because

of faulty recall that could really mean
two or three drinks, said Dr. Thomas
Obisesan, Chief of the Geriatrics

Section at the Howard University

Hospital in Washington.

Beer and Liquor showed no sig-

nificant effect on the risk of the disor-

der.

Obisesan and other researchers

report this study in the January issue

of the journal of the American Geriat-

rics Society.

Because of how the study was
designed, it can't actually prove that

wine consumption lowered the risk of

the eye disease and it's not clear

how wine would reduce the risk of

the disorder, researchers said.

Previous studies have concluded

that moderate drinking reduces the

risk of heart disease.

For the new work, researchers

examined data from 3,072 partici-

pants in a huge federal study that

was done in the 1970's. The partici-

pants had an eye exam as part of

that study and 184 had the eye dis-

ease.

RHEOTHERAPY, CONSIDERED
AN "EXPERIMENTAL" USE OF
THERAPEUTIC APHERESIS
IN THE U.S. FOR MACULAR
DEGENERATION, OPENS

CLINIC IN FLORIDA

Headed by Dr. Richard Davis Jr., a

1981 graduate of the Medical College

of Virginia and President of the

Rheologix Corporation of America
opened his first (of many?) Rheo-
Therapy Centers of Tampa Bay (Toll

Free 1-888-464-7436) recently.

According to a brochure which he

distributes, "RheoTherapy Centers

use only FDA approved devices in

providing a new proprietary technol-

ogy called RheoTherapy, a blood

filtration method developed through

ten years of extensive research con-

ducted in Europe and Asia".

RheoTherapy is a form of thera-

peutic apheresis, currently an ac-

®
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cepted medical treatment in the U.S.

RheoTherapy is not chelation

therapy, nor is it dialysis. The only

similarity is that all three act to

detoxify the blood. RheoTherapy
removes the toxic protein and waste

materials that "sludge-up" your blood

Once free of this harmful material,

capillary blood flow increases, espe-

cially to the macula. If enough cells

are rejuvenated in the macula, pa-

tients experience improved vision.

This includes those with both the

wet form and the dry

form. The clinical

studies are limited,

since this is a rela-

tively new technology.

Of the first 300
patients who underwent

three months of treatment, approxi-

mately 60% of patients with mild

AMD experienced an improvement of

1 line to 3 lines on the eye chart.

Another 30% who had moderate

AMD experienced an arrest of the

disease progression and the final

10% with more severe AMD pro-

gressed only slightly.

Dr. Davis says "we certainly don't

have all the answers, but I think

ment sessions. RheoTherapy is not

currently reimbursed by Medicare,

Medicaid or private insurance compa-
nies. After the conclusion of the

initial full treatment regimen, a

"booster" session may be needed
(approximately every 6 to 12

months). Mild side effects are experi-

enced by 1 5% to 20% of patients

including itching, nausea, headaches
and fatigue. These symptoms can

occur from one hour to one day after

treatment.

UPDATES
LUTEIN IS

ESSENTIAL FOR
MACULAR
HEALTH

What is lutein and why is

it essential?

Lutein and its isomer zeaxanthin

are the only carotenoid antioxidants

found in the eye.(1) Carotenoids are

a family of antioxidants that give fruits

and vegetables their red or yellow

color. The dominant pigments in the

macula portion of the retina are lutein

and zeaxanthin. These yellow pig-

ments filter out visible blue light

which can cause oxidative damage to

RheoTherapy offers a promising solu- the retina.(2)

tion to a very difficult and complex

problem". On average the cost

ranges from $1800.00 to $2200.00

per treatment. Each treatment takes

between two to three hours. Most

patients are able to complete a full

course in two to three months. This

includes on average 8 to 10 treat-

Antioxidants are nutrients that

stop dangerous free radical (oxida-

tive) damage and degeneration to

healthy cells that occur when the

number of positive and negative elec-

trons in a molecule do not exactly

balance. Sometimes initiated by nor-

mal metabolic processes within the
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cell and photochemical damage from (9) At the same time, a series of

ultraviolet and high-energy visible papers were published in England

blue light, this activity initiates a chain showing that diets high in the specific

reaction of electron "stealing" result-

ing in multiple cell degeneration.

Conditions in the outer retina are

optimal for these effects because of

the high concentrations of polyun-

saturated fatty acids in the photore-

ceptor outer-segment membranes. (2)

The resulting damage, including

carotenoids lutein and zeaxanthin

lead to a lower level of cataract for-

mation. (10)

The following year researchers

identified lutein as the specific caro-

tenoid in the blood related to a re-

duced risk for macular degenera-

tion. (11) By 1994, Dr. Seddon found

incompletely degraded molecules and that eating foods high in lutein lead to

impaired function of the reti- a reduced risk for macular

nal pigment epithe-

lium could lead to

macular degenera-

tion. Lutein acts as

an antioxidant in the

eye and is the most
effective carotenoid to

prevent these fat compounds from

losing their electrons and oxidizing in

the human serum and the eye.(3)(4)

Lutein can help protect the

UPDATES

degeneration. (2) In

1995, Dr. Yeum re-

ported lutein and
zeaxanthin as the

only two carotenoid

antioxidants found in

the eye. (1)

Studies published in 1997
showed a 30% reduced macular

pigment density with AMD and found

a correlation between reduced macu-
macula against this damage and also lar pigment density and increased

maintain the normal functions of lens density (cataracts) in seniors,

blood vessels that supply the macular (12)(13) And, that with dietary and/or

region. (5)(2) In the blood, lutein is 10

times more active as an antioxidant

than Vitamin E and helps diminish

the harmful effects of LDL choles-

terol. (6)(7) In a 1995 study, lutein was
shown to increase respiration and
lower the incidence of lung cancer by

75%.(8)

In 1992, researchers found an
association between eating foods

high in carotenoids, a high level of

carotenoids in the blood and a lower

incidence of macular degeneration.

supplemental lutein, macular pigment

density can be increased. (14) For

nutrition and foods containing lutein,

see Around The Edges , Vol.1, No. 2.
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WHY IS NUTRITION
ABSORPTION A CONCERN?

The human eye is 1/60th the size of

the heart, uses 60 times as much
oxygen as the heart and requires

UPDATES

organ in the body.

Those of us over 40 years of age
have the least capability of oral ab-

sorption (absorbing pills and capsules

taken by mouth) and need nutritional

supplementation the most. As we
age, the ability of our gastrointestinal

system (stomach & intestines) to

process and absorb nutrients can

decrease up to 66%. This is due to

many factors, including re-

duced secretions of

gastric juices and the

condition of our intes-

tinal wall. As a result,

it is impossible for us

to know what level of

absorption your body is

currently capable of without sophisti-

cated and costly medical diagnostics.

The most recent edition of the

Physicians Desk Reference (#49)

shows the absorption rates of various

delivery systems: pill 10%, capsule

20%, Transdermal patch 45%, sublin-

gual liquid 50%, intramuscular injec-

tion 90%, and intra-oral spray 95%.
This means, for example, that if you

are taking 100 mg daily of Vitamin C
by pill or capsule, your body is only

absorbing 10-20 mg at best. And, if

you are over 40, your body may be

absorbing as little as 3.4-6.8 mg.

The medical community has long

known that oral delivery systems are

the least efficient and intravenous

injection the most efficient way for the

body to absorb most substances.
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Intra-oral spray delivery systems, with

95% absorption, bypasses the gas-

trointestinal system like intravenous,

but they are limited by two factors:

molecular weight and volume of the

product to be absorbed. Unfortu-

nately, not all nutritional supplements

lend themselves to this method of

delivery.

Why are sublingual sprays so

efficient? They allow nutritional mol-

ecules to be absorbed into your body

through the mucosa be-

neath your tongue

where blood capillar-

ies are extremely

close to the surface.

This highly absorbent

tissue allows nutrients

to be absorbed into your

bloodstream and they are dispensed

throughout your body in seconds.

FAMILIES WITH AGE-RELATED
MACULAR DEGENERATION

We are eager to continue our study

of families with Age-related Macular

Degeneration (AMD). If you have
AMD, and if your visual impairment

began AFTER age 55 years, and if

you also have at least one living

affected close relative with AMD that

began after age 55 (a living affected

brother, sister, parent, or offspring

(over 55)), please contact:

Richard A. Lewis, M.D., M.S.

Cullen Eye Institute, NC-206
Baylor College of Medicine

1 Baylor Plaza

Houston, Texas 77030
Tel.: 713-798-3030

Fax: 713-798-3042

We wish to collect records to

document the diagnosis of AMD and

to obtain blood samples from you and

other members of your family.

WILLS EYE HOSPITAL AND
MDI COLLABORATE ON
A RESEARCH PROJECT
FOR PERSONS WITH
STARGARDT DISEASE

UPDATES
Over the last several

years, Wills Eye Hos-

pital and MDI have

been working on

several projects re-

lated to families who were
affected by dominant inheritance

pattern for persons with Stargardt

disease. Although most persons with

Stargardt disease have a recessive

gene, this important work may help to

answer different questions that relate

to the genetics of dominant patterns

of macular degeneration, (findings to

be highlighted in future issues).

Last fall, however, MDI and Wills

researchers decided to survey over

1 ,000 persons with Stargardt disease,

not for medical or genetic studies, but

on areas such as onset of the dis-

ease, disease prevention, daily activi-

ties, job opportunities, as well as

interactions with health care profes-

sionals in support services.

This study yielded 244 patients

with clinically diagnosed Stargardt

©
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Macular Dystrophy. Of these, 169 or

70% were women and 75 or 30%
were men. Of the patients who re-

sponded, 196 or 80% were over the

age of 21, and 130 of this group or

about 53% were employed.

As far as onset of the disease,

there were three groups found. The
first group, approximately 1/3, stated

that they started having problems

with their vision before the age of 10

Those having problems between the

ages of 1 and 20 was also

approximately 1/3

and the final third

being those who
started having vision

difficulties after the

age of 21. The great

majority of those who
responded said that their vision

at the time they first noticed there

was a problem was at a level of 20/

50 vision. Many persons also stated

that they noticed a small spot of dis-

tortion in their central vision. Some
described it as a gray spot, others as

a dark spot in the center of their vi-

sual field.

Many of the young people re-

ported such common problems as

difficulty seeing the blackboard at

school, and holding books and mate-

rials close to their eyes.

Also most respondents stated

that the problem was in both eyes.

For those who are older, the first

signs of problems came while driving

and reading small print types. As far

as their progression of vision loss

UPDATES

there were about 8% of persons who
said their vision at the present time

reached the level of 20/100 or better,

70% stated their vision was at the 20/

200 to 20/400 level and only 10%
stated that their vision was worse

than 20/400. This was true even for

persons who had Stargardt Disease

for a long time; so it may be stated

that almost 90% of persons with

Stargardt fall in the level of vision of

20/200 to 20/400.

The respondents reported that

their vision during the

first five years

changed from the 20/

50 level to the 20/200

to 20/400 level . Al-

though just as many
stated that it took longer

than five years to reach that level.

Some stated that it took ten years,

others stated it took 20 years and
even longer to reach the 20/200

level.

It was interesting to note that

60% of those who answered the

questionnaire had no family history of

Stargardt disease on either side of

their family. These persons also

stated that it took much longer for

them to be diagnosed and this group

was also more often misdiagnosed.

Stargardt disease presents a normal

looking retina early on in the disease

process, and because the age range

may be so wide with often no family

history, these factors explain why
many respondents took longer to be

diagnosed. Many were told they had
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a "psychological problem" or "learning

disability" until later when the disease

process manifested itself to be seen

clearly on the retina. These re-

:; sponses were quite common.
It was also interesting to note that

those who stated that their vision loss

began before age 10 and were of

working age, about 60% of those had

a job or career. For those who stated

that their vision changed after age

21, approximately 70% of those

people said that they worked at

a career or profes-

sion, or were
retrained for a differ-

ent profession after

I central vision loss.

Many of the

careers that were
listed in the survey fell into the

category of social service, counseling

j and teaching. Researchers are also

keeping a comprehensive list of ca-

reers and job titles which will be pub-

lished in future issues of Around the

Edges for parents and families who
may have young children and are

| interested in what occupations seem
best for them.

It was notable that for persons
; who were diagnosed after age 21

that over 50% responded to some of

I the psychological questions by saying

they felt a great deal of frustration,

sometimes depression sometimes
I anger or denial. When persons rated

|
their number 1, number 2, and num-
ber 3 frustrations, they were quite

different for each person. It seemed

as though this was an important step,

however, in that once a person was
able to identify the number 1 frustra-

tion for them, they could use their

energy to approach and solve this set

of problems before going on to num-
ber 2.

One of the main goals of MDI at

its inception, and still to this day, is to

help persons and families get

"plugged in" to the many resources

that are available to help and to do it

quickly. Even persons diag-

nosed in the 1980's

felt they had nowhere
to turn and spent

many "wasted years"

in trying to find an-

swers for their life.

The time between
the onset of initial symptoms and a

correct diagnosis came within a one-

year period for 46% of individuals

surveyed. Approximately 65% of

patients surveyed were correctly

diagnosed within the first three visits.

But another 26% were originally

given a diagnosis other than

Stargardt Macular Dystrophy includ-

ing 8% who were diagnosed with a

psychological visual loss.

Except for blurred central vision

the main two visual problems re-

ported by the studied group included

glare 90% and difficulty in adjusting

to changes in illumination 64%.
Reading print 58%, driving 46%,
recognizing faces 36%, computer and
detail work 22% depending on others

for transportation 18% were the main

©
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daily living activities which were uti-

lized but difficult to perform.

The vast majority of evaluated

respondents used visual aids—92%,
to enhance their visual performance.

Approximately 50% of the population

surveyed were able to use or did use

public transportation and almost 25%
had a valid drivers license. Over 70%
had been referred to either their state

association for the blind, a low vision

center, or MDI for help. The Doctor

who diagnosed their condition was
only responsible for these sources of

referrals in 58% of the cases. Only

50% of those surveyed felt that they

were counseled adequately about

their condition.

This study suggests that, overall,

patients with Stargardt macular dys-

trophy can contribute and function

well in contemporary society; how-

ever, the need for improving diagno-

sis, referring patients to appropriate

services and increased "lack of

awareness" of specific needs for this

group still persists.

WHAT'S

A New Portable CCTV Using TFT Flat Screen Technology
is Now Available

The Liberty is a portable CCTV magnifier with a high contrast, state-of-the-art

TFT display. It can be powered either by the rechargeable battery which

allows up to three hours of mobile use or plugged into the AC adapter. The
ergonomic mouse camera permits zooming from 4.5X to 9X — the flat

screen monitor on a stand can be placed close to your eyes for easier view-

ing. It has a positive and negative mode with color select options for 18 fore-

ground and background color combinations. It also has a photograph mode.
It also has a push button compensation for poor quality text. It can be used
anywhere in the world and comes in a high quality (brief case) carrying case.

It has a 6 inch diagonal TFT color display with low flicker 60 Hz display and
is manufactured by Ash Technologies of Dublin, Ireland and will be carried by
distributors throughout the U.S.

For more information visit their web site at http://www.ashtech.ie or by

calling Southwest Low Vision toll free 1-888-534-4321.

©
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Introducing "MAX" -
The New Low Vision Product

from Enhanced Vision Systems Inc.

Introduced at Discovery '97 this new product "Max" is a hand held electronic

magnifier designed for ease of use and can be hooked to your own television

set. Max is affordable, and can be easily connected to any TV set without the

need of any other adapter. When compared with similar products the quality

features and price are making an impact in the entire low vision marketplace.

Max weighs less than 4 ounces and resembles a computer mouse which can

be easily carried in your pocket or purse. It comes in black and white or color

with built in variable magnification from 12X to 24X on a 20 inch TV. It can

easily magnify print on any surface, curved or straight and comes with a one
year limited warranty. Price — $299 for B/W and $399 for color.

For more information contact Enhanced Vision Systems at 1-800-440-

9476 or visit their web site at www.enhancedvision.com.

A New Booklet Available
Written By Bert Silverman

:

;:

A new booklet called "Coping with Macular Degeneration" is written and
available by "one of our own," Mr. Bert Silverman who has macular degen-
eration, with an introduction to age-related macular degeneration by William

Schuyler, M.D. It also contains a section entitled "Bert's Eye View" where Mr.

Silverman discusses his adjustment to central vision loss and low vision de-

vices and other resources he has found to be helpful.

Born in Portland in 1913, Silverman is a Phi Beta Kappa of Bowdoin
College in 1934 and was in the wholesale and retail fabric business.

In his retirement he is active in S.C.O.R.E., the Service Corps of Retired

Executives. He was diagnosed with age related macular degeneration at age
70.

The book is available through Viewpoint Press, 19 Longwood Drive, Port-

land, ME 04102 for a cost of $6.75 which includes shipping and handling.

Proceeds to be given to organizations that help the visually impaired.

®
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Choice Magazine Listening:
A Free Magazine Anthology

Choice Magazine Listening is a free service for those who are unable to read

standard print because of visual or physical impairment. Six times a year,

CML brings eight hours of unabridged selections of articles, short stories and

poetry from leading publications such as The New Yorker. The New York

Times Magazine , National Geographic , Esquire , Gourmet , Sports Illustrated ,

numerous literary magazines, and many more. It's all a free service of the

non-profit Lucerna Fund. The special cassette player required to listen to the

four-track tape is also free, on permanent loan, from the Library of Congress.

If you're interested in receiving a free subscription to Choice Magazine
Listening , phone 516-883-8280, or fax to 516-944-6849 or write: CML, Dept.

TM, 85 Channel Drive, Port Washington, NY 11050. Let us know if you have

the cassette player.

Macular

"200 Founders" Help Build a Solid Foundation

Macular Degeneration International

announced in it's last issue a new
program called "200 Founders." This

exciting new program has already

begun to bring success financially for

the organization as well as a strong

sense of commitment for persons

and families who want to see MDI
grow.

The "200 Founders" program will

help MDI plan for the future, a future

which will help thousands of families

affected by macular degeneration.

MDI appeals to you to take the chal-

lenge to become one of our "200

Founders," making you a part of our

foundation now and for the future.

We are asking for a commitment of

$1,000 over the next three years.

This amount can be paid all at once,

or a one-time gift now of $250, with

the same amount due at the end of

1998, 1999, and 2000.

We will honor our "200

Founders" with a special bronze

plaque nameplate in our MDI office

with the name of the individual, fam-

ily, corporation, or agency. We will

also supply a special certificate signi-

fying your important role in our

©
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founding. You will also appear on our

special stationary with the "200

Founders" listed on the reverse side.

Please write or call our office and

say, "I want to become one of the

'200 Founders,' " knowing you will be

a special part of our history.

Founders~

A Special Thank You To Our First Group off "200 Founders"

We want to continue to acknowledge the first group who have made the

commitment to MDI to become one of the "200 Founders."

You have truly, together with MDI board and staff, showed a commitment
to helping thousands of families affected by macular degeneration. We want
to thank you for your special, generous contribution:

1. Leonard Bush Tucson, AZ
2. Carl Umstead Atlanta, GA
3. Jim & B.J. Robinso Bonita, CA
4. Zareen Taj Mirza Falmouth, ME
5. Evelyn Anders Union, NJ
6. Rupert Chowins, O.D Morro Bay, CA
7. Fred Agnich Dallas, TX
8. John C. Robison, Jr. Fairfield, IL

9. Adelle Nowa Chicago, IL

10. John A. Fischer Plymouth, Ml

11. Grace S. Tomlinson Tustin, CA
12. Paul Manning Charlottesville, VA
13. Sigma Beta Sorority Inc Greenfield, IN

14. Macular Disease Foundation Virginia Beach, VA
15. Albert D. DeVincent Phoenix, AZ

Macular Degeneration International

6700 N. Oracle Rd., Suite 505
Tucson, AZ 85704

520-797-2525 • Fax 520-797-8018

Toll free: 1-800-393-7634 or 1-800 EYES-MDI
Email: info@maculardegeneration.org

www.maculardegeneration.org

©
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Macular Degeneration International

Mission

Macular Degeneration International was founded by
a group of"individuals whose lives had been
significantly affected by some type of macular
degeneration. The organization is dedicated to

fostering scientific research into this group of

disorders while at the same time providing

educational and support programs to help people

affected with macular disease effectively cope with (

their vision-related problems.

Policy Summary

The founders of Macular Degeneration International

believe in the power of the scientific method. That is,

if a test or treatment is valuable, one should be able

to use standard scientific methods to convince a group
of unbiased experts that it is so. The organization

will avoid any financial relationships, either public or

private, that would tend to steer the organization

away from the course that is determined by unbiased
scientific deliberation. The organization will also insure

that all information distributed to its members is first

reviewed by the majority of the scientific advisory

board.

m
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Macular degeneration is a general term that is used
to describe a group of disorders that affect the

central portion of the retina known as the macula.

A normally functioning macula is required for seeing

fine details. Patients who loose a substantial portion of

their macular function often have difficulty with

reading; driving, and other tasks that require an
ability to distinguish small objects. The macula is

also involved in color vision and patients with

macular degeneration can have difficulty

distinguishing colors as well.

t |
The most common type of macular degeneration

affects individuals over the age of 50 and has come
to be known as "age related" macular degeneration.

However, there are a number of earlier onset forms
of macular degeneration including, among others,

StargardtediseasB^ patterni dystrophy, Best disease,

cone dystrophy, and juvenile X-linked retinoschisis.

There are specific features of each of these conditions

that allow them to be distinguished from one another in

most cases, but the ways in which they can affect an
individuals vision and his or her quality of life are
often similar. Thus, for the purposes of this brief

introduction, they will be considered together as

"macular degeneration".

• i
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It is important to realize that even though the

macula is quite important for vision, it represents

only a small portion of the entire retina. If one
imagines the inside of the eye to be the size of an
ordinary cereal bowl, the area known as the macula
would be only about the size of a quarter sitting in

the bottom of -the bowb Macular degeneration rarely

injures the retina outside of this quarter-sized zone
and as a result this condition rarely causes total

blindness in an eye. To put it another way, the central

vision can be significantly impaired by macular
degeneration , but the remaining peripheral vision is

usually sufficient to allow patients to perform many^
of the important functions of daily living including

moving about the house or office, and caring for

children or grandchildren. Many patients can even
continue to read or work with a computer by using
some type*: -ofclow* visiomaid or device.

The hallmark of late onset macular degeneration is

the presence of small yellow spots known as drusen
that occur beneath the macular retina. With time, as

these spots become more numerous, the retina

overlying them may begin to deteriorate. In a small

percentage of patients, the eye reacts to this injury

by allowing the growth of new blood vessels from an
even deeper layer (the choroid) into the space
beneath the retina. These new blood vessels can
leak fluid or bleed which in turn can cause more
damage than the degenerative process itself.

II
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In summary, macular degeneration is a com ttion
disorder which in many cases can cause visual loss

that is severe enough to be termed "legal blindness".

It is important to realize, however, that the majority

of the retina is usually not appreciably affected by the

disease and that patients can often retain useful vision

for their entire"hvesr —Although we are hopeful that

research will eventually lead to ways of slowing the

progression of macular degeneration, or perhaps even
preventing it entirely, current treatment consists of

limiting the spread of abnormal new blood vessels in

a small percentage of patients while helping all patients

to use their remaining vision to its fullest advantage.



In some cases , ophthalmologists try to cauterize these

abnormal growths with a laser to limit their spread.

In even fewer cases, the abnormal blood vessels are

situated in such a way that surgical removal is

possible.

Most types 1 of "macular degeneration are at least

partly inheritable. In some cases, such as Stargardt

disease, the disorder is inherited in a predominantly
recessive fashion, which means that two copies of

the affected gene are required to cause the disease.

Thus, affected patients usually have unaffected

parents but may have one or more affected siblings.,

Best disease, pattern dystrophy, and some cases of

late onset (age related) macular degeneration appear
to be inherited in an autosomal dominant fashion

which means that only one copy of the affected gene
is necessary^ toi cause ^theidisease, In this case,

affected individuals usually have an affected parent
and may have affected children. It is important to

know, however, that the visual loss associated with
having the affected gene often varies dramatically

among family members such that some "affected"

individuals can maintain 20/20 vision for their entire

lives while others can have substantial visual loss in

early adulthood. It is precisely this variability of

expression of the trait that suggests that there may
be ways of modifying the expression of the disease

gene and lessening it's impact on vision. (
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If you or someone you know has been diagnosed with

macular degeneration, there are several resources you
should know about. We want to urge people to

explore the variety of products and services available

as an informed consumer.

We view this manuab as^an on-going guide and plan

to make periodic updates and changes as resources

expand and change. If you know of other resources

that are helpful which we have not included in this

guide, let us know and we will be glad to include

them. All recommendations are intended to serve as

a guide and not necessarily as an endorsement.

We suggest that everyone obtain a "To whom it

may concern" letter from their ophthalmologist

describing their diagnosis, vision measurement with

correctivBilensestandsai prognosis for the future. Make
several copies of this letter as it will come in

handy in applying for many services. It is important
that you understand what the letter means.
Explaining it is the responsibility of your doctor -

but you must ask if you don't understand.

There are many useful devices which can help you
to live independently with a visual impairment. They
range from simple to complex, with price tags to

match. They come in three categories - optical

devices, non-optical devices and electronic devices

often called assistive technologies.
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Non-optical devices may be as simple as a bold

point pen and bold line paper. Other items can be
found that assist with almost any daily task.

Examples are: a large number watch, a talking clock,

special telephones with large dials and buttons, and
complex items for special medical conditions, such as

blood pressure monitors^or glucometers.

Many of these devices require some training for

their proper use. A good place to start is to call

your state Department of Rehabilitation (or

Commission for the Blind as it is called in some
states) to find out about rehabilitation services -

often free of charge. Be a wise shopper and
compare prices of these non-optical devices in as

many cataloges or resources as possible.

Othen; services that;Jiiay help in daily living

include Rehabilitation Teaching services in your
home, available in some areas. There are also

several other services such as free directory

assistance from your phone company when you
supply them with your "To whom it may concern"

letter.

«
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There is a great deal to know about low vision

devices, and we urge people to seek professional

guidance in selecting proper magnifying lenses or

special glasses for reading. Many doctors who
specialize in low vision devices also have a loaner

policy so items can be tried before purchasing.

There is^almost always some training involved in

using any low vision device, so make sure you obtain

the training you need.

In addition to low vision devices and glasses for

reading, there are special lenses for distant spotting,

called telescopies. There are also many types of

filtered lenses to reduce glare, highten contrast and
protect your eyes both indoors and outdoors. To find

a low vision center or a doctor who specializes in

low vision, call your state ophthalmology or

optoin^i^^association^oiuthe American Academy
of Ophthalmology or the American Optometric
Association ( listed in this guide), or give us a call.

It is also important to understand that it often

takes more than one device to do all the various
tasks in one's daily life. There is often no "magic"

glasses or "quick fixes" in this area of low vision.

There is also a period of adjustment in learning to

use new devices. Once the proper devices are found,

it is also important to continue regularly scheduled
*f comprehensive eye care as recommended by your

doctor.



Assistive Technology is much more expensive
\

and often more complicated to use than optical and
non-optical devices described earlier. However, it also

can allow a person the opportunity to read, write

and approach many complex tasks easier and over a
longer period of time than with simple magnification
devices. Electronic or assistive technology can open
up the world of computers for work or pleasure.

Many persons with -macular. degeneration find it

helpful to use a closed-circuit TV reading machine
also known as a CCTV. This technology is a fairly

easy-to -operate reading machine to read ( or write)

materials under an enlarged picture on a screen.

One of the first resources to apply for is the

talking book program, which provides books and
magazines on special tapes or records. Contact your
local librvary^or.theXibrary.of Congress ( listed in this

guide) to find out how to begin this free service.

For newspapers, many states offer radio reading
services - a special radio to listen to the paper being
read each day. Contact us or your state Department
of Rehabilitation to find out if this service is

available in your area. Other types of information
are also available on tape and can be obtained
once you have received your talking book player

from the library talking book program.
(
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There is also much more information available

today in large print or bold print including special

book clubs, newspapers and magazines. Many
libraries now have a special section for large print

books. There are many special items like large print

crossword puzzle books, large print "Guideline"

checks land" check registers from your bank and
many other items like large print bibles, songbooks

and music.

Many people find that with large print used in

conjunction with special task lighting and low vision

devices, many reading and writing tasks can still be
accomplished with some practice and/or training.

<>

SPECIAL. SERVICES

In areas of the country where public transpor-

tation is available, you may qualify for a reduced
fare card. Rules vary in different areas. Usually
your visual acuity measurement must be 20/200

or worse (in both eyes) to apply.

Contact your local transportation company. Also,

if you ride trains or buses of any kind, always
ask about any special services for the visually

impaired.
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Many states also have special drivers licenses for

those who qualify. There are some states which
allow driving with telescopic glasses, usually for

daytime only. These telescopic glasses are made
specifically for each person and the eye doctor

must follow strict visual , guidelines of the state if

they are to- be' prescribed^ Some states do not offer

them; contact us or your state Department of Motor
Vehicles, - Medical Division, to inquire. Also, some
states allow a graded driver's license, usually in a
rural area, with restrictions on where you can
drive, reduced speed rules and daytime restrictions.

Some areas do not offer graded licensing. There (

are also some rehabilitation drivers training

programs available in some states where you can
get professional feedback and/or training in driving

under these special situations.

For independent travel skills, like crossing

streets or traveling in an unfamiliar area, there

are special rehabilitation instructors, called

Orientation and Mobility Specialists (or O&M
Specialists for short). They specialize in these and
many other areas of traveling, from orienting you
to a new neighborhood or office building, to

learning to take a safe walk to the mailbox.

Call your state Department of Rehabilitation to

ask about O&M services.

fi
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SUPPORT AND SELF-HELP GROUPS

Today, you can often find a special support group

to help with personal issues involving macular
degeneration, as is the case with many diseases

today. These groups provide an important oppor-

tunity ^ttirnocxeet' others ^with macular degeneration

and share ideas on how to cope and live life to the

fullest.

Contact your state Department of Rehabilitation

to inquire about groups in your area.

Another resource to write or call is the Lighthouse
National Center for Vision and Aging in this manual
for a listing of low vision groups in your state. You
may also like to do what so many others have done
and starfca? group^±Oi^urzcommunity.

There are also many organizations to join which
provide self-help through newsletters, seminars and
conferences and telephone networks. We urge people
to join all the different organizations and to support
them in order to better assist the community of

persons with visual impairment. Also, if there is a

local center in your area providing services to the
visually impaired, join their mailing list to receive

their newsletter and assist their cause whenever
possible.



Large Print Publications:

American Printing House for the Blind

P. O. Box 6085
Louisville, KY 40206-0085

1-800-223-1839

(502) 895-2405

EMail: info@aph.org

Fax: 502-899-2274

APH is the world's largest not for profit company devoted solely

to create products for visually impaired persons of all ages.

APH provides, 1) a variety ofproducts and accessible books, 2) '

the CARL ET AL database, a quick, complete, centralized

method oflocating materials in accessible media created by
agencies and organizations across the nation, 3) custom
products ofinformational materials in accessible formats, 4) free

accessible'APH cataloges on request.

Braille Bible Foundation
PO Box 948307
Maitland, Florida 32794-8307

1-800-766-9080

407-834-3628

Fax: 407-834-9953

Offers large print Bible in 16 and 24 point type free to those

who are legally blind. Available in braille form and on tape.
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Doubleday Large Print Home Library
1-800-688-4442

Provides hardcover editions of best sellers in large print

and a large print book club.

Lutheran Braille Workers, Inc.

P. O. Box 5000
Yucaipa, California 92399

909-795-8977
Fax: 909-795-8970
Email: LBWBraille@aol.com

Lutheran Braille Workers, Inc. is a non-profit niinistry

providing braille and large print bibles and other christian

related books free of charge to visually impaired adults and
children all over the world in 40 different languages.

New York Times Large Type Weekly

1-800-631-2580

Fax: 201-342-2539

Prepared by the editors of The Week in Review with many of

the Times features including the NY Times crossword puzzle.

• I Offers subscriptions to the weekly paper in large type -

$35.10 for six months - $70.20 per year.
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Reader's Digest Fund for the Blind, Inc.

Pleasantville, New York 10570

1-800-877-5293

Fax: 914-244-7303

The Reader!:S;Digest Eundfor^the Blind, Inc., a not-for-profit

corporation, is the publisher of easy-to-read material of

excellent quality for the visually unpaired. Publications

include the large-type edition of Reader's Digest magazine,
issued monthly, the large-type Reader, issued 5 times a year,

and the Reader's Digest Bible in large-type.

Thorndike - G. K. Hall Large Print Books
P.O. Box 159
Thorndike, Maine 04986

1-800-223-6121
207-948-2962
Fax: 207-948-2863

Call or write for catalog of large print books for sale.

The World At Large
P. O. Box 390330
Brooklyn, New York 11219

A weekly large print news magazine - $65.00 for 52 issues.

The magazine covers world and national news, law, politics
,

the environment, education, health, art, books, music, sports.
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The Lighthouse
Low Vision Products
36-20 Northern Boulevard
Long Island City, New York 11101

1-800-453-4923

A large print catalog of many low vision products including

talking watches, large dial watches, clocks, timers,

calculators, cassette players and accessories, telephones,

games, cards, lamps, stands, writing guides, cooking and
serving accessories, scales, thermometers and personal

products.

MaxL Aids
42 Executive Blvd.

Farmmgdale, New York 11735

516-752-0521
1-800-522-6294

Fax: 516-752-0689

MAXI AIDS provides a complete line ofhigh technology and
low technology products for the visually impaired. Products

include magnifiers, CCTV's, low vision watches, special

computer products and much more. Free cataloges are

available upon request.

*)
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Associated Services for the Blind
Sense-Sations Catalog
919 Walnut Street

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107

215-627-0600

A catalog which includes many devices to assist with
activities of daily living.

Blazie Engineering, Inc.

105 E. Jarrettsville Rd.
Forest Hill, MD 21050

410-893-9333

PersonaLdata.assistance,devices for the blind and visually

inipaired including^ Braille~& Speak, Type & Speak, Braille-

Lite, Disc Drive, Braille Printer, software programs, braille

translators, speech synthesizers and window screen readers.

Carolyn's

Products for Enhanced Living
1-800-648-2266

A large print catalog of many low vision products including

talking watches, large dial watches, clocks, timers,

calculators, magnifiers, telescopes, CCTV reading machines,

telephones, games, cards, lamps and personal products.
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Library of Congress
National Library Service for the Blind

1291 Taylor St. NW
Washington, DC 20542

1-800-424-8567

Fax: 202-707-0712
Internet: nls@loc.gov

Maintains a free talking book service which includes

recorded books and magazines for all ages. Ask for your
local area and how to apply.
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Books Aloud
180 San Carlos

San Jose, California 95113

408-277-4878
Fax: 408-277-4818

A free circulating library with more than 5,000 titles on
regular speed cassettes. Write for a catalog and application

form.

Choice Magazine Listening

85 Channel Drive
Port Washington, New York 11050

516-883-8280
Fax: 516-944-6849

CML is a free audio anthology available to vision impaired,

blind or physically disabled adults from college level and older.

Produced on the special-speed four-track cassette format,

playable on the free library of congress 4-track cassette player,

also provided nationwide. Issues are bi-monthly and provide

eight hours ofunabridged selected articles, short stories and
poetry. Issues are free to keep and are available to individuals

or facilities.
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Consumer Cataloges:

Ann Morris Enterprises
890 Fams Court
East Meadow, New York 11554

516-292-9232
1-800-454-3175
Fax:516-292-2522..
EMail: anjirnor@netcorn.corn

Braille money marker, talking compass, talking microwave,

computer games, talking book equipment and over 500 other

items are all part of our 1997 catalog. Request your free copy in

large print, 4-track cassette, or MS/DOS disk today. Braille is

t | $6.00.

Arkenstone
555 Oakmead Parkway
Sunnyvale, €A 94086-4023,:

1-800-444-4443
Fax: 408-328-8484
Email: info@arkenstone.org
http://wwAv.arkenstone.org

Non-profit organization dedicated to helping people read offers

unique low vision aids. These aids, reading machines which
convert print documents into speech and large-print, allows

individuals to both see and hear text. Free catalog.

i



Independent Living Aids
Can-Do Products
27 East Mall
Plainview, New York 11803

1-800-537-2118

A catalog of many low vision products including talking

watches, large dial watches, clocks, timers, calculators,

CCTVs, cassette players and accessories, telephones, games,
cards, lamps, stands, writing guides, cooking and serving

accessories, scales, thermometers, sewing and personal

products.

(

L. S. & S. Group
P. O. Box 673
Northbrook, Illinois 60065

1-800-468-4789

Fax: 847-498-1482
EMail: LSSGRP@aol.com

A large catalog of many low vision products including a

variety of magnifiers, sunglasses, CCTV's, computer
products, talking watches, large dial watches, clocks, timers,

calculators, canes, telescopes, cassette players and
accessories, telephones, games, cards, lamps, stands, writing

guides, cooking and serving accessories, scales, thermometers
and personal products. {(
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Tapes:

Aurora Ministries/Bible Alliance, Inc.

P.O. Box 621
Bradenton, FL 34206

941-748-3031

Fax: 941-748-2625

Bible on cassette is available free in 46 languages to persons
with print handicaps, low vision or visual impairments.
Complimentary sets are provided for use in resource centers of

libraries.

Blackstone Audio Books
PO Box 969
Ashland, OR 97520

1-800-729-2665 within USA
(541) 482-9239 outside USA

Over 2,000 titles which may be rented or purchased. Call for

free catalog.

<>



Xavier Society for the Blind

154 E 23rd. St.

New York, NY 10010

212-473-7800

Offers feeeiarge 3iprintTbible.s
?
bible on tape and catholic

literature and newsletter to blind and visually impaired.
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Technology for Independence
529 Main Street

Boston, Massachusetts 02129

800-331-8255

Many items such as tape players and talking medical devices.
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Descriptive Video Service

WGBH
125 Western Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02134

1-800-333-1203

Email: Mtp://www^:wgblT:org/dvs

A national service that makes television broadcasts and movies
on video accessible to blind and visually impaired persons. DVS
provides narrated descriptions of a program or movie's key
visual elements. Write for monthly guide and list of videos.

Hadley School for the Blind
700 Elm Street

Winnetka, Illinois 60093

1-800-323-4238

Fax: 847-446-0855

The Hadley School for the Blind offers hope and opportunity to

blind and visually impaired adults through distance education

courses that are completely free of charge. Courses are

available in braille, large print, and audiocassette. We also

have courses for parents ofblind children and family members
of adults who are blind. Call for a catalog.
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Organizations:

American Academy ofOphthalmology
655 Beach Street P.O. Box 7424
San Francisco, CA 94109-1336

415-561-8500

Fax: 415-561-8567

Email: rrushka@aao.org
Internet: http//www.eyenet.org

Provides brochures and eye fact sheets on visual impairment
and related eye conditions.

American Academy of Optometry
4340 E. West Hwy. #401
Bethesda, Maryland 20814-4411

301-718-6500
Fax: 301-656-0989

EMail: ameraca453@aol.com

<>
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Vision World Wide, Inc.

5707 Brockton Dr. #302
Indianapolis, Indiana 46220-5481

317-254-1332
1-800-431-1739

Fax:317-251-6588
EMail: PatPrice@aol.com or

VISIONWW@INETDIRECT.NET

Vision World Wide publishes a magazine that is encouraging
and motivating to the vision impaired and their families,

informative to healthcare professionals, senior centers, radio

reading services and libraries and provides inforrnation and
referral services through a nationwide toll-free help line.
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Keitzer Check Writing Guide
5324 Ingleside

Leesburg, Florida 34748

352-326-3437

Check wmting.guide.forjsdsually impaired. Call for prices.

NoIR Medical Technologies

6155 Pontiac Trail

PO Box 159
South Lyon, MI 48178

800-521-9746

Fax: 313-769-1708

Offers Ultraviolet and infrared protection in sunglasses with
over 50 cnloj^andmanyistylesiand sizes to choose from. Call for

free catalog.

Prophecy Designs
PO Box 84
Round Pond, Maine 04564

207-529-5318

Fax: 207-529-6418

I

1

Prophecy Designs offers a full line of large print and braille

greeting cards for all occasions. Call or write for free color

brochure.



Other Resources:

ABLEDATA
8455 Colesville Rd., Ste. 935
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910-3319

800-227-0216
Fax: 301-587-1967

ABLEDATA is a national database of services and
information on more than 22,000 products for assistive

technology and rehabilitation equipment available. Also

offers Classified Database for buying/selling used i

assistive devices and equipment or spare parts.

Databases for rehab, research, programs, & newsletters.

Big Type Company : ;

4701 W. Mill Rd.
Milwaukee, WI 53218

800-933-1711

Offers address book, date calendar, check register, steno

notebook in large print. Call for free brochure.

u
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American Council of the Blind

1155 15th St. NW, Ste. 720
Washington, D.C. 20005

202-467-5081
1-800-424-8666 - M-F from 3 to 5:30pm eastern time
Fax: 202-467-5085

EMail: ncrabb@access.degex.net, or

HTTP: \ \WWWACB.ORG
Membership organization ofpersons who are blind or visually

impaired also with state chapters. Publishes a monthly
magazine, 'The Braille Forum' in large print, tape or braille.

* f Special interest groups include lawyers, teachers and a variety

ofothers.

American Optometric Association
243 Norffiiimdbergh^lvcfe
St. Louis, MO 63141-7881

314-991-4100

Fax: 314-991-4101

Email: AmOptMemb@aol.com

The American Optometric Association provides information on
Macular Degeneration and services for patients with visual

impairments. The association can assist in referring

individuals to local sources for optometric/low vision services.
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American Foundation for the Blind

11 Penn Plaza, Ste. 300
New York, New York 10001

1-800-232-5463

Email: afbinfo@afb.org

Internetfhttp://www:afb:org/afb

Serves as a national clearinghouse for information about
blindness and referral database. Publishes books, pamphlets,
videos and periodicals about blindness and 'Directory of

Agencies Serving the Visually Impaired in the U.S.'

Blindskills, Inc.

P. O. Box 5181
Salem, Oregon 97304-0181

1-800-860-4224
503-581-4224
Fax: 503-581-0178
EMail: blindskl@teleport.com

Blindskills, Inc. is a non-profit corporation which publishes

Dialogue is a magazine written specifically for persons who are

blind or visually impaired of all ages. Dialogue is published

quarterly and contains ideas and solutions intended to enhance
our readers' quality of life. A wide range of subject matter is

covered including adaptive skills, mobility, employment,
student angles, independence, health, technology, cuisine,

sports and recreation plus a vast resource section of products

and services to aid the visually impaired in all aspects of life.
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Council of Citizens with Low Vision International

6511 26th St. W.
Bradenton, Florida 34207

1-941-755-3846

1-800-733-2258

Fax: 941-755-9721

An international network ofpersons with low vision, family

members and professionals providing the following outreach
programs for the low vision community:

VISION ACCESS A quarterly publication in large print or

cassette- a wide variety oftopics - keeps you up to date on
• t what's new in low vision.

Toll-Free Hotline, Conferences and Scholarship Programs.

Helen Keller National Center for

Deaf - Blind^Yioutb and^^kdialts

111 Middle Neck Road
Sands Point, NY 11050

1-800-255-0411

516-944-8900

Fax: 516-944-7302

A national organization (with regional centers) to meet the

social, rehabilitative and independent living needs of persons
with vision and hearing impairments.
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In Touch Networks, Inc.

15 West 65th Street

New York, New York 10023

212-769-6270
1-800-456-3166

Maintains volunteer service that allows visually impaired
persons to listen to readings of articles from more than 100
newspapers and magazines 24 hours a day.

The Lighthouse National Center for Education
111 East 59th St.

New York, New York 10022-1202

212-821-9200
1-800-334-5497 - M-F 9am to 8pm EST
Fax: 212-821-9705^

~~

EMail: jjenkins@Lighthouse.org

The Lighthouse offers a broad range of information on age-

related and juvenile vision impairment and blindness.

Resources, educational and technical services are made
available along with a newsletter.
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National Association for Parents of the Visually

Impaired (NAPVI)
P. O. Box 317
Watertown, MA 02272

617-972-7441
1-800-562-6265

Fax: 617-972-7444

NAPVI is a national organization that enables parents to find

information and resources for their blind and visually impaired

children including those with additional disabilities. NAPVI
provides leadership, support and training to assist parents in

helping children reach their potential.

National Association for the Visually Handicapped
22 West2lRt_Streetr6th,FL,

New York, New York 10010

212-889-3141

Fax: 212-727-2931

Email: stafl@navh.org

NAVH is a voluntary national health agency which provides

services solely to the partially sighted, their families, friends

and professionals who serve them. Our program includes visual

aids counseling and distribution, emotional support, large print,

educational outreach, and referral services. Free large print

loan library by mail - U.S. only.
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Prevent Blindness America
500 E. Remington Rd.

Schaumburg, Illinois 60173-5611

1-800-331-2020

Fax: 847-843-8458
Email: 74777:i00<^dmptisere.com

PBA is a leading volunteer eye health & safety

organization dedicated to fighting blindness and saving
sight. PBA works through patient, public and
professional, education, community programs and
research.

{

Resources for Rehabilitation

33 Bedford Street, Suite 19A
Lexing4bi^Ma'SBachais;attss^)2173

617-862-6455
Fax: 617-861-7517

Publishes large print resource guides and hand out materials as

part of the "Living with Low Vision Series." Conducts training

programs for the public and for service providers.
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Vision Foundation, Inc.

818 Mt. Auburn Street

Watertown, Massachusetts 02172

617-926-4232
l-8OO-8S2l3029^tMassaehusetts only

Vision Foundation, Inc. is a self-help organization for adults

coping with sight loss. Services include information and
referral, peer support groups, rehabilitation services for elders

who are not legally blind, for people with AIDS, buddy
telephone system, and publications. Although most of their

services are limited to Mass. residents, information and referral

services and publications are available nationwide.

• >
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Veterans Services:

«

There is a visual impairment services team (VIST)

at VA Medical Centers throughout the United States.

Medicalexaminations, eye examinations, hearing
evaluations and^financial^benefits review are provided

without charge.

Veterans need not be in receipt ofVA Compensation
or Pension to be eligible for the program.

The VIST Program is a community- based service

designed to identify legally blind ( visual acuity of 20
/ 200 or worse ) veterans, provide diagnosis and
treatment services as well as referrals to blind rehab-

rehabilitation centers which provide comprehensive
trainingitoadjustinentetotsight loss.

For more information about these and other

benefits to legally blind veterans please contact:

DonE. Garner
Director, Blind Rehabilitation Service

810 Vermont Avenue, N. W.
Washington D. C. 20420

202-273-8483

Fax: (202)273-7603 *



Blinded Veterans Association

477 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001-2694

1-800-669-7079

Fax: 202-371-8258

Email: ebentley@popreralsfe'oin

BVA is the only veterans service organization chartered by the

U.S. Congress to represent blinded veterans. BVA Field Reps
can help veterans establish claims, attend blind rehabilitation

and regain their rightful place in society. Membership is not
required for any service and a national newsletter is available

I * upon request.

»>
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A Special Publication of Medical and Research Information

and Resources to Help Persons and Families affected by
Macular Degeneration and the Professionals who serve them.

SUMMER ~ FALL 1998

This is the fifth edition of "Around The Edges," a news journal

of Macular Degeneration International. This news journal is

published bi-annually as a benefit of membership.

New Headquarters:

Macular Degeneration International

6700 N. Oracle Rd. • Suite 505 • Tucson, Arizona 85704

520-797-2525 • 520-797-801 8 Fax
Toll Free 1-800-393-7634 or 1-800 EYES - MDI

Email: info@maculardegeneration.org
www.maculardegeneration.org

Additional Mailing Address:
2968 West Ina Road #106 • Tucson, Arizona 85741

Serving persons with Early Onset (Juvenile) or

Late Onset (Age-Related) Macular Degeneration.

A non-profit 501 (c)3 Organization.

Distribution: International Circulation 5,500

Anyone wishing to remember Macular Degeneration International

in his/her Last Will and Testament may do so by including

a special paragraph for that purpose.

For gifts given in memory of, or honoring special persons
in your life, please contact the national office for details.

For gifts within special family trusts, please contact

the national office for details.

»

All donations are welcomed and are tax deductible

as allowed by the Infernal Revenue Service.

Copyright 1998. All rights reserved. Do not photocopy.
No portion of this News Journal may be reproduced without
written permission of Macular Degeneration International.
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D ear friends, family members,
doctors and professionals,

One of the primary goals of MDI over

the last four years has been to reach

out to the many people who have

macular degeneration. There are

several hundred thousand people

each year (and the number is grow-

ing) who are newly diagnosed with

some form of macular degeneration.

For many reasons, ^
these people and their

families often have a

not too hopeful picture

of the future. MDI of-

fers hope each month
to several hundred

families looking for

information. It is also

clear that the kind of \^
information asked for is so varied.

Maybe it's because the human re-

sponse to bad news takes so many
forms.

• Many want to know what is this

disease and how did I get it?

• Many want to know what is be-

ing done in research toward a break-

through?

• Many deny the problem, con-

|

tinue to drive and use poor coping

! mechanisms in dealing with their

j

vision loss which can often frighten

|
family members as to how to respond.

• Many people first respond with

j
anger and thoughts of suing their eye

|
doctor. Others are depressed and

I
sometimes fall into despair which may

I persist for long periods of time, some-

LETTER
FROM THE
DIRECTOR

times even years.

• Many go doctor shopping, some-
times contacting the very best doctors

in the world — hoping one will have

the answer they are looking for.

• Many sign up to participate in

special research studies, hoping this

will stop the progression of the dis-

ease or reverse the situation.

• Many want to know the practical

Ik answers as to how
they can read and write

again, and "who is

there to guide me?" Or
where can devices be
found to help?

• Many want to know if

there are support

groups for this condi-

tion, because feeling

alone and misunderstood is terrible.

"Where can I find such a group?"

• Many others want to know alter-

native treatments, vitamins or any-

thing else they can do to somehow
make it better— sometimes at great

financial or personal cost.

• Many want to know how they

can protect their children or grandchil-

dren from this horrible fate.

• Many want to know all of these

things and much more. Some do not

know what to ask, or who or where
they could ask for it, so they live with

it all pent up inside.

Realistically, these and many
more questions do get answered over

time. Probably a lot of time. Maybe if

one were to calculate how long it

1
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would take to answer, it would be 5 to

1 hours of time for each person.

Maybe all at once, or maybe over

months and years — depending on

how ready the person is to listening

and retaining the answers in a mean-
ingful way.

Often the eye doctors are on the

front lines as patients' questions be-

gin. With a full waiting room, even 30
or 45 minutes of time

would be impossible,

and even this amount
of time would barely

scratch the surface.

Referrals need to be

made at this time—
but so often there is not

a good plan in place.

Who can truly help?

Where do you start? It is not the

same for each person and family.

Often, this leaves the professional

at a loss as to how he or she should

intervene— or even make sugges-

tions. Does referring the patient to

others suggest that the professional

has somehow failed — or let the pa-

tient down? There are some difficult

choices at this point, and hardest of

all is that all involved need to take

responsibility— a big chunk of re-

sponsibility. It can not occur only on

one side— for there to be a meaning-

ful intervention, all of those involved

must decide to choose to go forward.

Many patients are not prepared or

are ill equipped to take on this large

chunk of the problem on their shoul-

ders — especially right away. They
need time to let it all sink in, or at

LETTER
FROM THE
DIRECTOR

least some of it sink in. To ride out the

storm of emotions they feel — so later

they can think ... so later they can
weigh out their problem and think

through the course of action they wish

to take.

The time needed for each person

and family is different. It also must fit

with all the other concerns going on in

that person's life.

Sometimes, it is

not appropriate or good
to take action on this

problem immediately.

Sometimes pushing

someone is bad — but

other times it is good.

But it is not always

clear, and often it can

be a difficult call to

make. If one is observant, most
people give their signal — they tell

you what they need. Listening and
responding to that need at that time is

crucial. It is the foundation or the

building block to how all later transac-

tions will go.

Here at MDI we have found that

whether you are a person with macu-
lar degeneration, a family member, a

doctor or a professional, we can play

a key role as a resource to help an-

swer the questions or guide a person

through the coping process. Our toll-

free help line is at the heart of our

mission and we are dedicated to

meeting the needs of our members.

Sincerely,

JhomaA ft&tiJd, £xoctdw& (DihscioA

www.maculardegeneration.org

&
i
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As we stated earlier, MDI
has made it a priority to

reach out to so many
with macular degeneration.

Reaching out means providing

hope through up-to-date, accu-

rate medical information as well

as support and resources neces-

sary to live a high quality of life

with macular degeneration. This

includes people from the U.S.,

Canada and around the world.

It also includes families with

children, teenagers and young
adults looking for information

on juvenile macular diseases.

The largest group are people

and families with age-related

macular degeneration— both

newly diagnosed and those who
have been affected for many
years.

With a grant from Sigma Beta Soror-

ity, Inc., MDI has designed a new web
site to help accomplish this goal — of

reaching out and offering hope.

Some very unique features are high-

lighted in this site, including an acces-

sible way to enlarge the print (at the

bottom of the home page), which

allows the user to read the entire site

in this format. Key areas covered by

the new site are:

• Age-related Macular Degen-
eration including a discussion page

where questions can be written, and

the user can read past dialog of other

questions and answers given.

• Juvenile Macular Dystrophies

will be highlighted including extensive

information on Stargardt's and other

juvenile onset macular dystrophies. A
separate discussion section here also

allows questions and interaction on

this topic.

• ABCD— American Bioptic Cer-

tified Drivers, part of MDI since 1997,

has a special section dedicated to

those who want to know more about

driving and low vision. As some states

allow driving with bioptic telescopes,

keep up with the latest information. A
special discussion page, coordinated

by Dr. Terra Barnes, will help to an-

swer your questions and read about

others who have concerns and ques-

tions in this area on driving.

• MDI Activities— Will highlight

upcoming events such as community
seminars, Stargardt conferences and
other national conferences in which

MDI plays a part.
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Advertisement

Introducing

..:..,

The New Low Vision

Productfrom

Enhanced Vision Systems

Black & White Mtuc for only $399.00

ColorMir for only $499.00

Ma% is a digital hand-held magnifier designed for ease of use and portability. Ha?c is

affordable enough to become your vision partner. Simply take the unit with you to

work, to school or on vacation and connect it to any television without the need for any

other adapter

M(&L will also connect to your computer. (Additional hardware may be required.)

Compare the quality, the features and the price and you will agree there is nothing like it

on the market.

• Magnify from 16X to 28X on a 20" TV with the turn of a knob.

• Three different viewing options: 1 . Regular, 2. High contrast positive image,

& 3. High contrast negative image.

• Color System may also be viewed in B&W.
• Change the viewing options by the push of a button.

® Ease of use with either the right or left hand.

• Power supply and AB Switch included.

• Built-in RCA and RF jack for easy connection to any TV set.

• Easily magnifies print on any surface; curved or straight.

• One year limited warranty.

*

EVS
ENHANCED
•m«xrrvn>wj

©

Tel: 800-440-9476 • Tel: 714-374-1829 • Fax: 714-374-1821
www.enhancedvision.com

— Advertisement —
.,.-.„, <.™.,^r -.„
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MDI HOLDS A SPECIAL
MACULAR DEGENERATION

SEMINAR WITH
WILLS EYE HOSPITAL

Over 250 physicians and patients

attended the Macular Degeneration

Seminar held in conjunction with the

annual Wills conference at the Adams
Mark Hotel on March 14, 1998.

Seven guest speakers discussed

a variety of topics, focusing on ad-

vances in the diagnosis and treatment

of macular degeneration. Three

speakers gave lectures on the role of

genetics in the disease. Mark Leppert,

Ph.D., of the University of Utah, dis-

cussed his results concerning the

discovery of a gene which is respon-

jsHble for a hereditary form of macular

degeneration. Arcilee Frost, M.S., a
genealogical researcher from Salt

Lake City, Utah gave a presentation

\
on how one can trace his or her family

i
roots. Anita Miedziak, M.D., a Henry

j
and Corrine Bower Fellow, discussed

I

the role of genetics in a family with a

|

history of low vision.

The other presenters emphasized

j
the various services and resources

|
available to those individuals afflicted

j
with macular degeneration. Thomas

j
Perski, MA, from Macular Degenera-

I tion International, discussed the avail-

j
ability of resources for patients who

|
suffer from the disorder. Susan

|
Edmonds, O.D., spoke about low

I vision services.

Gary Brown, M.D., Arunan
Sivalingam, M.D., and Tamara
Vrabec, M.D., of the Retina Service of

Wills Eye Hospital, spoke on the clini-

cal features of macular degeneration,

including new methods in the diagno-

sis and treatment of this condition.

Melvin Feldenheimer, President of the

Philadelphia Chapter of the Associa-

tion for Macular Diseases, talked

about the importance of support

groups and organizations for affected

individuals.

A sampling of the positive re-

sponses to the seminar came from Mr.

Douglas Yingling, Executive Director

of the Montgomery County Associa-

tion for the Blind. He thanked Dr.

Donoso of Wills, saying, "Keep up the

good work and thank you for allowing

those of us in the field to attend this

terrific seminar program."

GRANT RECEIVED TO
DEVELOP RESOURCE GUIDE

Smith Kline Beecham, Inc. has
awarded a research grant to be used
to update a comprehensive Macular

Degeneration Resource Guide being

developed by Larry A. Donoso, M.D.,

Ph.D., at the Henry and Corrine

Bower Research Laboratory at Wills

Eye Hospital, and by Thomas Perski

of Macular Degeneration International

in Tucson, AZ.

The Resource Guide lists sources

which offer assistance to individuals

b

^
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who suffer from macular degenera-

tion. Furthermore, it contains tele-

phone hotlines for organizations and
referrals to local, state and govern-

mental agencies.

In addition, many World Wide
Web sites are listed in the Resource
Guide. Patients can use the web to

find sites like:

www.vision-research.org

OR
www.maculardegeneration.org.

These websites feature articles

and news releases which inform indi-

viduals of the latest findings in the

search for a cure this disorder.

The Resource Guide can be obtained

by contacting Larry A. Donoso, M.D.,

Ph.D., Bower Laboratory at Wills Eye
Hospital, 900 Walnut Street, Philadel-

phia, PA 19107.

MDG PARTICIPATES IN
"LIVING WITH DECREASED

VISION," A SPECIAL SEMINAR

Living with Decreased Vision is a

free seminar open to professionals

and the public to be held Saturday,

October 10, 1998 from 8:45 am to

1 :00 pm at the University Hospital and
Clinics, School of Medicine Audito-

rium (room M105) in Columbia, Mis-

souri.

Join experts in the field of eye

care for a discussion on the effects of

low vision and macular diseases, the

latest treatments and how people can

maintain their quality of life, There will

also be educational booths and vision

aids to assist with reading and daily

activities. Featured speakers will be
Keynoter Tom Perski of Macular De-
generation International, Dean
Hainsworth, M.D., Vitreo-retinal spe-

cialist, Mason Eye Institute, L. David

Ormerod, M.D., Vitreo-retinal special-

ist, Mason Eye Institute and Tom
Porter, O.D., Director of Low Vision

Services, St. Louis University. Repre-

sentatives from area agencies that

provide services to people with visual

impairments will also speak. Reserva-

tions are recommended by calling

(573) 884-6542. Parking is free in the

University Hospital visitor parking

garage.

MDG TO SPONSOR A FREE
SEMINAR ON MACULAR
DEGENERATION IN LAKE
HAVASU CITY, ARIZONA

IN NOVEMBER
A free seminar for the pubic on macu-
lar degeneration will be held on Fri-

day, November 13, 1998 at the Holi-

day Inn, Lake Havasu City, Arizona.

This seminar is being sponsored by

the London Bridge Lions Club of Lake

Havasu City and other district Lions

members. Other sponsors include the

local low vision support group of Lake

Havasu City, coordinated by Phyllis

Cunningham, Macular Degeneration

International, Southwest Low Vision

and Magnisight, Inc. of Colorado

Springs, Colorado.

One of the featured speakers will

be Dr. Terra Barnes, a low vision
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optometrist from Laguna Hills, Califor-

nia. There will also be an opportunity

to view and learn about the latest in

low vision technology.

This conference is in response to

the overwhelming turnout of the last

two mini-seminars given by Tom
Perski in Lake Havasu last year. The
conference is expected to draw

people from southern Nevada, west-

ern Arizona and southeastern Califor-

nia.

To register call 1-800-393-7634.

Limited Space Available.

MDI TO CO-SPONSOR
MACULAR DEGENERATION
SEMINARS NEXT SPRING

Macular Degeneration International is

making plans for a free seminar for

the public on Friday, February 12,

1999 in Richmond, Virginia and Satur-

day, February 13, 1999 in the Greens-

boro, North Carolina area.

Later that spring on Sunday,

May 2, MDI will co-sponsor with the

Macular Disease Foundation of Vir-

ginia Beach, Virginia, a free seminar

for the public to be held in Newport
News, Virginia. Flyers will be mailed

to all people on the MDI list in these

regions. To be placed on the list you

\
may call our toll free number at 1 -800-

I 393-7634. We look forward to seeing

|

you there!

MDI TEAMS UP WITH THE
LOW VISION COUNCIL FOR
ITS FIRST U.S. EVENT

During 1 997-1 998, many of the U.S.

companies who manufacture special

low vision devices or who devise

technology agreed to form a national

low vision trade council. The council,

referred to as the Low Vision Council,

held its first national event September
17th through the 20th, 1998 at the

Terrace Garden Hotel, Atlanta,

Georgia.

The conference featured an edu-

cation schedule for professionals in

the low vision field, as well as a spe-

cial seminar on Stargardt's disease

and a free seminar on age-related

macular degeneration. One of the

highlights of the conference was the

special exhibit hall filled with the latest

in low vision technology. Tom Perski

from Macular Degeneration Interna-

tional addressed all three groups

during the three-day seminar.

Other featured speakers included

Dr. Thomas Aaberg and Dr. David

Saperstein, Dept. of Ophthalmology

from Emory University, Dr. Tom Por-

ter, Low Vision Optometrist from St.

Louis University, Robert Massof,

Ph.D., of Johns Hopkins University

and Gale Watson M.A.Ed, of the Vet-

erans Administration, Blind Rehabilita-

tion Center of Georgia.

MARK YOUR CALENDARS !!

HiUnderstanding Stargardt's and Other Juvenile Macular Dystrophies,"

| our eighth conference for young people and their families with juvenile macu
^
lar diseases, is planned for Saturday, April 10th, in Portland, Oregon.

is

:'
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RESEARCH UPDATE
Genetic Therapies

As you have probably read in some of

our past news journals, there has

been a strong genetic basis discov-

ered for some types of macular de-

generation. Of course, for the juvenile

onset macular degeneration, there is

continuing work going on to find many
different genes that cause different

types of macular degeneration. But in

age-related macular degeneration, in

1997, the first definitive gene was
discovered, in preliminary

results that about one in

six, or about 1 6 percent,

of people with age-

related macular degen-

eration are showing this

particular gene defect.

One of the most im-

portant areas in the study

of genetics for the future

will be to have people with macu-
lar degeneration genotyped. That is, it

will be important for people to go to a
research center or to work through

their local doctor to give blood

samples. For the affected person and
their family, this will be important for

the future. Unfortunately, there is no
place currently that can easily do this

kind of testing, but we hope to see
this in the near future.

Once a particular gene defect is

studied and understood, this new
potential treatment must be proven.

How can it be proven? The best way
that science can effectively show that

a given treatment works, is first using

animals in a laboratory. By repeating

experiments over and over again and
showing that a given treatment will

work (a group of animals that have
been treated versus a control group),

scientists and researchers can then

proceed with testing their potential

treatment on humans.

Another advantage of using

animal models is that many different

types of treatments can be studied

all at once. Also, the disease pro-

cess in animals is much
quicker, taking several

months for degeneration

rather than ten or twenty

years as in humans.

Scientists will then

proceed by approaching

the Food and Drug Ad-

ministration or the federal

government to attempt to

convince them that this potential

treatment works in animals and now
should be brought to a test for hu-

mans. There are of course many
concerns that must be looked at—
most of all is safety of the experi-

ments, and how effective these ex-

periments may be on humans.

You have probably read in news-
papers or heard on television or the

radio when researchers talk about
phase I, phase II, or phase III clinical

trials. Basically, a phase I trial is

where a small number of participants

have been tested and where safety is

the main concern to be proven. Then
if all goes well and the experiment is

V:
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shown to be safe, phase II and phase
III trials can be completed with larger

numbers of people participating, with

the goal of showing that the experi-

ment or treatment works.

Another reason for understanding

the exact gene mutation is that new
discoveries are being made all the

time. For instance, in the gene men-
tioned earlier (called the ABCR gene)

which affects young people with

Stargardt's disease, a few months
later it was also found to affect some
people over the age of 70 with age-

related macular degeneration. Re-

searchers have also found that a

|

different mutation in the same gene

|

may cause another retinal degenera-

|
tion called Retinitis Pigmentosa. Thus,

you see in this issue a call for families

who have young people with

Stargardt's disease or retinitis

pigmentosa, and who also have
people in their families who have
develop age-related macular degen-
eration, to come forward and help

participate by giving blood samples to

further understand the connections

between macular degeneration,

Stargardt's and retinitis pigmentosa.

So whatever the mutation of a

particular gene, the common features

which cause vision loss relate to the

death of the layer of cells called the

photoreceptor cells. Researchers
understand a lot more today than ever

before about why the photoreceptor

cells die, and commonly refer to it as

r

hi

I:
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programmed cell death. That is, there

is something in this genetic code that

causes the cells to die, and this will

be an area of continuing study so

researchers can better understand

what is behind this process. Despite

the commonality of photoreceptor cell

death, there will not be a single over-

all strategy developed to treat or cure

all the diseases that affect the retina.

There will most likely have to be dif-

ferent strategies, of a similar nature,

but aimed at different approaches.

This is where the hard work for the

researchers will come in.

So gene therapy, or

what is often called gene
replacement therapy, is

being studied as it re-

lates to many diseases

of the body. The ap-

proach is to determine

which defective gene is

causing the problem (un-

derstanding if the defective gene
is causing a defective protein or lack

thereof); and in macular degenera-

tion, it causes the photoreceptor cells

to die. If the gene can be replaced

with a new gene, there may be nor-

mal functioning and the result will be
that the photoreceptor cells do not die

and the vision is maintained.

The difficult part of this work in-

volves getting the new gene into the

body to replace the old gene. How
can this be done? Scientists use what
they call a vector or a virus to intro-

duce a healthy gene into one's sys-

tem to replace the defective gene. (In

this case, for a problem in the photo-

receptor cell of the eye). This way of

introducing the new gene is still being

studied by scientists and the vehicle

or delivery system has not been fully

outlined as of yet. However, there has
been much progress in this area.

There have been some experi-

ments that have shown limited suc-

cess in using animals with a degener-

ating retina. The new gene is intro-

duced, and the photoreceptor cells

are spared. However, over time, the

photoreceptor cells die. That is, by
introducing this new treatment the

photoreceptors are kept

alive for a lot longer period

than without the treatment
— so this may not be the

cure or the final answer.

Much more work needs
to be done. The next

steps, then, will be to

create a long- lasting

therapy, and a therapy that

can be shown to work with hu-

mans and, most of all, to be safe in

humans.

A Call for Families To Partici-

pate in Genetic Research

Researchers at the Baylor College of

Medicine, Department of Ophthalmol-

ogy, are interested in families who
wish to participate in a research

project to learn more about the gene
causing Stargardt's Disease / Fundus
Flavimaculatus and its relationship to

age-related macular degeneration.

t
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Researchers are interested in your

participation if you have:

• A person in your family with

Stargardt's / Fundus Fiavimaculatus

AND...

• A person in the same family who
was diagnosed AFTER age 55 with

age-related macular degeneration; or

who has retinitis pigmentosa diag-

nosed at any age.

If you fit the criteria and are inter-

ested, please contact:

Richard A. Lewis, M.D.

Cullen Eye Institute, NC-206
Baylor College of Medicine

One Baylor Plaza

Houston, Texas 77030
or call 713-798-3030

or fax 71 3-798-3042

Thank you for your

support and interest !!

Cell Transplantation

In order to understand how retinal

cell transplantation may play a role

in treating macular degeneration,

there first must be an understanding

of the retina and the different layers

of cells involved. The primary rea-

son that people lose vision in macu-
lar degeneration and in other dis-

eases of the retina involves the

death and loss of the first layer of

tissue called the photoreceptor cells.

These cells in the macula are called

cone photoreceptor cells, while in

the peripheral retina the cells are

called rod photoreceptors. Like the

pile in a carpet or the bristles in a

hairbrush, this first layer of cells

may wear out, fall out and go away.

In some diseases of the retina, pho-

toreceptor cell death is the primary

cause of the problem.

In age-related macular degenera-

tion, however, the primary cause of

degeneration is due to the next under-

lying layer of cells called the retinal

pigment epithelial, or RPE cells for

short. When reading about many
news reports and even front page

news stories of retinal cell trans-

plants for macular degen-

eration, these reports will

be specifically talking

about RPE cell trans-

plants. There is another

area of study for re-

search in the area of

photoreceptor transplants;

however, these may not

immediately help in a break-

through for macular degeneration.

But they may help in other retinal

diseases.

One type of surgery being stud-

ied for the wet form (exudative) of

macular degeneration involves surgi-

cally removing the abnormal blood

vessels that grow underneath the

macula. This approach has been
studied for some time, and it seems
one of the major problems with this

approach is that scientists have found

that the layer of RPE cells have not

filled in properly so that vision can
return. Thus this type of surgery is

actually causing a RPE cell defect.

There are further studies being done
't
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to see if the removal of abnormal

blood vessel growth together with

RPE cell transplants may do a better

job in filling in this space between the

retina and these blood vessels.

The most common form of age-

related macular degeneration is often

called the dry form or atrophic macu-
lar degeneration. The primary defect

of the dry form of macular degenera-

tion is the death of the layer of cells

called the RPE cells. Scientists do not

quite understand why these RPE cells

die. But it may be that they are not

receiving the proper

amounts of food and oxy-

gen and help from the

underlying blood vessels

as they should, thereby

causing degeneration

and finally, cell death.

Once the RPE cells are

gone, then there is no
longer a vehicle to nourish

the photoreceptor cells, that is

RPE cells die, and the bristles of the

brush degenerate and fall out. There

are also some tiny capillaries that

reach up from the underlying blood

vessels to nourish the photoreceptor

cells. The tiny choroid capillaries also

die in age-related macular degenera-

tion.

So, scientists are working and
hoping that with transplanting new
RPE cells into this environment, these

new cells may find their way to con-

tinue to nourish the photoreceptors

and the tiny capillaries in a way that

will keep the area thriving and alive.

Also, the RPE cells that are just start-

ing to get sick in this area of the

macula are also maintained and re-

stored, or perhaps have a much
slower degeneration than without the

cell transplantation.

One of the first ways scientific

experiments like this can be done
safely is by using animals. It has been
shown that in animals there are dis-

eases of the retina and especially of

the layer of cells called the RPE layer

which when treated with a retinal cell

transplant these cells live for a lot

longer time and the photoreceptor

cells also are kept from

degenerating. This type of

cell transplantation in

humans, however, is

much more complicated

by the fact that the un-

derlying tissue, unlike

that in animals, is dis-

eased and not as healthy

to receive the transplant.

As mentioned earlier, several

centers around the country and in

Europe are continuing to try to trans-

plant RPE cells, hoping for a success-

ful intervention for age-related macu-
lar degeneration. There have been
many approaches, including using

fetal tissue, using adult tissue and
even using tissue from the patient's

own eye where cells from the periph-

eral retina are transplanted under the

central portion of the retina. From
these surgeries and experimental

treatments, many things are being

learned, however no breakthroughs

have been seen to date. One of the

things that was learned during these

>
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experimental treatments was that by

using an immuno-suppressant drug

the RPE cells seem to respond, and

not be rejected as a foreign tissue.

Another way to say this, is that pa-

tients that are NOT given immuno-
suppressant drugs experience rejec-

tion of the new RPE cells.

One of the other things that has

been learned about immuno-suppres
sant drugs is that people who are

elderly may not be able to tolerate

them. With all of this learning, how-
ever, one of the frustrating findings

was that even though the

cells were not rejected, the

person's vision was not

better, nor was it re-

stored. Scientists think

that this may have to do
with how these cells all

inter-connect in the retina

and perhaps the cells were
not lined up properly, or the

natural retina blood barrier was
somehow broken because the cells

were upside down or in an unusual

configuration— this may explain why
their vision could not be restored.

Scientists are discovering that if the

proper alignment of these trans-

planted cells cannot be attained, then

the photoreceptor cells will not re-

spond, and thus, vision cannot be
prolonged or restored.

Another area being studied in cell

transplantation is RPE cells which are

actually grown synthetically in a labo-

ratory (often referred to as cultured

cells). Scientists think that these cul-

tured cells may have all the right

properties, such as lining up properly

and keeping away abnormal blood

vessel growth, etc. This could be a

breakthrough in the success of RPE
cell transplantation in the treatment of

macular degeneration.

Other Treatments

Baltimore M.D.— An eye operation

that moves the most light-sensitive part

of the retina away from an underlying

diseased area has saved the sight in

several people with age-related

macular degeneration.

The technique, called

Macular Translocation, is

used in cases of AMD in

which abnormal blood

vessels grow and bleed

underneath the retina,

according to Eugene De
Juan, M.D., Professor of

Ophthalmology at the Wilmer

Eye Institute at Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity. The growth of abnormal blood

vessels occurs in the choroid layer

underneath the retina, causing the

bleeding or wet form of AMD. "It is

almost unheard of for someone with

new blood vessels under the central

retina caused by AMD to regain nor-

mal vision," De Juan said. "In contrast

to the natural course of the disease,

the vision in the eye of one of my
patients improved after surgery from

20/160 to 20/30."

Dr. DeJuan, who perfected this

technique after modifying earlier, less

successful surgical strategies, reports

*
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the results of the first three patients in

May's issue of the American Journal

of Ophthalmology. He has now per-

formed the same procedure on a total

of 40 people, about 20% of whom
have had vision restored enough to

read and drive. 'This technique gives

an important additional therapy to be

used in conjunction with lasers," De
Juan said. 'The problem of treating

the wet form of AMD with the laser is

that you also destroy the functioning

macula. That's like cutting off a leg to

save your life. You end up alive but

j

disabled."

In the new procedure,

|
DeJuan pinches the

|

sclera, the white outer

I

part of the eye, as if it

I were a hollow rubber

j
ball. Then he puts sutures

I into the side wall of the

j
eye to keep it pinched,

|
shortening its length. This

I buckles the retina, which lines

i the inner wall of the eye. Then
I DeJuan injects a salty solution into

j
the eye under the retina causing the

| retina to blister up enough so he can

j move it slightly without detaching it.

I The average distance the retina must

| be moved is only about 0.3 to 0.4

} millimeters, DeJuan explained.

"We don't yet know how severe

| the damage has to be before this

I surgery is useless", DeJuan says. But

| anyone who's already had AMD for

several months would probably not

benefit from this operation. Macular

| Translocation must be done early in

the disease. People interested in this

treatment should first talk to their own
ophthalmologist to determine if the

disease has already progressed too

far.

Dr. De Juan cautions that even

when done early in the disease this

surgery doesn't work for everyone

and sometimes can worsen vision.

"We still need to improve the tech-

nique and our understanding of it", De
Juan said. But it does seem to be

very useful for some people. One
interesting point from this new article

relates to what was discussed earlier

about the RPE cell layer.

That is, if the translocation

surgery moves the macula
underneath the RPE cells

in the peripheral retina

then these cells would

seem to be capable of

keeping the macula and
its photoreceptors healthy

- which science hadn't

determined until recently.

Another approach being studied

for the wet form of macular degenera-

tion is being borrowed from cancer

research and is called photodynamic

therapy. In this therapy a special light

sensitive medication is introduced into

the blood vessels underneath the

retina. Then, with a low-intensity laser

light the drug is activated and hope-

fully will destroy the abnormal blood

vessels, the culprit in causing severe

vision loss. This type of laser would

not be as damaging to the normal

tissue as the current laser being used

and can be more easily pinpointed to

the area of damage. This photody-
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namic therapy is being evaluated in

clinical trials and findings will be avail-

able within the next two years.

Alternative Therapies

One of the popular topics that has

been tossed around among research

ers for many years is the fact that

even a dedicated, hard working and

sincere investigator can often fool

himself when it comes to judging the

results of many types of clinical

experiments. This may hold true

for surgeries such as cell trans-

plants, but it should also hold

true for other areas of sci-

ence or even alternative

science as many more
treatments seem to be
cropping up all the time.

For instance, shouldn't

a patient's vision acuity

measurement be done
more than once before any treat-

ments are tried? In fact, shouldn't the

vision acuity measurement be taken

many times? Shouldn't these mea-
surements of vision be done rigor-

ously, let's say, for instance, at the

same time of the day each time they

are tested, making sure that the same
equipment is being used each time

and also making sure that the people

who are doing the experiment or the

treatments are not the ones taking the

measurement? Many of these details

can make a huge difference in how a

patient's vision acuity is recorded, and
if studies are continuing in research

for macular degeneration, they should

8

include some of these more rigorous

approaches, which often they do not.

How can you tell if there has

been a significant change in your

vision? How can the doctor tell if

there has been a significant change in

your vision? Believe it or not, even

after doing many different types of

tests, some doctors do not have the

specific standards or know the criteria

that represents a significant change. If

a person has a drop in vision of about

seven letters on the eye
chart or approximately

one line of vision, is this

significant? For this

example, it seems as if

the answer is no. That

is, the variation in the

vision measurement
from one day to the

next (if you were to

measure the same
patient on 3 or 4 days in

succession), there may
be as much as a one line difference,

thus not truly being a significant

change.

One study that was done on

patients with retinitis pigmentosa who
were tested by experienced visual

field examiners showed the average

of 16% variation in their measure-

ment. That, is the variation could be

slight (as little as 4%), or it could be

as high as 48%! These were profes-

sional, experienced testers which

goes to show that this indeed is a

difficult science to pinpoint. This has

ramifications for some of the new
topics that are being discussed in

fi
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alternative therapies, alternative treat-

ments, natural or vitamin therapies,

new nutritional drinks and a host of

almost new weekly write ups in the

media that are things that will help

people with macular degeneration.

| Will they truly help? Are they truly

significant?

One area which falls into the

category of alternative treatments is

RheoTherapy. (See article in Around
the Edges . Vol 2, No 2, Winter

1998). RheoTherapy is a form of

therapeutic apheresis (blood filter-

ing) currently being marketed in

the Tampa, Florida area. Al-

though people at the early

stages of macular degen-

eration claim Rheo-
Therapy is helpful, no
scientific studies have
been done in the United

States as of yet.

The Moran Eye Insti-

tute at the University of

Utah in Salt Lake City, Utah is cur-

rently conducting a Phase I trial for

FDA approval of the Rheofilter TM.
The study should be completed by the

end of summer. The study is to evalu-

ate the safety and effectiveness of the

Rheofilter for the treatment of AMD.
Thirty patients are enrolled in the

study. Ten patients with AMD are

receiving RheoTherapy with the

Rheofilter. Ten patients with AMD are

having their blood pumped through a
machine, but are not receiving

RheoTherapy ("sham treatment").

None of these 20 patients know
whether they are receiving Rheo-

Therapy or "sham treatments".

A third group of ten patients with

AMD are just being observed. The
study was set up in this complex fash-

ion because it is a randomized,

double blind study designed to meet

the FDA's rigorous investigation stan-

dards. The principal investigators are

Mano Schwartz, M.D., a retina spe-

cialist, and Gary Rabetoy, M.D., a

nephrologist.

Another area of alternative treat-

ments is Transcutane-

ous Electrical Nerve

Stimulation of the

Macula. This treatment

was highly publicized

recently on radio and in

newspapers throughout

the U.S. Its focus was
on the famous golfer

Sam Snead who has

macular degeneration

and had contacted Dr.

John Jarding of Hot

Springs, South Dakota to pursue this

electrical stimulation procedure.

Now other doctors around the

country are offering this alternative

treatment designed to increase blood

flow in the back of the eye to "retard

or delay further degeneration" once a

person has macular degeneration.

The approach has not been scientifi-

cally studied in the medical arena of

ophthalmology, but individual claims

are that some people may experience

improved vision.

You may also hear of these spe-

cial tens units for electrical stimulation
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PROTECT & IMPROVE YOUR VISION

Dear Biomax:

I truly feel a diagnosis of macular degenera-

tion does not have to be a "wait to go blind"

prognosis. I want every person with macu-

lar degeneration to know that there is

something he or she can do. it's easy to

use, inexpensive, painless, and readily avail-

able - ELA Spray. It works! As part of my
protocol, it has stopped the progression, and

my vision has actually improved! Thanks for

a miracle in a spray bottle!

Eileen Allen, Julian, CA.

MDI Members Using Ultimate

ELA Spray Report

I now read in bed without my eyes watering

and tiring. I see more clearly and can do

hand work. I see colors better and my night

vision has improved. LR, CA.

Before ELA, my wife read with magnifiers

and couldn't see me six feet away. Now, she

reads without her glasses, & she can see

me across the room. DLH, MN.

My cataracts are not as bad. I have im-

provement with glare and distortion. JB, AZ.

PROTECT YOUR VISION

Protect Against Age Related Macular

Degeneration and Cataracts

Ultimate ELA Spray provides the necessary

anti-oxidant protection and re-builds macu-

lar pigment density to block light source

originated free radical damage to the retina.

IMPROVE YOUR VISION

After Using Ultimate ELA Spray

Patients And Their Doctors Report

Reduced glare

Reduced visual fatigue

Improved night vision

Improved contrast

Improved acuity

Brighter colors

A clearer view

HOW TO PROTECT & IMPROVE

Order Your Ultimate ELA Spray I

Today!

1 Fluid Oz. Spray Bottle

53 Day Supply
$24.00 Per Bottle

Only $ 1 3.50 Per Month

Cost Comparison
To Receive

3.5 mg. Of Bio-available Lutein

SPINACH = $1.19 per day

ELA Spray = $0.45 per day!

Ultimate ELA Spray
The Ultimate Eye-Lung Antioxidant

Based upon the most recent "peer review"

published scientific research

BioMax Formulations

1 (800) 819*5631 I
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now being marketed to individuals for

home use. It seems as though the

people who gain some benefit from

this approach need to continue the

stimulation on a daily basis for the

rest of their lives.

Future studies, with strict proto-

cols conducted at one or more major

universities, need to be done to give

this approach more credibility.

WHICH SHALL E CHOOSE:
VITAMINS? NEW PROGRESSIVE SURGERIES?

ALTERNATIVE TREATMENTS? OR HARD WORK?
By Tom Perski

§ Have you ever noticed that human
1 beings do everything they can to get

| away from hard work? Maybe it's a

I
part of human nature, or maybe it's a

I part of our "instant society," but, I

j have noticed over the last several

J years that there are very few people

1 who choose to do the hard work.
m

In my lectures I often

I refer to the book The Road

J
Less Traveled by Scott

Peck M.D. In his book the

j first sentence is, "Life is

I difficult." This is a truth that

1 knocks your socks off when

J
you first open the book and

I read it. He goes on to explain that

| once you eventually come to terms

I with the fact that life is difficult and
I that bad things do happen, you can

I then use your conscious energy or

I the proper tools of mental health to

p help solve your problems in a new,

I positive way.

In my profession, I talk to people

1 each week who have such an ur-

|
gency in their voice. They want an

answer to the message they have
heard about macular degeneration —
from their TV, radio, or a news article

that their family members have read.

It is the tone of their voice, not what
they're saying, that always stands out

to me. "Do you know anything about

this new procedure, Tom?" ...

jj^ they ask. Or "have you heard

of this new vitamin?" ... Or
"have you heard of this new
surgery for macular degen-
eration?" It is amazing to

me that no matter what the

question, the tone of voice is

always the same. The tone

has such urgency, and is filled with

hope and expectation.

Now, don't get me wrong, I don't

think that hope should be withdrawn

from any of us in any situation, but

false hope is what I hear in these

voices. So I must continue the con-

versation and explain the new therapy

or the new potential treatment or the

new vitamin. I must take the time to

explain in as large a context as I can,
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how this surgery or this vitamin fits in

with what we know about the science

of macular degeneration. I am at a

slight advantage in this situation —
usually I am on the telephone and not

face to face. My job gives me the

opportunity to take as much time as I

need to answer their questions fully.

I often think of ophthalmologists

who are probably getting these same
questions day after day, who are

pressed for time, and who have a

waiting room full of patients and don't

have the opportunities as I have.

So, I take the time and

explain. People often will

say to me "y°u know I

have learned more from

you today than I have from

many of the eye doctors I

have seen." Of course it

feels good to receive a com-
pliment like that, but I often tell

people that I am at an advantage in

having the time with this job to talk to

people for the amount of time that

they wish.

Then, when I have answered their

questions— I try to turn a corner. I

ask people "do you use any devices

to help you to read or to write or to

see in the distance?" Often I hear "I

have tried many magnifiers and they

just don't work for me." I also ask,

"Have you tried using a CCTV reading

machine?" And the response is, "I just

couldn't use that thing; it made me
dizzy." Sometimes people tell me "I

have a special magnifier with a flores-

cent light on it that worked for me for

a while, but now it no longer helps."

I used to think that people did not

know about low vision centers or low

vision services and that is the reason

that they aren't using any devices. But

today, in 1998, I know this is no longer

true.

When I ask people if they have
recently been to a low vision center,

many of them say yes. They often tell

me that they have been to a good low

vision center, one in which I know
there are many trained professionals

on staff to help people. So what is the

problem?

The problem is people

are avoiding doing the hard

1 work. Part of the hard work
is admitting that this is a

very difficult problem and
trying to come to terms with

it. Admitting that this is diffi-

cult. Instead, people look for the

easy way out, a special vitamin or a

new surgery or an alternative health

treatment. This, of course, keeps their

hope alive (which is good in part), but

at the same time I've noticed some-
thing very peculiar— that those who
are looking for vitamins or for a cure

never take the time to realize that

while they are looking for a cure or

while they are taking a special vitamin

or treatment they could also be learn-

ing new skills and techniques to help

them in their everyday life. It is as if

searching for the first answers, like

vitamins or surgeries, stops them from

pursuing the second approach, the

vision rehabilitation process. In their

mind, it is like they can only do one or
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1 the other and not both. Why is this?

Learning to use low vision devices

I can take weeks and weeks, some-

| times months and months, and some-

I times even years. Even with the guid-

| ance of a well trained low vision pro-

fessional, people often struggle

to find the device and the

technique that works best

for them. And, people for-

get that rehabilitation is a

process — that in order to

read again and do the

things they want to again,

they have to go through cer-

tain steps, maybe from step 1 to

step 2, then step 2 to step 3, etc. A
quick fix would be much more desir-

able.

Then after choosing and working

with a special low vision device, there

may be weeks and months of learning

to use one's vision in a new way. (See

the article on the new LUV reading

series by Gale Watson). These tech-

niques called eccentric viewing or off

the center viewing can be learned in

order to maximize the vision that

remains. It is unnatural. This is hard

work. Probably like learning to walk

with a prosthetic leg, or learning to

use crutches or a walker. You can't

expect to go dancing the first night

and there is much hard work

involved, and the process is

not certain for each person.

| So, I would like to urge

those of you who are out

searching for the cure or for

that special something that

is going to help you restore

your vision to consider hard

work. Like the old saying that nothing

that is truly good comes without a little

hard work. It says, it will be a difficult

road. Like Dr. Scott Peck says this is

difficult, but there are tools—mental

tools especially—to get you on the

road of rehabilitation. Do both at the

same time— that is work hard and
look for a cure. I know you will be a

better person for it.

"LEAR! TO USE YOUR VISION FOR READING" WOI
by Valjean Wright and dale R. Watson

Consumers with macular loss who are

re-learning reading skills may find the

"Learn to Use Your Vision for Read-
ing" (LUVReading) Workbook helpful

in gaining the necessary visual and
comprehension skills.

"Learn to Use Your Vision for Read-
ing" (LUVReading) is a programmed
workbook of printed materials and

techniques which have been proven

effective based on clinical research for

the rehabilitation of reading.

The purpose of LUVReading is to

provide readers with macular loss

with a systematic way of regaining or

further developing print reading skills

following the onset of macular degen-
eration. Readers with macular loss

:-
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who have received low vision services

and are using low vision devices

prescribed for reading will be able to

make the best use of the workbook.

LUVReading is divided into four

sections. The first section, "Develop-

ing your Best Vision," contains in-

structions for learning to view eccen-

tricity, followed by tips for setting up a

home reading environment. The next

three sections contain three sets of

reading activities, "Seeing Exercises,"

'Thinking Exercises" and "Practice

Stories." Each section offers struc-

tured activities for developing accu-

racy and comprehension in reading,

and further practice.

The sections are arranged in

order of increasing difficulty according

to a combination of characteristics,

including print size, word length, line

spacing, reading level, and story

length. These exercises are designed

for clinic or home use, and are self-

scoring to allow readers to monitor

their own success. No writing is re-

quired.

The "Seeing Exercises" assist

readers in improving visual skills such

as eccentric viewing, maintaining

steady fixation, and the scanning

techniques that are used for reading.

The 'Thinking Exercises" provide skill-

building in cognition and comprehen-
sion for reading. The "Practice Sto-

ries" are leveled stories that provide a

mechanism for readers to rehearse

their visual and cognitive skills, to-

gether with materials that provide

immediate success, then gradual

challenges. Readers can use the

materials at home to provide a transi-

tion from the low vision clinic to de-

sired reading goals.

LUVReading is published in two
formats. An Instructor's Copy provides

information about the workbook con-

struction and use, as well as all exer-

cises, in a three-ring notebook. A
Reader's Copy is three-ring punched
in a shrink-wrap covering, and con-

tains the instructions and exercises

for the reader.

The LUVReading Workbook is

available from:

Mattingiy International

938-K Andreasen Drive

Escondidio, CA 92029
Phone 800-826-4200

Order:

Instructor's Copy - #0287
- $45.00

Reader's Copy - #0292
- $25.00

For more information about the

workbook or other LUVReading mate-

rials contact:

Gale R. Watson
710 Tuxworth Circle

Decatur, GA 30033
E-mail: GW1@delphi.com

ih
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Macular degeneration causes chal-

lenges in many facets of life. One
facet of independence that it touches,

often abruptly, comes with deciding to

continue, limit, or discontinue driving

a motor vehicle. Because our society

has become very dependent on auto-

mobiles, this decision often comes
with many complications and adjust-

ments for the affected individual and

| their families. Knowledge of

state licensing require-

ments can lighten the

burden of this decision.

MDI and ABCD will re-

view these nationwide

requirements in a series of

articles. The first article will

act as an introduction to

driving with macular degen-

eration.

Decreased vision is most
common in mature individuals.

Macular degeneration is one
eye condition that can cause a

decrease in central vision. Macular

degeneration is the leading cause of

severe vision loss in people over age
50 and it is second only to diabetes

as the leading cause of blindness in

the 45 to 64 year-old age group. "Se-

vere vision impairment" is categorized licenses are granted and restricted by

as visual acuity of 20/200 or worse. each state department of motor ve-

"Significant vision loss refers to a loss hides, primary care optometrists,

age 65 will more than double between

the years 1990 and 2020. Accord-

ingly, the number of people driving

with a significant vision loss will also

double. In general, most people are

not aware of the specific state driving

requirements that allow each indi-

vidual to continue having the privilege

to operate their motor vehicles. Driv-

ing with less vision than autho-

rized could put the visually

impaired individual's safety

at risk, other individual's

safety at risk, and can

even invalidate their cur-

rent automobile insur-

ance. Fortunately, most
states have already

made adjustments to

the standard, non-re-

stricted driving license

that allows an individual

with some vision loss to

continue driving within re-

stricted areas.

Age-related changes in driving

performance occur differently for each
individual. Limitation and/or restric-

tions should be based on functional

abilities and driving performance, not

age or vision requirements. Although

of visual function that interferes with

customary or required activities of

daily living, usually a level approxi-

mating 20/50 - 20/70 or worse.

The number of Americans over

ophthalmologists, and low vision

optometrists usually initiate and per-

form the eye evaluation that certifies

visual competence. Hence, the first

step in keeping or returning to a valid

state driver's license is good primary u
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eye care followed by low vision eye
i care if recommended by your eye
care professional.

Individuals are most familiar with

the standard non-restricted driving

license. This is the license issued

when one begins driving in their teens

or twenties, and is validated ever

year, every two years, or every four

years, within the state department of

motor vehicles. Most states (73%)
require a minimum visual acuity of

20/40 to obtain this type of

license with full driving

privileges. Initially,

macular degeneration

patients who experience

some vision loss will at-

tempt to retain this type

(non-restricted) of driving

license with the 20/40 visual

acuity. In ten states this visual

acuity requirement for an

unrestricted driver's license is

more lenient. These ten states

have visual requirements rang-

ing from 20/50 to 20/70. (Refer

to Table Below).

People who do not pass the visual

acuity test at the state department of

motor vehicles usually will either re-

turn to their eye care provider with

hope that they can receive a new
prescription for eye glasses that will

allow them to pass the vision test, or,

they will stop driving. If standard cor-

rective lenses cannot give improved

visual acuity, a restricted driving li-

cense or bioptic telescope are the two
options that allow individuals to con-

tinue driving.

Driving restrictions and/or limita-

tions vary greatly from state to state.

Restrictions on a driving license may
include: time of day, road and weather
conditions, location permitted to drive,

speed, use of additional rear-view

mirrors, and type of roads driven. All

but four states recognize restricted

driving licenses. The most common
restricted license recognizes a mini-

m u m visual acuity of 20/70 (27%)
followed by 20/100 (18%).

Many individuals, including

the health care professionals

caring for people with macu-
lar degeneration, need to

become familiar with their

local state requirements if

there is a desire to con-

tinue driving.

Restricted driving

licenses generally con-

sists of two or three com-
ponents: (1) vision acuity

measurements provided by

an optometrist, ophthalmologists,

or low vision optometrist, (2) bioptic

telescopic fitting and training, if nec-

essary, and (3) an on-the-road driving

test administered by the local depart-

ment of motor vehicles. With all com-
ponents completed successfully, an
individual is legally allowed to con-

tinue driving.

It should be noted that there are

many complex components involved

with the privilege of driving a motor

vehicle other than vision: For ex-

ample, mentally, the driver must be
alert and be able to make quick deci-

sions; physically, they must have full

--.
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range of muscle motion and have

quick reflexes; also the driver must be

able to hear and see the environment

around him. If these components are

all intact, and the individual has only

experienced some vision reduction,

they may be eligible to continue driv-

ing in their environment.

Please look forward to future

articles on driving with macular de-

generation.

The following is a list of states

and the visual acuity measurement for

an unrestricted drivers license. These
states are more lenient; all other

states require 20/40 visual acuity for a

non-restricted license:
<

The following is a list of states

and the visual acuity measurement for

a restricted driver's license:

.

Arkansas 20/50

Michigan 20/50

Nebraska 20/50

New Jersey 20/50

North Carolina 20/50

Georgia 20/60

Kentucky 20/60

Oklahoma 20/60

Tennessee 20/60

Alabama 20/70

Florida 20/70

New York 20/70

South Carolina 20/70

Delaware 20/50

West Virginia 20/50

Kansas 20/60

Kentucky 20/60

South Dakota 20/60

Idaho 20/70

Illinois 20/70

Indiana 20/70

Iowa 20/70

Maine 20/70

Massachusetts 20/70

Michigan 20/70

Mississippi 20/70

Nebraska 20/70

Nevada 20/70

Ohio 20/70

Oregon 20/70

Texas 20/70

Virginia 20/70

Washington DC 20/70

Florida 20/80

New Mexico 20/80

North Dakota 20/80

Alaska 20/100

Colorado 20/100

Louisiana 20/100

Minnesota 20/100

Montana 20/100

North Carolina 20/100

Pennsylvania 20/100

Utah 20/100

Wisconsin 20/100

Wyoming 20/100

Missouri 20/160

Connecticut 20/200

Washington <2200

<

«
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For Those With Juvenile
Macular Degeneration,
The New Stargardt and

Juvenile Macular Dystrophies
Self-help Support Network
Directory Now Available

| For people with Stargardt's disease

| and other juvenile macular dystro-

I
phies MDI has recently published it's

j
1998-1999 Support Network Direc-

I tory. This directory has gone out to

| over 1200 families affected by JMD
I and is made possible through a grant

I from Sigma Beta Sorority, Inc.

\
This list is part of a large packet of

1 information (free to families and pro-

| fessionals) on understanding

| Stargardt's and other juvenile macular

I dystrophies.
I

The list of names however will

I only be available to people and fami-

| lies affected by these diseases. The
I list consists of only those people who
j have given permission to have their

I names published. If you or one of

| your family members with juvenile

j macular degeneration would like to

| receive the list, or if you would like to

I register to be put on the list, please

I contact the MDI office at 1-800-393-

1
7634 and ask for the two-page form

j
(with your signature for permission)

I for the JMD Support Network.

For the next network list, we
§ would like to include e-mail ad-

I dresses. If you have an e-mail ad-

p dress to add to your information,

I please send it to our office and we will

1 include it.

m

Members of the network can also

communicate with each other by way
of our new web site at:

www.maculardegeneration.org

and then clicking on "juvenile." Here,

the discussion page will allow you to

read questions and answers by previ-

ous participants, as well as provide

you with an opportunity to enter ques-

tions, comments, or answer other

questions.

Of course, members of the sup-

port network can also communicate
with each other by way of letter, tele-

phone, audio tape, or video tape.

They can share experiences, as well

as strategies they have developed to

cope with their visual impairment.

Information on education, career

choice, recreational activities, and
other areas of interest can also be
shared.

SPECIAL LETTERS
FROM OUR MEMBERS

A Special Message From Austin:

Hello everyone from MDI. My name is

Austin Tepsic from Pennsylvania. I

have Stargardt's Macular Degenera-
tion and I was diagnosed in the fifth

grade. I'm in the 9th grade now and I

am 15 years old. I play sports like

football and wrestling. I used to play

baseball but I can't do it anymore
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because I can't see the ball as well. I

played 3rd base and I was the

catcher. I miss it but life goes on. The
one thing that keeps me going is

helping other people. I like to help

people because it makes me feel

important. I help anyone that wants it.

This is a hard thing to deal with for

both young and old people. The one
thing that we all must not do is give

up. If we give up then all that will

happen in the future will be lost. If all

of us keep going then we may be able

to touch someone else in a special

way.

Think of this eye problem as a

gift. You might think I'm

crazy but we are

better off than

someone who can't

walk or is totally blind

Don't take things for

granted because just

think of the people who are worse off

than you. Just keep on going forward

and you will be strong in both the

mind and heart. All that you can get

from going forward is positive things.

We all have our good days and
our bad days. If I can do it then I'm

sure all of you that read this can do it

too. Please don't give up because I

know I've thought about it. It's the

easy way out. Everyone has a prob-

lem. Even superstars. The problem

may not be noticeable but it's there.

Just keep on trying and you can do
anything. Keep hope and remember
that in each and everyone of you is

someone special.

Sincerely, Austin Tepsic

Staying Employed with Low Vision:

I was diagnosed with Stargardt's

when I was 27, a somewhat late diag-

nosis, and had lost 50% of my central

vision by that time. I was an accoun-
tant working for a major bank holding

company and was a typical rising

young executive with lots of aspira-

tions and several promotions to my
credit. When I was told I only had two
to five years before I would be legally

blind my world seemed to fall apart.

After a year I decided to get my
graduate degree, and did so, but was

unable to secure a

position in my field of

study. I returned to

accounting and fi-

nancial manage-
ment, hoping that,

with the help of talking calcu-

lators and large fonts, I would be able

to make things work. My days grew
longer and longer as ! tried to keep up
in a work-world which was so visually

oriented. I put up with the headaches,
and neck and back pain from straining

to get closer to all the spreadsheets

and from trying to keep up with all the

reading about tax law changes, etc. I

kept trying to think of a way to make a

living where transportation and visual

acuity would not be such huge factors

for me, and wondering how long I

could keep up the pace. I kept hoping

that I would find a better way.

Well, I did. I found a company that

helps people set up their own distribu-

tion network, whether it be local, na-

tional, or even international. They

r
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provide the training, materials, and
support, and you do what suits you

best. If you only want to work part-

time, that's fine. If you want to work
full-time and travel internationally,

that's fine too. You set your goals, and
you attain them with the support

of other people who
are in the same
industry. The original

investment is incred-

ibly low, and I have
virtually no paperwork
or spreadsheets to deal

with. Almost everything is done over

the phone or over the net, and the

company takes care of collecting and
forwarding taxes, and sending me my
commissions. I never dreamed I could

have my own business, work out of

my home, set my own hours, and take

time off when I need to. Transporta-

tion is less of a problem, because I

can get together with people in my
home, or I can choose
a place that I know I

can get to by using

public transportation.

The stress level in

my life has dropped
significantly, and I will never

again have to worry about whether
I'm producing enough to keep my
superiors happy. I have the support of

others doing this same work, but I am
the only person to whom I am ac-

countable.

It took me a long time to find a
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situation like this. I decided to do the

business for a while to make sure it

was feasible to do with low vision

before I shared my discovery with

others in the disabled community. If

you or someone you know is strug-

gling to find a way to provide for

themselves that doesn't keep them in

a pressure-cooker environment, I

would love to talk about my work with

them. I really believe that this industry

could be the answer for people who
are differently abled and who need to

be independent and self-sufficient.

Please feel free to contact me at

lwilliams@bigplanet.com, to call me at

(847) 864-1410 or to write to me at

612 Mulford St. #403, Evanston, IL

60202.

Lorraine A. Williams

LIGHTHOUSE INTERNATIONAL WILL HOST

VISION '99
"VISION REHABILITATION FOR THE 21 ST CENTURY"

NEW YORK— Renowned specialists

from around the world in the fields of

vision research and rehabilitation will

present cutting-edge research and
technology, discuss critical issues

concerning vision loss,

and showcase innova-

tions in vision rehabilita-

tion services at a major

world meeting to be

|
convened by Light-

house International.

Vision '99, the premier

international conference

on Low Vision, will take

place on July 12-16,

1999 at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in

New York City.

Dr. Barbara Silverstone, President

and CEO of Lighthouse International

said, "Vision 99 is the world's fore-

most conference on low vision and
takes place just once every three

years. We expect to draw more than

1 ,000 of the leading eye care and
vision rehabilitation professionals

from over 50 countries whose high-

level discussion and examination of

key vision issues promise an unparal-

leled conference experience."

Dr. Silverstone

added that Lighthouse

International and New
York City would now
join the proud ranks of

other cities that have
held the prestigious

International confer-

ence such as Madrid

(Spain) three years ago
in 1996, Groningen (The Netherlands)

in 1993, and Melbourne (Australia)

in 1990.

Conferees will have an opportu-

nity to hear the views of acclaimed

experts such as Dr. Carl Kupfer, the

founder and director of the National

i

\

\
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Eye Institute (USA). Among the other

confirmed major participants in the

conference's high-level scientific pro-

gram are: Bjom Thylefors, MD, Direc-

tor, Program for the Prevention of

Blindness and Deafness, World

Health Organization (Switzerland);

Juan Carlos Silva, MD, Regional

Advisor for the Pan American Health

Organization (Colombia); and Gregg
Vanderheiden, Ph.D., Director of the

Trace R&D Center at the University of

Wisconsin, Madison (USA).

Professionals in optometry, oph-

thalmology, vision reha-

bilitation and related

fields as well as leaders

in government, busi-

ness and non-profit

I institutions will explore

|

timely topics such as:

• Aging and Vision

• Epidemiology of

vision impairment

• Latest Treatments and Tech-
nological Advances in: Glau
coma, Diabetic Retinopathy,

Macular Degeneration and
Cataracts

• Training Around the World:
Vision Rehabilitation Service

Models

• AIDS and Vision Loss

In addition, Lighthouse Interna-

tional and the World Blind Union's

Committee on Blindness and Aging

are developing an intensive session

dealing with global age-related vision

loss. According to estimates, 110

million people in the world today have
low vision. Another 38 million are

blind. By the year 2020, The World

Health Organization predicts these

populations may double.

Vision '99 conferees also will

have a chance to network, visit local

vision rehabilitation agencies and tour

an exhibit of state-of-the-art low vision

devices. A special one-day course on

universal design/accessibility of envi-

ronments and technology will also be

offered.

The International Society for Low
Vision Research and
Rehabilitation unani-

mously selected Light-

house International to

host Vision '99. This

triennial international

conference on Low
Vision will be presented

in partnership with The
World Blind Union. The

conference is being planned and
coordinated by Dr. Cynthia Stuen,

Senior Vice President for Education,

and Director of the Light house Inter-

national Center for Vision and Aging.

Lighthouse International has broad

experience in the education and train-

ing of eye care practitioners through

its Low Vision Continuing Education

Program and International Center on
Low Vision, and has offered training in

44 countries.

The organization is also a mem-
ber of the Partnership committee of

Nongovernmental Organizations that

works with the World Health Organi-
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zation to address vision loss world-

wide, and has helped to develop a

regional low vision service plan in

Latin America and the Caribbean.

Lighthouse International's proven

track record is built on its own unique,

full-scale research whose findings are

implemented through educational

programs and scientifically-grounded

vision rehabilitation services.

To obtain additional information

about Vision '99 contact:

Lighthouse Internationa!

111 East 59th Street

New York NY 10022-1202

Call: 212/821-9482 or

fax: 212/821-9705

E-mail:

vision99@lighthouse.org

Or visit the organization's Web site:

www.fighthouse.org

Lighthouse International is a lead-

ing resource on vision impairment and
vision rehabilitation. Through its pio-

neering work in vision rehabilitation

services, education, research and
advocacy, Lighthouse International

enables people of all ages who are

blind or partially sighted to lead inde-

pendent and productive lives.

Founded in 1905, and headquar-
ters in New York, Lighthouse Interna-

tional is a not-for-profit organization

and depends on the support and
generosity of individuals, foundations

and corporations. Ski for Light '99, a
program that pairs people who are

blind or visually impaired one-on-one
with experienced cross-country ski-

ers, will be held from February 21-28,

at the Russian Jack Springs Park in

Anchorage, Alaska. For cost and
financial assistance details, call Larry

Showalter at (425) 644-5663, E-Mail

him at larry@sfl.org, or write him at

15002 N.E. 9th PI., Bellevue, WA
98007. The application deadline is

November 1

.

The 16th annual Closing the Gap
Conference will take place October
19-24 at the Radisson South Hotel

and the adjacent Hotel Sofitel, in

Bloomington, MN. This national con-

ference offers lectures and exhibits on
all types of special technology for

people with vision loss and other

disabilities. For details, call "CLOS-
ING THE GAP" 1998 Conference at

(507) 248-3294 or write to them at PO
Box 68, Henderson, MN 56044. You
can also visit their Web site at http://

www.closingthegap.com.

t

<

Participants Needed for Research Study — If You Have
Macular Degeneration and Family Members with AMD:

If you were diagnosed with macular

degeneration after age 45 and have

three living family members who also

have this type of macular degenera-

tion, please contact Karen or Sandy,

Study Coordinators, at 1-800-219-

9157 at the Massachusetts Eye and
Ear Infirmary in Boston. All participa-

tion can be done locally, near your

home.
«
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATES
Two New High-Tech Products

Finally Allow Low Vision
People to "Go Mobile"

The Liberty and the OPTi are two new
products by Ash Technologies that will

make it easier for people with low

vision to read anywhere in the world.

The Liberty is a portable CCTV
magnifier with a high contrast state-

of-the-art TFT display. This flat screen

display can be powered either by the

rechargeable battery, which allows up
to three hours of mobile use or plug-

ging into the AC adapter. (A special

cord is also provided for European
plugs.) It has a positive and negative

mode with color select options for

eighteen foreground and background
color combinations. It also has a pho-

tograph mode. New options include a
variable brightness control for the

screen, special gripping rollers to

utilize the easy to operate mouse
camera and a high quality briefcase

for easy carrying.

The Liberty now is available by
calling 1-888-534-4321.

Expected to be released soon the

OPTi is a system specifically de-

signed for people with vision loss and
consists of an OPTi "mouse" camera,
a PCMCIA card and the application

software so that a person can read on
their laptop computer.

The image from the mouse is

displayed on the computer screen via

the Zoomed Video PCMCIA card

which provides fast, real-time images
from the camera. The display can be
configured to suit the individual re-

quirements in size, magnification, text

colors, and window arrangements. It

can be operated with screen magnifi-

cation programs and screen readers

for additional visibility.

The 12x zoom lens magnification

can also be further adjusted by
resizing the display window, thereby

allowing 1.2x to 22x on a typical 12
inch, 800 x 600 display.

The OPTi system provides a truly

portable reading solution for people
with a wide range of visual impair-

ments.

Minimum system requirements:

One Free single or double height

PCMCIA slot with Zoomed Video
capability. Windows '95 or Windows
'98 operating system. 8 Mb of system
RAM. 1Mb of video RAM. 4Mb free

disc space. 486, pentium or better

processor. A display with resolution

640 x 480 or greater operating in 256
or greater colors. It is essential that

the computer PCMCIA slot has
Zoomed Video capabilities or the

system will not operate. For more
details call toll free 1-888-534-4321 or

contact Ash Technologies Web site at:

www.ashtech.ie.com
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Publication Announcement:
"Perceiving The Elephant -

Essays on Eyesight"
by Frances Lief Neer

If you are reaching for your glasses to

read this, you are a potential buyer of

PERCEIVING THE ELEPHANT. Ac-

,
cording to Research to Prevent Blind-

ness, Inc., "80 million people suffer

from potentially blinding eye disease."

Each person with changing sight is

surrounded by friends and family who
are also affected by this change.

These essays speak to a variety of

experiences in the sighted and blind

|

worlds with sections on medical per-

ceptions, social service, educational

and the heart and mind.

Frances Lief Neer is the author of

DANCING IN THE DARK, which has
received many professional endorse-

ments, and is distributed by Creative

Arts Book Company. She is a fre-

quent lecturer and guest on television

and radio talk shows, including PBS.
She leads a forum sponsored by the

University of California, Department of

Ophthalmology at UC Medical Center

and is also a peer counselor. Frances

Neer has been blind since 1980.

Perceiving The Elephant: Essays
on Eyesight Paperback Original

$14.95 Tapes $ 18.95

AVAILABLE FROM: Creative Arts

Book Company 1-800-848-7789

FAX: 1-510-848-4844

HOW LOUG HA!
ICE YOU READ A

by Tom I

As I talk with hundreds of people

affected by macular degeneration, I

find a common theme— It's hard not

being able to read the newspaper any
longer. Like that old saying "I wish I

had a nickel for every time I heard

that," this theme has also run true for

me in my life.

That is, after struggling during my
twenties (from about age 20 to about

age 26) with doing all I could just to

keep up with my studies, it was too

hard to read for pleasure. It was also

too frustrating. So, for the years 1 973
to about 1979, I did not read the

newspaper.

IT BEEN
lEWSPAPEft?

«

I remember those early thoughts

of feeling left out when people would

talk about current events. I felt

ashamed, upset, angry and it re-

minded me of all the things I did not

want to accept about my vision loss.

During this time I was still able to

drive a car— so I think the biggest

loss for me was not being able to read

the newspaper.

I found myself trying to listen to

news stories on television and on the

radio, but inevitably I would be asked

about a current event that I didn't

know anything about. It made me feel

stupid and inadequate. I felt so mad. I

*
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^ felt so disconnected from the world,

and from others.
1

I remember sitting and watching

I my college roommate devour the

I Sunday newspaper every week. He
I would read it on Sunday afternoon

I
and continue reading it on Monday
and sometimes Tuesday. He would

read it often with a cup of coffee, or, in

the evenings with a soda or a beer.

And he always had a certain look of

contentment that came over him with

his reading. I remember having a hard

time being in the same room when he

was reading the paper. Deep
down I felt so resentful even

though I knew it wasn't his

fault. So, I hid my feelings

and did my best to not let

him know how I really felt.

At age 27 I made
some big changes in my
life, the biggest of which

was voluntarily giving up my
driver's license. This of course was a

hard time for me and I went through

more feelings of bitterness, anger,

and depression. That year I also de-

cided to take a local college course

after purchasing a CCTV reading

machine. With the machine I realized

that I could read a college textbook,

take tests, study and write notes. The
CCTV was a big turning point for me
in helping me accomplish my goal of

returning to college. I remember I

received an A in that class and that

encouraged me to continue on and
finish my Bachelors degree. With the

help of talking text books I was able to

go on to graduate school while I was

working full time and in four years

finished my Masters degree in Coun-
seling.

Because I was working full time

and going to school, I had no time for

pleasure reading and never read the

newspaper during those years either

(approximately 1980-1986).

Not reading the newspaper was
now a commonplace thing for me and
it seemed like no big deal. That is, I

had grown used to not having the

newspaper around. And now being

married and being around friends who
were reading the newspaper, it

didn't seem to bother me
as much.

I remember periods

when I would take the

newspaper in my briefcase

to work with me and try to

read and article or two under

the CCTV each day. I found it a
little frustrating because I always

had to fold the newspaper in a cer-

tain way, I had to use a magnifier to

identify the headlines and titles, and it

just seemed so slow. I guess I had
grown accustomed to listening to my
textbooks on tape and also by this

time using the talking book program
for pleasure reading of books and
magazines. So again, the newspaper
lost out.

So eleven more years passed of

not reading the newspaper; and in

1997 I finally turned a corner with the

help of the Internet and a new soft-

ware product by JBIiss Imaging Sys-

tems called VIP InfoNet. This $250.00
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piece of software, called an Internet

browser, is especially made for

people with low vision. This turned my
computer into a new type of reading

machine. I didn't realize it but there

were 3,500 different newspapers
available every day on the Internet

both in this country and other coun-

tries around the world.

When I first tried listening to differ-

ent newspapers and seeing the large

print words on the screen (white and

yellow letters on a black background)

I almost couldn't believe my eyes and

ears! I remember quickly turn

ing to the Chicago Tribune

and the Chicago Sun Times,

newspapers my family and

friends always read, think-

ing A-AHA!! Now I am
going to read them!! To

my amazement, it

worked out great. Not

only was I able to see the

words and the spellings of people's

names but I was able to speed quickly

through the words by listening to the

paper at a fast pace. Then, turning to

my local newspaper in Tucson, AZ, I

quickly read some of the articles that

were of interest to me, and then read

other newspapers around Arizona.

Wow, what a concept! After not

having read a newspaper from 1973-

1 997, now I was able to read four or

five in a single morning!

Do you know what it is like to

recover something that you've lost?

Something that you thought was gone

forever and suddenly it is there and

now has returned to you — its a won-
derful feeling. Even though recovery

may sometimes take hard work,

money, and perseverance, it is a

feeling like no other feeling I can de-

scribe.

I have had to work hard to learn

how to use this new type of technol-

ogy over the last 6 or 8 months and
now it is becoming an everyday part

of my life. When my wife goes into the

family room to read the Sunday pa-

per, I retire into my home office, turn

on my computer and start reading. I

can now even tell her about things I

have read from around the

country. Keeping up
with what's going on in

the town I grew up in,

the town I went to college

in, as well as an everyday

perspective on news from

the east coast to the west

coast is very exciting. I have

even read overseas newspapers
and newspapers from around the

world just to see what it is like.

Of course, I can also read other

things on the Internet that are of inter-

est to me but I think because of all the

years of not reading the newspaper, I

enjoy reading (listening) to this the

most.

Once in a great while a new piece

of technology comes along to change
our life and this one has changed
mine. Thanks to Jim Bliss and his

company for developing this software

to help me and others with low vision

recover what we have lost.

\
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Macular
Degeneration
II

A Special Thai
First Group of "200

We want to continue to acknowledge
the first group who have made the

commitment to MDI to become one
of the "200 Founders."

We want to thank you for your

special, generous contribution:

I. Leonard Bush Tucson, AZ
12. Carl Umstead.... Atlanta, GA

3. Jim & B.J. Robinson Bonita, CA
4. Zareen Taj Mirza ..... Falmouth, ME
5. Evelyn Anders Union, NJ
6. Rupert Chowins, O.D.

Morro Bay, CA
7. FredAgnich Dallas, TX
8. John C. Robison, Jr Fairfield, IL

9. Adelle Nowa Chicago, IL

10. John A. Fischer Plymouth, Ml

II. Grace S. Tomlinson Tustin, CA
12. Paul Manning .... Charlottesville, VA
13. Sigma Beta Sorority Inc.

Greenfield, IN

14. Macular Disease Foundation

Virginia Beach, VA
15. Albert D. DeVincent.... Phoenix, AZ
16. Miriam Ritter Bremen, Ind.

17. Virginia Lyon Green Valley, AZ
18. Jean-Paul Frignac .. Scottsdale, AZ

Macular Degeneration
international "200 Founders"
Help Build a Solid Foundation

Macular Degeneration International

announced in it's last issue a new
program called "200 Founders." This

exciting new program has already

begun to bring success financially for

the organization as well as a strong

sense of commitment for people and

families who want to see MDI grow.

The "200 Founders" program will

help MDI plan for the future, a future

which will help thousands of families

affected by macular degeneration.

MDI appeals to you to take the chal-

lenge to become one of our "200

Founders," making you a part of our

foundation now and for the future.

We are asking for a commitment
of $1,000 over the next three years.

This amount can be paid all at once,

or a one-time gift now of $250, with

the same amount due at the end of

1998, 1999, and 2000.

We will honor our "200

Founders" with a special bronze

plaque nameplate in our MDI office

with the name of the individual, fam-

ily, corporation, or agency. We will

also supply a special certificate signi-

fying your important role in our

founding. You will also appear on our

special stationary with the "200

Founders" listed on the reverse

side. Please write or call our office

and say, "I want to become one of

the '200 Founders,'" knowing you
will be a special part of our history.

r
I-:
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Supporters of
Macular Degeneration International

We want to thank the following people and organizations who have given a

generous donation above their regular membership and/or have donated

their time or talents to MDI. THANK YOU for all of your help and support.

Ruby Lee Adams (In Memory of George Oliphint) Paris, TX
Jean Anderson (In Memory of Helen Fillicaro) Elk Grove Village, IL

Mr. & Mrs. Quinten Appell (In Memory of Wilbur McWilliams) Galva, IL

Vivian Aston Hasbrouck, NJ
Margaret P. Aylward St. John's, NF
Brigid E. Babbit Santee, CA
Margaret & Charles Balbach Orchard Park, NY
R.C. Barham Carrizoz, NM
Leslie Baron Denver, CO
Thelma H. Barr Silver City, NM
Walter W. Battles Adamsville, AL
Gretchen Baua Newton, CT
Helen I. Beckues .1 Glendale, AZ
Ann & Sheldon Buchman ^..|..^|1.| Spring Valley, NY
Ron Blankenship | y...t.|A^p^Tl Metairie, LA
Mr. & Mrs. Loris Boatman (In M^rji©r|fcf Difl^enneth Young) ...Waukesha, Wl
Joseph C. Bodnar ^.J^.^lK5lt!t West Chester, PA
Col. & Mrs. J.B. Bonhaim$^^1. Fairfax, VA
Dorothy Bremer d..!Z. ....Hayward, CA
Robert Buettner Wauwatosa, Wl
Robert F. Burnett Sun Lakes, AZ
Wayne H. Carley, Jr. (In Memory of Clark Jackson) Falls Church, VA
Kathe L. Carlson, R.N Jacksonville, OR
Marchia M. Carman Grand Meadow, MN
Mr. & Mrs. Dave Carpenter (In Memory of Dr. Kenneth Young) Roca, NE
Dr. Don A. Carpenter & Family Kearney, NE
(In Memory of Dr. Kenneth Young)
Mr. & Mrs. Doug Carpenter (In Memory of Dr. Kenneth Young) Lincoln, NE
Mrs. Inez Carpenter (In Memory of Dr. Kenneth Young) Lincoln, NE
John E. Carpenter Family (In Memory of Dr. Kenneth Young) Lincoln, NE
Nelle E. Carpenter (In Memory of Dr. Kenneth Young) Lincoln, NE

;

Mr. & Mrs. P. B. Carpenter (In Memory of Dr. Kenneth Young) Payson, AZ
!
Mr. & Mrs. Randy Carpenter Lexington,NE

j

(In Memory of Dr. Kenneth Young)

|

Epsilon Alpha Chapter Peachtree City, GA
Rupert C. Chowins, O.D Morro Bay, CA
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Supporters of Macular Degeneration International ~ Cont.

Martha Ciesiekki Pittsburgh, PA
Dorothy Clark Wichita, KS
Lou Ann Corboy Dallas, TX
Rosemary Cotter Deerfield Beach, FL
Mr. & Mrs. John D. Cox (In Memory of Dr. Kenneth Young) Lexington, NE
Mary A. Dainty Tucson, AZ
Jodi Daron Pensacola, FL
Kenneth Davis . Tucson, AZ
Mary A. DeArmond Joplin, MO
Terry DeFranco Marino ..Onchiota, NY
Yvonne L. Deyle (In Memory of Dr. Kenneth Young) Kearney, NE
Carrie Donaldson (In Memory of George Oliphint) Dallas, TX
Margie D'Orazio Herndon, VA
John F. Dorris West Mifflin, PA
Janet Dwan Saginaw, Ml

Sylvia Fajardo Bochabamba, Bolivia

Vivian Franklin Tucson, AZ
Jean-Paul Frignac j Scottsdale, AZ
Bernice C. Gauger ^..|.^|^| Batavia, IL

Ray & Lola Gerard (In Memory of Dr. \<§nn^m^0^^f^. Branson, MO
Sylvan Goddard

--f/f-jHt
^" Goddard, NJ

Ms. Helen Gray ^,.S^.AM^^ffrT. Glen Ellyn, IL

Joan M. Guthrie.. Ll^^f^TT. Camillys, NY
Vicki K. Gwynne ....J. Lake Havasu City, AZ
Ann S. Hackett Tucson, AZ
Dr. & Mrs. Wait Hammers (In Memory of Dr. Kenneth Young) Branson, MO
Lorelai C. Harkins Downers Grove, IL

Lauren, Virginia, & Lawrence Healy Elicott City, MD
Esther Heatwole La Junta, CO
Margaret A. Heil Waterford, PA
Faye & Chuck Henderson (In Memory of Wilbur McWilliams) Morton, IL

Grace Henderson Tucson, AZ
Donalee Heward Mesa, AZ
Elizabeth Hicks Tucson, AZ
FraserHiltz Edmonton, Alberta

Karen Howell Herndon, VA
Constance V. Hoyes Forest Ridge, Davie, FL
Pete & Peg Huyler Walton, NY
Bard & Susan Jackson (In Memory of Clark Jackson) Falls Church, VA
Mrs. Clark Jackson & Friends (In Memory of Clark Jackson) ... Miramonte, CA
Mrs. Carol James (In Memory of Dr. Kenneth Young) Longmont, CO

i
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Supporters of Macular Degeneration International ~ Cont.

Dr. Richard D. Jones Carbonear, NFLD
Mrs. M. Jordan Leominster, MA
Madeline Jordan Leominster, MA
Roberta Kessinger Omaha, NE
Mr. & Mrs. Krantz (in Memory of Wilbur McWilliams) Peoria, IL

Irma Krantz (In Memory of Wilbur McWilliams) Galva, IL

Rita H. Kranz Youngtown, AZ
Moe Krim Pembrook Pines, FL
Eva M. LeBlanc Redmond, WA
Mary Lewin Chicago, IL

Clare Liebe New Berlin, Wl
Mrs. Frederick Loomis Green Valley, AZ
Virginia M. Lyon Green Valley, AZ
Fred L. Martin Tucson, AZ
Kathleen S. Martin. Hilton Head Island, NC
Richard & Karen Mason Webster City, IA

Robert B. Mathieson Mission Viejo, CA
D.C. McCrady t Burlington, Ontario

Ruth P. McKinney (In Memory of Rodney i21irjhi^|i !. South Houston, TX
Garold, Jam, Kelly, & Kathy Morey ..$....Al^^^^ Culver, OR
(In Memory of Vernon Morey) ^ *m ii #
Mr. & Mrs. Bill Moomey^|nS/le^lWfeffKenneth Young) Kearney, NE
Linda L. Morrison (In Memjnj^fer. Kenneth Young) Branson, MO
James F. Mottershiad .*JL .7. Venice, FL
Frank L. Myers, M.D Madison, Wl
Ohof W. Nelson Tucson, AZ
Catherine Noeller Casa Grande, AZ
Rita Elaine Norton Lakehurst, NJ
Bernice Olechowski Utica, NY
Mr. Joseph Parthum Sun City West, AZ
Bearnice Paskhover Plainview, NY
William E. Patterson Miami, FL
Donalee Payne... Seattle, WA
Catherine Penny Tucson, AZ
Jim Perski Peoria, AZ
Mrs. Elaine W. Pettijohn Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Roxie & Dick Pickel (In Memory of Dr. Kenneth Young) Lincoln, NE
Jean Plese Sun City West, AZ
Miss Andree L. Powell Lakewood, NJ
Mrs. A.W. Pratt Coquitlam, BC
Miriam Ritter .....Bremen, IN

:.
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Supporters of Macular Degeneration International - Cont.

Rudy F. Roof Seabrook, TX
Herbert A. Rosefeld Sumter, SC
Mrs. Ruth Rothman Sarasota, FL

Lona & Jay H. Rowland Jr Elm Creek, NE
(In Memory of Dr. Kenneth Young)

Alejandra Ruppero Buenos Aires

Gladys Sandle Pittsford, NY
Joan Schafer Flint, Ml

Paul A. Schuellkopf Buffalo, NY
Paul & Karen Faye Seward (In Memory of George Oliphint) .. Port Neches, TX
Ms. Rita Share (In Memory of Walter Lowe) Ormond Beach, FL
Mr. Harry R. Shepherd Oakland, CA
Ester Sherman (In Memory of Wilbur McWilliams) Galesburg, IL

Mrs. Mary I. Siddall Bloomfield Hills, Ml

Nancy & Irving Silverman Tucson, AZ
Elmer E. Snowden (In Memory of Dr. Kenneth Young) Lexington, NE
Elizabeth A. Somersville Washington,DC
David Steensma 1 Annanadale, VA
Rosalyn Stone ^..L^|.f.J Berwyn, IL

Mr. & Mrs. Ton Stone (In Memory of D| KefclelhpttiSgf Springfield, MO
Ann Taylor „ -TtmM ¥.f.^Z.. Palm City, FL
Vera W. Thorn (In Mem^c|4^Hgi^dell) Joliet, IL

Dale C. Ivr^xx^n ............%^^^^Z. Lincoln, NE
Madeline A. Trivelli J...1ZZ. Washington, D.C.

Kathleen A. Toner Fridley, MN
OrvisTwombly Brainerd, MN
Carl Umstead Decatur, GA
Judith Vanderwulp Issaguah, WA
Alice I. VanDine (In Memory of Dr. Kenneth Young) ..Merrimac, MA
Albert D. De Vincent.... Phoenix.AZ
Albert E. Watt Ramona, CA
Harold Weiss Columbus, OH
Howard Welsh Key Biscayne, Miami, FL
Bette Whitman Ft. Lauderdale, FL

\
Peg Wild Midlothian, VA

\

Francie Willis (In Memory of George Oliphint) Houston, TX
! Francine & Michael Willis (In Memory of George Oliphint) Houston, TX
I

George & Bettie Wise Deabrook, TX
|
Ben E. Worthing (In Memory of Dr. Kenneth Young) Valencia, CA

I
Roxanna R. Young (In Memory of Dr. Kenneth Young) Branson, MO

| JaneZdepski Mountain View, CA
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A Special Publication of Medical and Research Information
and Resources to Help Persons and Families affected by
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FUNDRAISING EFFORTS

FIRST FUND-RAISING LETTER
A BIG SUCCESS

We want to take this opportunity to

thank all of you who responded to

our year-end fundraising appeal let-

ter. It was our first attempt at a broad

mailing appeal. Our goal was to raise

$15,000 and this goal was met!

Thank you for your consideration as

each gift, whether large or small, is

helping to assist in the further growth

of MDI so we can serve more people

with macular degeneration. To all of

our donors, please accept our heart-

felt thanks for your generosity.

SIGMA BETA SORORITY, INC.
VOTES MDI TOP CHARITY
AWARD AGAIN FOR 1999

The National Charity meeting of

Sigma Beta Sorority Inc. was held in

Peachtree City, Georgia, October 17,

1998. Macular Degeneration Interna-

tional was invited again this year to

make a presentation to the national

sorority. MDI's Tom Perski made a

request for funds of $25,000 for the

next year to help broaden the out-

reach of MDI. With the help of Sigma
Beta Sorority, MDI was able to serve

hundreds of more families in 1997-

98, promote educational seminars,

develop a large Internet site, and
help fund the toll-free helpline.

This year, Sigma Beta voted to

sponsor MDI again with it's top charity

award for 1998 and 1999 of $25,000.

These funds will be used to expand

the work of helping those with macu-

lar degeneration by contacting all

retina specialists so they can encour-

age their patients to use MDI ser-

vices. Also, to continue all outreach

services such as seminars, conven-

tions, Internet requests and help as

well as phone contact and journal

publication for thousands more re-

questing help. We want to take this

opportunity to thank Sigma Beta So-

rority in standing with us as partners

in helping so many affected by macu-
lar degeneration and bringing hope in

the midst of discouragement.

THE MANNING FAMILY
CONTINUE THEIR
COMMITMENT TO HELP

With help each year since the onset

of Macular Degeneration Interna-

tional, Paul Manning and his family

have again made a generous dona-
tion of $15,000 toward expansion of

services to help those with macular
degeneration, and to spur on more
research towards finding a cure.

Every organization needs a visionary,

and it takes money to start a busi-

ness. Paul and his family have made
it possible for MDI to begin; and now,

each year, they have given gener-

ously to see the dream come alive
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and grow. Truly, without your help

Paul, MDI would not have gotten

started, and now we are proud to

stand together with thanks for mak-

ing an impact on thousands of fami-

lies. We all applaud your effort and
commitment. •

www.maculardegeneration .org

MDI has made it a priority to reach

out to so many with macular degen-

eration. Reaching out means provid-

ing hope through up-to-date, accu-

rate medical information as well as

support and resources necessary to

live a high quality of life with macular

degeneration. This includes people

from the U.S., Canada and around

the world. It also includes families

with children, teenagers and young
adults looking for information on

juvenile macular diseases. Also, the

largest group is people, and their

families, who are affected by age-

related macular degeneration — both

newly diagnosed and those who
have had macular degenration for

many years.

MDI has designed a web site to

help accomplish this goal — of

reaching out and offering hope.

Some very unique features are

highlighted in this site, including an

accessible way to enlarge the print

which allows the user to read the

entire site in the enlarged format.

Key areas covered by the new site

are:

• MDI Activities — will highlight

upcoming events such as community
seminars, Stargardt conferences and
other national conferences in which

MDI plays a part.

• Age-Related Macular Degen-
eration, including a discussion page
where questions can be written, and
the user can read past dialog of

other questions and answers given.

• Juvenile Macular Dystrophies

will be highlighted and the site in-

cludes extensive information on

Stargardt's and other juvenile onset

macular dystrophies. A separate

discussion section here also will

allow questions and interaction on

this topic.

• ABCD — American Bioptic

Certified Drivers, part of MDI since

1997, has a special section dedi-

cated to those who want to know
more about driving and low vision. As
some states allow driving with bioptic

telescopes, you can keep up with the

latest information. A special discus-

sion page, coordinated by Dr. Terra

Barnes, will help to answer your

questions; and you can read about

others who have concerns and ques-

tions about driving with low vision. •
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MDI ACTIVITIES

MDI HOLDS A SPECIAL
MACULAR DEGENERATION
SEMINAR WITH
WILLS EYE HOSPITAL

Over 250 physicians and patients

attended the Macular Degeneration

Seminar held in conjunction with the

Annual Wills Eye Hospital conference

at the Adams Mark Hotel in Philadel-

phia on February 20, 1999.

Seven guest speakers discussed

a variety of topics, focusing on ad-

vances in the diagnosis and treat-

ment of macular degeneration. Tom
Perski lead off the day speaking

about living to the fullest despite

vision loss. Dr. Scott Edmonds, Low
Vision Optometrist, talked about the

field of low vision rehabilitation and

the proper use of vision aids. Tamara
Vrabec, M.D., of the Retina Service

of Wills Eye Hospital talked about

macular degeneration in young
people; and Richard Goldberg, M.D.,

gave a fascinating and unusual lec-

ture on the life of artist Georgia

O'Keeffe, who also had macular

degeneration in later life.

The seminar held everyone's

attention as it continued with a spe-

cial topic called Medical and Surgical

breakthroughs for the 21st Century.

Joseph McGuire, M.D., of Wills de-

scribed the use of photodynamic
therapies as well as new gene thera-

pies. Dr. L. Federman of Wills dis-

cussed fascinating topics such as

MDI NEWS JOURNAL ~ SPRING 1999

surgery by robots, an EKG t-shirt and

more about the retina chip research.

Melvin Feldenheimer, President

of the Philadelphia Chapter of the

National Foundation for Macular

Degeneration, talked about the im-

portance of support groups and orga-

nizations for affected individuals.

NEW RESOURCE GUIDE
DEVELOPED BY
WILLS EYE AND MDI

Dr. Larry Donoso of the research

department of Wills Eye Hospital

deserves much of the credit for mak-

ing this seminar day a success.

He has also worked tirelessly to see

that those who thirst for more infor-

mation get it — by putting out a

seminar resource guide-to-end-all

guides. This 300+ page guide was
given free to each family who at-

tended, and Dr. Donoso now has

plans to distribute the guide on disc,

with the help of MDI, for those wish-

ing to keep up on all the latest info.

Thank you Dr. Donoso for all your

efforts these last three years, and we
look forward to working together with

you in the future.



— Advertisement—
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What's New For Macular

Degeneration?
The rteAtf generation of low vision products from Eschenbach, a leading

manufacturer of high-quality magnifiers, telescopes and other low vision aids!

New Segment Magnifiers!

These large field of view products (3
x

ii IP

inches across!) are available in a hand-

held version (for quick viewing) and

stand versions (for extended viewing or

check writing).

New Spectacle Magnifiers!

These new hi-power lenses provide

distortion-free viewing in an attractive

frame.

New Low Price On Our

Electronic Reading Device!

Our ELG television reader plugs into

your own television and can magnify up

to 30 times on 13" TV. Easy to use

controls, and a new lower price make

this the most affordable in-line CCTV
system.

Eschenbach products can only be purchased from eye care professionals. Contact

your eye care professional today, or call us toll-free at (800) 396-3886 for the

name of an eye care professional near you that carries our products. To see our

complete catalog visit our website at www.eschenbach.com.

ESCHENBACH
Innovators in Low Vision

Toll-free (800) 396-3886 • www.eschenbach.com

— Advertisement —
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TOM PERSKI AND NIDI

RECEIVE BOWER
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

At the Wills Eye Conference in Phila-

delphia, Thomas Perski of Macular

Degeneration International and

Melvin Feldenheimer of the Associa-

tion for Macular Diseases of Philadel-

phia were presented with the Bower

Achievement Award.

The Bower Achievement award

is an annual award which recog-

nizes outstanding individuals

I who have made significant

contributions related to

Macular Degenera-

tion. Tom Perski

and MDI were rec-

ognized for their

efforts in macular

degeneration research,

as MDI and Wills Eye have

I collaborated toward signifi-

cant genetic breakthroughs in

I macular dystrophies. The Bower

| Cup was presented to Tom by Dr.

Larry Donoso at the seminar. Also,

special presentation of an original

painting, "Poppy Fields" by Richard

Goldberg, M.D., was given as a gift

I and is currently on display at the

MDI offices. Thank you to Dr.

Goldberg and to Dr. Donoso for the

recognition of all our staff's hard

work and dedication.

Bower
Achievement
Award given to

Thomas Perski

and Melvin
Feldenheimer

TOM PERSKI TO SERVE ON
THE STEERING COMMITTEE
REPRESENTING MDI FOR
"NATIONAL AGENDA FOR
VISION AND AGING"

The development of the National

Agenda is an activity of the American

Foundation for the Blind's National

Aging and Vision Network. The net-

work includes approximately 370

professionals and consumers inter-

ested in addressing critical issues

confronting older people who
are blind or visually impaired.

The Steering Committee

includes national organi-

zations in both the

vision and aging

fields and was
initiated in December

of 1997 with a survey

sent to members of the

National Aging and Vision

Network. Respondents felt the

time was right to move forward

on aging and vision initiatives. The
Steering Committee will oversee the

development and implementation of

it's goals.

Tom stated, "It is an honor to be

selected, and I, and MDI, have had

the philosophy from the beginning

that by working together with others,

much more can be accomplished to

help those who have experienced

vision loss." "We look forward to the

hard work and to the challenge," he

stated. •

::::::
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FAMILIES WITH MULTIPLE CASES OF MACULAR
DEGENERATION NEEDED FOR NATIONAL STUDY

The Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary and Harvard Medical

School are announcing a national study sponsored by the National

Institutes of Health, and the National Eye Institute, to conduct an

important national genetic family study of macular degeneration.

Their research team, directed by macular degeneration special-

ist Dr. Johanna Seddon, is looking for families in which there are

several people in the family with macular degeneration. We at MDI
believe this offers one of the best opportunities for researchers to

gain a better understanding of macular degeneration, which could

lead to ways of preventing and treating macular degeneration for

future generations. Your help is needed to make this important

program a success.

If your family, or a family you know of, has had multiple occur-

rences of macular degeneration, call the Family Study toll free at

1-800-219-9157 and let them know the following:

• The name, address and phone number (or e-mail address if

possible) of the family member to contact.

• Information about which family members have macular

degeneration and how they are related.

Participants can be seen locally, and do not have to travel.

Thank you for considering to help; it would be much appreci-

ated — maybe thousands will respond!! They hope to hear from

you soon!!

(?) Call Now!
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UNDERSTANDING MACULAR DEGENERATION

_____-__—

FIRST, ABOUT THE MACULA

The macula is a central region of the

entire retina which lines the back of

the eye. This region or zone is highly

specific to vision, giving a person the

sharpest, clearest detail vision, or

what is called "visual acuity." The

term visual acuity is used when mea-

suring vision. For example, when

your visual acuity measurement is

20/20 or 20/40 etc., this is the term

that is used. It is important that you

know your vision acuity mea
surement each time you

visit the doctor, espe-

cially if there is some
macular degeneration.

A more specific term

would be called "best

corrected visual acuity"

which means, what is

the best measurement of

your vision with your glasses

or contact lenses on.

Often, I tell patients that they

should request a letter from their

doctor every time they visit — after

being diagnosed with macular degen-

eration. The letter should include the

diagnosis, the best corrected visual

acuity measurement, the appearance

of the retina and macula, any recom-

mended medications or treatments,

and the prognosis. The letter can be

requested directly of the doctor or

recent visit, to whom it may concern,

and then the information listed above.

By doing this, you are keeping a

record of your visits, and a record for

your own personal file. It is important

that you understand the diagnosis

and the vision acuity measurement so

that on follow up visits you can ask

questions that will give you much
more information.

For those with central vision loss in

both eyes, often times a letter from a

medical doctor is requested for

specialized services, and now
you will have this letter. If

you have had macular

degeneration for many
years, it will also be

important for you (and for

your family) to look back

over the five- or ten-year

period of degeneration to see

the progression of your vision

loss and what has changed. Any eye

surgeries or treatments should also be

documented in a letter so that you

have a full understanding of what the

treatment was for, and what the results

were in your situation.

This letter, or letters, will also be

helpful for you if you seek out low

vision services. Because low vision

professionals concentrate on func-

tional vision, they often like to have a

full understanding of what medical or

one of the eye care professionals that surgical procedures have been done
work together with the doctor and on the eye. These letters will help

should include the date of the most them to quickly get started because
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they will have a full understanding of

the medical background of your eye.

Many low vision centers also hire

other professionals such as counse-

lors or social workers who can take

the time necessary to describe to

you and to other family members
exactly what has occurred with your

vision loss and what some of these

medical terms mean. This "deeper"

understanding of not only the dis-

ease process but also what has

been done medically for you, will

help you to more fully grasp all the

details involved in your macular de-

generation, and ultimately wi

help you to cope better

and feel more knowl-

edgeable about your

situation.

We also hope that

by reading our news
journal you will see we
have included many of

the medical terms that also

appear on your eye health

report letters, and that this will help

you better understand your situation.

We believe it will help you to be better

prepared when returning to your doc-

tor for follow up visits. You will then

feel more in control and be able to

ask questions that are meaningful, so

you can get the information you need

to know and keep discouragement

and fear to a minimum.

MORE ABOUT THE MACULA

The macula, as we mentioned be-

fore, is an area of the center portion

of the retina and is very tiny. This

area only measures about five to six

millimeters in diameter. It is said to

be the region of vision that is respon-

sible for the central 15 to 20 degrees
of vision. At the very center of the

macula lies the fovea, which is only

1.5 to 2.0 millimeters in area and is

responsible for the very sharpest

vision. The fovea contains photore-

ceptor cells called cone cells that are

tightly packed into the center. The
rest of the macula contains both

cone cells and rod cells; and then,

moving away from the macula
into the peripheral retina,

there are primarily rod

cells, although some
cone cells are scat-

tered throughout the

peripheral part of the

retina.

To fully understand this

highly specialized tissue

called the macula, you will also

have to understand the different

layers of tissue. Many people ask —
"why can't there be a retina trans-

plant?" Well, perhaps, maybe some
day there will be, but in order to

understand the complexity of that

question, let's explore some of the

layers of tissue in the macula and try

to fully understand what this tissue is

like. Scientists who study the retina

and the macula have actually been
able to come up with a diagram of

the tissue for a fuller understanding

of how these cells function and how
these cells interconnect. Most impor-
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tant, it is how these cells intercon-

| nect to nerves in the brain — which

send signals to brain tissue to make

"vision."
I

The study of the macular tissue

can actually be put into a diagram,

which looks kind of like a schematic

drawing of an electrical circuit board.

This circuit board has many layers

and scientists have actually given

these layers names. The first layer of

the retina has been identified as the

inner lining membrane and is the top

layer of the retina which touches the

vitreous (the clear jelly-like sub-

stance which fills the inside

of the eye). Below the

inner lining membrane is

the nerve fiber layer.

Next are the ganglion

cell layer, the inner

plexiform layer and the

inner nuclear layer,

which consists of nuclei

of intemeurons.

Does this sound fairly compli-

cated so far? Well, we are only half

way there. The complexity of this

tissue is probably one of the most

complex in the human body and as

you can see, already would be very

difficult to duplicate in a very small

area. Interspersed in these layers are

what are called Muller's cells, which

are the major glial cells of the retina.

Going deeper into the tissue are the

outer plexiform layer, the outer

nuclear layer — this is the nuclei of

photoreceptor cells, then the external

limiting membrane, the inner seg-

ments of photoreceptor cells, then the

outer segments of photoreceptor cells,

and the retinal pigment epithelial

(RPE) layer. Then, below the RPE, is

Bruch's Membrane which is actually

identified as the basement membrane

of the RPE. Below Bruch's Membrane
lies the choroid, which is the layer of

tissue which includes the blood ves-

sels.

As we have stated before, if the

retina were viewed like a hairbrush,

the photoreceptor cells would be the

bristles of the brush and the RPE
cells would be the part of the brush

which held the bristles in. In the

retina, the RPE is a

single layer of cells

which are closely

associated with the

photoreceptor outer

segments. For instance,

in the fovea, there are

thirty cone cells per RPE
cell, while in the peripheral

retina, the rod-cell to RPE-cell

ratio is about 22 to 1 . These RPE
cells are also tightly packed together

and the junction between these cells

create a barrier known as the blood

retinal barrier within the area of the

macula which acts like a filtering

system to keep unwanted nutrients

from flowing across this barrier.

Are you confused? Are you

amazed? Are you beginning to un-

derstand the complexity of this tissue

called the macula? Not only the com-
plexity of the tissue, but its relative

size as an organ of the body. Many
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people say that if they can do a

heart transplant, or a lung transplant,

or a liver transplant, why not a retinal

transplant? Can you compare this

area of the macula, which is a little

bit bigger than a head of a pin, to an

entire heart or lung? Are you begin-

ning to understand that the retina

has many layers and each layer

performs many functions in the

retina, and the layers cannot be left

out or misplaced? This scientific

schematic drawing that we are de-

scribing hopefully will help you to

understand the complexity of this

tissue and why it may be

difficult in the future to

replace this tissue if it is

diseased or if there is

macular degeneration.

Could you imagine that

the very center of the

macula, the fovea,

contains nearly 200,000

cone cells per millimeter?

Then, as you move away
from the very center of the

macula, the density of the cone cells

increases nearly 10 fold within 1

millimeter of the very center.

The reason we point out the

numerous specialized parts of the

macula in the tissue of the retina is

to help you understand that these

specialized cells are essential for a

high degree of vision acuity and

sensitivity and yet, at the same time,

with the wonder of this complicated

tissue comes the vulnerability of

either environment or genetics —
which may cause degeneration or

damage to the tissue associated with

the macula.

AGE-RELATED MACULAR
DEGENERATION

Age related macular degeneration is

a degeneration of the tissue in the

macula that is characterized in the

early stages of the disease as abnor-

malities of the retinal pigment epithe-

lial cells or RPE cells — and by the

presence of deposits called drusen.

When the degeneration is very evi-

dent in the center of the macular

area it is often called geo-

graphic atrophy which may
occur sometime later.

Also, there may be

abnormal blood ves-

sels, which begin to

grow, called choroidal

neovascularization or a

detachment of the pigment

epithelial cells and a scarring

of the macula in the late stage

of the disease.

THE EARLY STAGES OF
MACULAR DEGENERATION

Often people ask me, "What are the

first signs that someone is getting

macular degeneration?" "It seems as

though my doctor knew that some-
thing was wrong for many years but

never told me — can this be true?"

One of the early characteristics of

macular degeneration is something

called drusen, which are deposits

© MDI NEWS JOURNAL - SPRING 1999
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that lie between the RPE and
Bruch's membrane. These deposits

are fatty deposits which sometimes
look yellow in color, although drusen

may vary considerably by size, color,

shape and number. Also different is

the distinct outline of drusen found in

hard drusen and a more blurred or

indiscreet border around the drusen

often called soft drusen. The location

of drusen also is important — either

being close to the center of the

macula or farther away from the

center in the peripheral retina.

Hard drusen are usually

small, round, flat, yellowish-

white deposits. Remem-
ber earlier, when we
talked about getting a

letter from your doctor

and having the ap-

pearance of the retina

explained? This is the

section where a descrip-

tion of yellowish-white

drusen would appear even if

the person has not experienced any

vision loss. This may be an early sign

that macular degeneration may be

coming, but unless you ask the doctor

directly or you ask for a letter describ-

ing the appearance of the retina, this

information may not be learned by the

patient or the family member.

Soft drusen are usually larger,

yellow or grayish-like deposits which

have less distinct or sharp edges and

less of a solid, thick appearance. If

there are several drusen linked to-

gether very closely, often this can be

associated with a very small, minor

detachment of the RPE cells in that

area, sometimes called a drusenoid

pigment epithelial detachment.

Maybe a good question for the

doctor would be, "Do you see any
drusen on the retina?" If the answer
is yes, you can ask "Does the drusen

look like hard drusen or soft drusen?
Are the drusen many or few? Are

they near the center of vision or off

to the side? Is there more soft

drusen than hard drusen or more
hard drusen than soft drusen?" "Are

there any areas where the drusen

are clumped together — areas

t h a tmay be vulnerable for a

pigment epithelial

detachment?"

Another characteris-

tic of the early stage of

macular degeneration has

to do with abnormalities in

the pigment layer of the

retina. This pigment layer may
look like an absence of pigmentation

or white spots in the RPE layer. Con-

versely, it may also look like dark ar-

eas of pigment or pigment that is

clumped together sometimes overlying

drusen. The prevalence of these pig-

mentary abnormalities increases with

the age of the patient. These abnor-

malities also occur in patients with

larger drusen. Usually the size and

number and density of the drusen are

found in both eyes of the patient al-

though, from time to time, some pa-

tients may show a great difference

between the two eyes.
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To answer our earlier question

then, why do some doctors not tell

patients that they see some macular

degeneration even though they may
have seen drusen or pigment

changes? This has to do with how
the disease of macular degeneration

is classified by the professionals. It

seems that some groups may not

consider the person with hard drusen

as having age-related macular de-

generation. Other major research

groups seem to show that if the per-

son has soft drusen and the pres-

ence of pigmentary abnormalities in

the RPE layer, this would be

considered early macular

degeneration. This is

why it is important for

you to understand your

particular situation.

Often, many doc-

tors take pictures of the

retina, so ask if it may be

possible for a single photo

graph of the retina — then

together with your doctor, have him or are now apparent due to the degen-
her describe to you what's seen on

the photograph. This photograph may
be important in the future if there are

changes in your vision. A later photo-

graph can be used for comparisons'

sake. These comparison photographs

along with a letter or description may
accurately document what has hap-

pened in your situation. This is infor-

mation that is very important to you

and your family, and insisting in a

persistent but positive manner should

do the trick in getting the information

you desire. Being "quickly dismissed"

is no longer an acceptable option,

and you as the patient do have the

right to have a full understanding of

your situation and access to this im-

portant information.

LATE STAGE AGE-RELATED
MACULAR DEGENERATION

In the later stages of macular degen-

eration, there may be moderate to

severe loss of central vision. One of

the first characteristics of later stage

macular degeneration is called geo-

graphic atrophy. This atrophy or

degeneration is present when
there is a large area of

cells in the RPE which

have lost their pig-

mentation (also called

hypo-pigmentation) in

the center of vision. This

type of atrophy would still

b described as the dry

i of the disease, but there

may be choroidal vessels which

eration as well as soft drusen and
sometimes a detachment of the RPE.

The growth of new vessels in the

choroid layer of the retina (called

choroidal neovascularization or CNV)
often occur in late stage macular

degeneration and become the wet

form of the disease. These vessels

often grow into the space under the

retina because of breaks in Bruch's

membrane. Sometimes there are

leakages of blood and fluid called

exudates with these abnormal blood
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vessels. This can also be accompa-
nied by a lesion and a detachment of

the sensory retina. The location of

this abnormal blood vessel growth

(CNV) is important, as the closer it

encroaches on the center of vision,

the more dangerous it can be in

causing degeneration. Historically, a

fluorescein angiogram has helped to

determine the location of the new
blood vessels (CNV).

Other new medical imaging tech-

niques which are even more high-

tech and accurate called Indocyanine

Green Angiography (ICG), and

Optical Coherence Tomog
raphy (OCT) now can

help determine the loca-

tion of these abnormal

blood vessels, as well

as additional images

of the layers of tissue

in the macula. Bleeding

from these abnormal

blood vessels may cause a

hemorrhagic detachment of the

RPE, where blood gets under the

RPE layer and can cause a dark

elevated mound under the retina.

Also, the end result of choroidal

neovascularization may be what is

called a disciform scar that replaces

or forms over the outer sensory

retina and RPE.

As many of you know, the treat-

ment over the last twenty years for

this abnormal blood vessel growth

has been laser therapy. There are

also new therapies which are being

reported through the newspapers

and through the media which are still

considered "experimental" in nature,

but are showing some promise for

the future. We will discuss these

treatments a bit later in this section.

Unfortunately, this laser therapy or

what is called laser photocoagulation

of the new vessels in the choroid

(CNV) have been shown to reduce

the incidence of severe vision loss in

only a small percentage of people

who develop this form of macular

degeneration. There are, however,

many studies going on in this area

and other areas related to macular

degeneration.

Unfortunately, many lay

people do not hear

about these studies or

about the millions of

dollars that are being

spent on eye research

and specifically research

on the retina. We hope our

news journal will play a small

part in helping people and their

families understand that this is a

complicated issue, and that there is

much being done to help. Although

there may not be a huge break-

through within the next year or two, it

indeed is not a hopeless picture.

Many people, especially families

of those with age-related macular

degeneration, are concerned and

say, "Since there is no cure at the

present time, how can I prevent this

from happening to me?" In this

arena, there have been many studies

as well, in trying to identify some of
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the risk factors for macular degen-

eration. There are two areas that

seem to show a strong correlation

between both smoking and other

genetic factors. But, especially in the

genetic realm, many more studies

still need to be done to fully under-

stand the role genetics play in macu-
lar degeneration. All other risk factors

seem to be weak in their correlation

and most likely will be difficult to

study. As you know, macular degen-

eration usually occurs when a person

reaches his/her seventies or eighties.

And it may be that many of the fac-

tors that cause macular degeneration

occur over a person's entire lifetime.

These kinds of factors are hard to

study in a short research project —
as in one year to two years or five

years.

Today, with many people ex-

pected to live past the age of 85,

there is definitely a health care bur-

den that will be placed on the system
and on families as people lose vision

from this disease. So when people

ask what they can do, we often tell

them that while they are young per-

haps they can take a long-term ap-

proach to the problem by living a
healthy lifestyle that will not only

helps their eyes but help in other

medical diseases, too. Stay away
from smoking and fatty foods, and
exercise regularly. Eat foods like

spinach and kale which are high in

lutein and zeaxanthin. When going

out doors, wear 1 00% UV protection

sunwear. In addition, to be extra

safe, wear a visor or a sun hat so

that the direct rays of the sun do not

even hit your glasses. Have regular

eye appointments by an ophthal-

mologist and keep in touch with us

as we stay abreast of all the things

that are new. We think education

about this disease is important and

may help many younger people in

the future.

GENETIC CLUE FOUND
TO MACULAR DEGENERATION

Portland, Ore. — Retired school-

teacher Ruth Oster lives with a

small spot that blocks off part

of the central vision in her left

eye.

"I first noticed it about 15 years

ago," said Oster, who lives in a

rural area northwest of Portland.

"I was trying to type a paper,

and it just took tremendous
effort to see the letters. The spot

would move wherever I was
trying to read." Now, Oster is

unable to drive at night and she

struggles to read music when
playing the violin, one of her

favorite activities. New research

by a team at the Macular Degen-
eration Center at Oregon Health

Sciences University's Casey Eye

Institute shows the disease that's

blurring Oster's vision has a

genetic cause. The research was
done in collaboration with scien-

tists at the Laboratory of Statisti-

cal Genetics at Rockefeller Uni-
versity in New York.
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Like Oster, millions of Ameri-

cans suffer from gradual fading-

out of central vision known as

age-related macular degenera-

tion. Roughly 7 percent of

Americans older than 76 have

progressed to the late stage of

the disease. The team of scien-

tists has zeroed in on the loca-

tion of a gene that causes an

inherited form of the disease.

Details of this research appear

in the August edition of the

Archives of Ophthalmology.

The team of researchers, led

by Michael Klein, M.D., profes-

sor of ophthalmology at OHSU,
in Portland, Oregon, studied 21

individuals from Oster's family;

10 of them with age-related

macular degeneration.

"It has been difficult to find a

genetic cause for this disease,"

said Klein. "It has a late age of

onset, can take one of several

forms and is difficult to diag-

nose early. By studying a large

family affected by the disease,

we could compare genetic infor-

mation from family members
and determine differences be-

tween affected and unaffected

individuals."

The researchers employed a

technique called "linkage analy-

sis" to zero in on the location

of the macular degeneration

gene. The technique involves

comparing short segments of

DNA from affected and unaf-

fected individuals. The affected

individuals share variations in

their genetic material that are

not found in the general popu-
lation. "Starting with a genome-
wide research, we narrowed
down the location of the gene in

this family to an area of chro-

mosome 1," said Dennis

Schultz, Ph.D., a research assis-

tant professor of ophthalmology
at OHSU. Specifically, the gene
is located in an area referred to

as chromosome Iq25~q31.

"It's a little like finding out

the gene is living along a cer-

tain street, but not knowing
which house it's in," said

Schultz. "Further research will

focus on uncovering the exact

street address of the gene."

Previous research has focused

on a gene in a different area of

chromosome 1 that causes a

juvenile form of macular degen-

eration and also may be associ-

ated with age-related macular

degeneration. But this is the

first published research to iden-

tify the location of a genetic

defect in a large family with

age-related macular degenera-

tion.

Age-related macular degenera-

tion has been a major focus of

genetic research both because it

is so common and because it is

so difficult to treat. The wet

form accounts for less than 20
percent of cases, and there is no
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treatment for dry age-related

macular degeneration. The dry

form of the disease results from

progressive damage to the pig-

ment cell layer of the retina.

The ability to do genetic screen-

ing for the disease could help

physicians anticipate which
patients are at risk and take

early preventative measures to

head off a significant loss of

vision. An ultimate goal of the

research is to develop measures

and therapies that can eliminate

age-related macular degenera-

tion.

"We believe this genetic re-

search will help us accomplish

this goal by leading us to a

better understanding of the

basic cause of the disease," said

Klein.

Ruth Oster said she's glad her

family was able to be part of

the discovery, even though a

cure for the disease may still be

far off. "The whole family has

sort of accepted it," she said.

"It would be great if I can con-

tinue to play music and keep

passing the driver's exam. And
it's good to know that eventu-

ally they'll find a way to slow
down or stop this disease."

The Macular Degeneration

Center is interested in studying

other families with a high inci-

dence of age-related macular
degeneration. Those who are

members of a family in which

at least three living relatives

have the disease are encouraged

to contact the center at (503)

494-3064.

NEW TREATMENT
SOUGHT FOR MACULAR
DEGENERATION

Photodynamic Therapy

As we stated earlier, there has been

no successful treatment for the dry

form of macular degeneration and

the only treatment of proven benefit

for the wet form of macular degen-

eration is laser photocoagulation.

Laser has been shown to be an

effective treatment in delaying severe

vision loss in some selected cases of

macular degeneration where there is

abnormal blood vessel growth. It can
also be effective in closure of a leaky

blood vessel — however, successful

treatment does lead to destruction of

the overlying normal tissue of the

retina which may cause vision loss in

the area where the laser is used.

Furthermore, the majority of pa-

tients who have abnormal blood

vessel growth do not end up meeting

the criteria for laser surgery because
the blood vessel growth may be
directly under the macula, it may be
too large or it may be ill-defined.

These vessels are often called "oc-

cult vessels." These occult vessels

make it difficult to determine where
the problem is, as they lie deeper in

the layers of tissue. Also important to

note, is that reoccurrence after laser
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surgery is as high as fifty percent at

the two-year follow up mark. This

clearly points to a need for alterna-

tive treatments that can selectively

treat these abnormal blood vessels

without destroying the overlying

healthy tissue.
ii

You may have been reading

about new treatments for macular

degeneration, such as a new drug

called Visudyne and similar types of

drugs for a new area of study called

photodynamic therapy.

Photodynamic therapy or PDT is

being studied to treat dis-

eased areas of the macula

especially when there is

abnormal blood vessel

growth — while at the

same time sparing the

adjacent normal tissue

of the retina. Therefore,

PDT may offer a poten-

tially valuable therapeutic

benefit for the treatment of

neovascular AMD (wet form), es-

pecially for the categories we men-
tioned before where the blood ves-

sels are directly underneath the

macula, or are too large, or are not

well defined or are difficult to find.

How does photodynamic
therapy work?

Photodynamic therapy involves the

use of photoactive or photosensitive

ingredients of a drug which accumu-
late in, and are retained by, these

proliferating abnormal tissues. When
these molecules are activated by

light at the appropriate wave length,

active forms of oxygen and free radi-

cals are generated which result in

photochemical damage to the cells.

So, by localizing this special drug in

the area of the abnormal tissue and

then delivering it only to the area that

needs help, the drug does not dam-

age the surrounding healthy tissue.

Thus, when the light is introduced,

the interaction of the light and the

ingredients of the drug which are

activated by the light cause the un-

derlying blood vessels to shrink and

be obliterated. This type of work has

been studied and has been

prevalent in cancer research

for many years. More

recently in ophthalmol-

ogy, photodynamic

therapy is being in-

vestigated as a treat-

ment for new blood ves-

el growth or CNV in age-

lated macular degenera-

tion and other choroid abnor-

malities such as choroidal mela-

noma.

At present, photodynamic therapy

is being used in both phase III clini-

cal trials and is being approved for

use in some other areas, such as the

treatment of superficial bladder can-

cer in Canada. In North America,

phase III clinical trials have shown a

beneficial effect in lung and esoph-

ageal cancers. Japan has approved

the use of photodynamic therapy in

early stomach, esophageal, lung, and
cervical cancers. It has also been
shown to be beneficial in preliminary
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trials in the treatment of basal cell

carcinoma, metastatic skin lesions

and the elimination of leukemia cells

in the marrow of patients with chronic

myelogenous leukemia.

Early conclusions about photody-

namic therapy for the wet form of

macular degeneration seem to show a

stabilizing effect or improvement in

vision in about 60% of patients treated.

The study on photodynamic therapy

will not be completed for one year, and

FDA approval must be granted; there-

fore, photodynamic therapy is not yet

available at this time.

RADIATION
THERAPY

Radiation therapy has

also been proposed in

an experimental treat-

ment for the wet form

of macular degeneration,

again borrowing from cancer

research. Radiation therapy has

been proven to work on vascular

tumors and other types of endothe-

lial cells; however, because of the

potential for radiation to be toxic to

the retina, many studies have to be

done to determine what levels are

safe. Again, we are talking only

about the wet form of the disease,

where radiation may be studied as

it attacks the abnormal blood ves-

sel growth underneath the retina. At

present, there are no definitive

conclusions which have been
reached about the effectiveness of

radiation therapy — even though
there have been some promising

but unproven experimental treat-

ments. Randomized, controlled

clinical trials are needed in order to

determine the effectiveness of this

type of treatment.

WHAT ABOUT A DRUG FOR
MACULAR DEGENERATION?

As we have stated earlier, about

ninety percent of people who get

macular degeneration get the dry

form, and only about ten percent

get the wet form. Of those

people who get the wet

form, only a small

percentage can be

helped by laser treat-

ment. So, the need for

other types of therapies

s great in the treatment

of macular degeneration

and, in the future, special

drugs may be the answer.

These drugs, if they were developed,

however, may have to be used for

long-term management of the dis-

ease. To effectively treat macular

degeneration in the elderly popula-

tion over a long period of time with-

out significant side effects may be

one of the first hurdles that would

have to be crossed.

Efforts to develop a drug for

macular degeneration are currently

being focused in two areas: 1) as a

preventative treatment to suppress

drusen formation or somehow to
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promote drusen to be reabsorbed

into the tissue in the dry macular

degeneration, and (2) angiogenesis

inhibitors to stop abnormal blood

vessel growth in the wet macular

degeneration. As you know, most of

the current research is focusing on

somehow getting at the abnormal

blood vessel growth (CNV). However,

if the dry macular degeneration

group (which encompasses 90% of

those affected by macular degenera-

tion) could be given a drug where
drusen formation is halted, or re-

duced, this may not only stop the dry

macular degeneration but

may also indirectly stop it

from causing the wet

macular degeneration.

That is, there is some
evidence that having

the drusen in the first

place somehow causes
wet or exudated macu-
lar degeneration later on
However, further understand-

ing of the relationship between
drusen and the later development of

abnormal blood vessel growth is

needed. Until this relationship is

better understood, research needs to

continue in this area in order for drug
therapy to be effective.

The other approach for drugs
then, would be to somehow shrink or

reduce the abnormal blood vessel

growth in the wet form of macular
degeneration. In order to do this,

there must be a clear understanding
of the disease process that results in

this type of new blood vessel growth.

Second, the drug must then directly

interact with this disease process;

and, third, the patient must tolerate

the drug's side effects. Further stud-

ies need to occur in this area so that

we can come up with detailed infor-

mation about why abnormal blood

vessels occur, as this is still not clear

to scientists.

Because the specific mechanism
of abnormal blood vessel growth is

not clearly understood, perhaps a

drug that is non-specific in nature

that is aimed at subduing abnormal
blood vessel growth would be the

answer. Studies have been
done with thalidomide, which

appears to inhibit cer-

tain types of blood

vessel growth, and
with interferon-A,

which was also initially

thought to be an inhibitor.

Studies have recently

shown that these two drugs

do not help in specific types of

vessel growth. So at this point more
knowledge is needed to understand
very specific parts of the disease in

order to have an effective therapy.

As we stated in our last issue,

when time is of the essence in find-

ing a cure for macular degeneration,
it may be animal models which need
to be studied in order to come to

quicker answers. Studies using many
hundreds of animals with many types
of different drugs could hurry along
the process greatly. Somehow, get-

ting a model in an animal that is
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similar to age-related macular degen-

eration in a human may be difficult to

achieve. In some animal studies,

angiogenesis drugs show a slowing

of blood vessel growth only for a

short period of time, and then the

vessels spontaneously reoccur. In

other studies, it may cause the ves-

sels to spontaneously regress; how-

ever, spontaneous regression of

abnormal blood vessel growth is

uncommon.

You have probably heard recently

on the news a lot about the new anti-

angiogenic drugs, Angiostatin

and Endostatin, which have

been shown to work on

tumors. The promising

results are the first

angiogenesis inhibitors

that may go beyond

just inhibiting tumor

growth but actually

promote tumor regres-

sion. What if there could be

a similar drug developed that

could not only stop abnormal blood

vessel growth under the retina, but

cause it to regress? This is an excit-

ing area of study, and, if a drug like

this could be developed, it would be a

huge breakthrough in ophthalmology.

Or, it is possible that different drugs

could be developed and employed to

work on specific stages of macular

degeneration — such as one to re-

duce drusen in the dry form of the

disease and one to prevent abnormal

blood vessel growth in the wet form.

Further studies in this area will be

exciting to watch; they will lead us

toward hopeful ways to intervene and
stop the disease.

MACULAR TRANSLOCATION
SURGERY

As discussed in our last issue of

"Around the Edges", macular translo-

cation surgery is another "experimen-

tal" therapy being tried to help the

wet form of macular degeneration.

This intervention is also aimed at the

early stages of the wet form of the

disease, before large areas of de-

generation have occurred, or areas

of geographic atrophy have

occurred, or a disciform scar

has formed. There was
a release to the news-

papers and the media
recently about some of

these surgeries which

have been performed

here in the United States as

well as in England.

As we stated in our last issue, a

small group of people, who were at

the early stages of the wet form of

the disease, were able to regain

some vision; but a greater percent-

age of people were not. However,

the possibility of future types of

translocation surgeries may make it

possible to move the fovea into an

area that responds well to healthy

underlying tissue. This may be a

useful way to develop new and even

more complicated therapies to keep

macular tissue healthy. Macular

translocation surgery is still in the
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very early stages of its development,

and we can hope that new major

developments will occur in the future.

Better approaches to surgical tech-

niques will help a greater percentage

of people undergong these therapies

in the future. It is important to under-

stand, however, that once the degen-

eration of the tissue has occurred,

many of these new therapies that we
are discussing will not be of help to

people with later stages of macular

degeneration.

In order to help people who are

at the later stages of degenera-

tion and who have lost a

great deal of central vi-

sion, other strategies

may need to be devel-

oped — such as

transplantation of

retina tissue. As we
stated earlier in this

article, macular tissue is

very sensitive and there

are many obstacles to sue

cessfully performing retinal tissue

transplantation. This tissue, about the

size of the head of a pin, has many
layers and each layer has special

connections to the other layers.

These layers are not like that of a

heart or a lung which are large and
easy to see. These larger organs

have been successfully transplanted;

yet smaller organs, such as the back
of the eye and its inner connections

to the brain, seem to show many
obstacles to successful transplanta-

tion. And, even if the treatment were
successful, would these cells be able

to hook up properly so that a

person's vision could be regained?

Some of the other major ques-

tions in the area of transplantation

are: Would the patient need to be on

anti-rejection medication the rest of

his/her life? Are these anti-rejection

medications tolerable for people over

75 years of age? Because these anti-

rejection medications suppress the

immune system, would this make
older people vulnerable to catching

HIV or other diseases which invade or

suppress the immune system?

As we stated also in our last

issue, there may have to be

much more research in

the area of animal

models before human
trials can continue. It

has also been difficult to

develop an animal model

that is similar in nature to

age-related macular degen-

eration, therefore making it

difficult to conduct laboratory re-

search that would simulate similar

results in the development of tech-

niques that would work in humans.
However, further work is continuing

in transplantation of both the retinal

pigment epithelial cells or RPE trans-

plants, and transplants of photore-

ceptor cells.

Until a breakthrough occurs how-
ever, we at MDI highly promote the

process of visual rehabilitation and
low vision services. Although not a
treatment or a cure, vision rehabilita-

tion helps to maximize a person's
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remaining vision in many different

ways. These approaches have been

very successful over the years; and

now with new devices and special

glasses being developed, special lens

designs and special technologies,

people today have a good chance of

maintaining independence and being

able to do many of the things they

like to do despite vision loss.

Many questions are asked about the

use of vitamins and supple-

ments. These questions

come from the affected

person as well as from

family members. The
AGE-RELATED EYE
DISEASE STUDY
(AREDS), funded by

the National Eye Insti-

tute, is one research

project on vitamins and

supplements that has been
going on for several years now but it

will not be completed for at least two

more years. This multi-center study

will give a lot more definitive answers

to all of our questions. In the mean-
time, there are studies which are

showing favorable preliminary re-

sults, such as a report by scientists

at the Schepens Eye Research Insti-

tute released in Investigative Oph-
thalmology and Visual Science (Feb-

ruary 1998) The study measured
macular pigment and visual sensitiv-

ity of healthy older subjects and

compared them with people aged 24

to 35. Macular pigment was a clear

determinant of visual sensitivity, in

that subjects over age 60 with high

macular pigment density had the

same visual sensitivity as the

younger subjects. Dr. Snodderly

commented, "macular pigment may
be an overall predictor of ocular

health because it correlates with

preservation of clarity of the lens as

well as sensitivity of the retina. The
results show that high macular pig-

ment density was associated with the

retention of youthful, visual sensitiv-

ity. With the right nutritional program,

you might prevent the low macu-
lar pigment from getting worse,

and in the best case

even recover some of

the lost function.

Cells that may be

damaged but still vis-

ble could recover."

Diseases associated with

aging appears to have a

common denominator, that of

oxidative free radical damage. Anti-

oxidants have been extensively stud-

ied to determine if they can prevent

or successfully treat these diseases.

In a dietary study published in 1994,

the highest intake of the carotenoids

lutein and zeaxanthin, found gener-

ously in spinach, was associated with

a 43% reduced risk of age-related

macular degeneration. No other nutri-

ents (such as Beta carotene —
found generously in carrots, and
lycopene — found generously in

tomatoes) showed a strong associa-

tion, and they are virtually absent in
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the retina and the lens of the eye.

There is an increased risk for

developing macular degeneration in

people with higher blood levels of

cholesterol and in people who smoke
cigarettes. Cigarette smoking itself is

also associated with lower blood

levels of carotenoid antioxidants,

lower than normal amounts of macu-
lar pigment and an increase in free

radical damage to the retina. In one

study, former smokers were shown to

be at risk for approximately 20 years

after stopping smoking. The caro-

tenoid antioxidant lutein, selec-

tively accumulated from

blood serum in the lens,

retina and lungs, has

also been associated

with having a protec-

tive effect against lung

cancer.

Sunlight exposure

was also investigated as a

risk factor. An increased risk

of age-related macular degenera-

tion was associated in people whose
skin is overly sensitive to the sun.

Blue iris color was also associated

with an increased risk for both juve-

nile and age-related macular dis-

eases. When biological systems such

as our eyes are exposed to sunlight,

a chemical process produces "singlet

oxygen" that can cause free radical

damage to the retina. Lutein and

zeaxanthin, carotenoid antioxidants,

are known to be highly effective and

protective agents against light dam-
age in the retina. It is not surprising,

then, to learn that the makeup of the

macular pigment is identical to that of
j

lutein and zeaxanthin which can filter

blue light and may protect the photo-

receptor cells and other parts of the

retina against free radical damage.

A 1997 investigation showed
people with macular degeneration to

have approximately 30% lower than

normal amounts of macular pigment.

The body's ability to absorb caro-

tenoids from foods is not as high as

it is from supplementation with pure

carotenoid extracts (i.e., marigold

flowers are an excellent source of

lutein). However, in three

separate studies, it was
shown that supple-

mentation with dietary

ff^S^ and or supplemental

lutein can rebuild

macular pigment density.

Elevated blood levels of

lutein and zeaxanthin were

positively correlated with the

increase in macular pigment.

Increasing evidence also suggests

that dietary intake of antioxidants

(vitamins C, E and carotenoids) can

protect against oxidation of lens pro-

teins and the development of cata-

racts. The only two carotenoids

found in the human lens are lutein

and zeaxanthin.

If you have questions about any of

the above topics, please call the

MDI office, 1-800-393-7634. •
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RESOURCES FOR HELP

SERVICES TO THE VISUALLY
IMPAIRED FOR VETERANS

A visual Impairment Services Team
(VIST) exists at the VA Medical Cen-

ter for the purpose of coordinating

services to the visually impaired

veteran. It brings together administra-

tive and professional services which,

acting in concert, assist legally blind

veterans to restore normalcy to their

lives.

These services include — Oph-

thalmology (Eye) Service, Administra-

tive Medicine Service, Rehabilitation

Medicine Service, Social Work Ser-

vice, Nursing Service, a Prosthetic

Treatment Center, Library Service, a

Veterans Benefit Counselor and Au-

diology Services.

The VIST team is the VAs front-

line diagnostic and treatment agent

whose help can prevent legal blind-

ness from becoming an all envelop-

ing disability and whose team mem-
bers may be able to maximize the

usefulness to the veteran of his/her

remaining vision and other senses.

Legal Blindness Exists When:

• The best corrected central

visual acuity with ordinary glasses or

contact lenses is 20/200 or less in

the better eye.

• A visual field defect(s) pro-

duces a useful visual field dimension
of less than 10 degrees, in the better

eye.

VIST COORDINATOR

The Coordinator of the VIST Pro-

gram, who is usually a social worker

or a blind rehabilitation specialist, is

the person to whom all referrals of

visually impaired veterans should be

made. In order for the VIST Program

to be effective, the identification of

visually impaired veterans is ex-

tremely important. This identification

and referral for VIST services re-

quires the assistance of all Medical

Center personnel involved in direct

patient care (physicians, nurses,

psychologists, social workers, etc.).

BLIND REHABILITATION

The major program within the VA to

which visually impaired veterans are

referred to for special services is the

Blind Rehabilitation Program. The VA
offers a program of "total" rehabilita-

tion whereby an experienced staff

guides the individual through a pro-

cess that eventually leads to maxi-

mum adjustment to the disability and
re-entry into community life.

To achieve total rehabilitation, the

Blind Rehabilitation Centers provide

a variety of skill courses to the vet-

eran designed to help achieve realis-

tic goals and independence in most
situations. The veteran is also as-

sisted in developing healthy attitudes

towards himself and his disability.

The program includes low vision

services for those veterans having

m
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some limited remaining sight. For

more information call National Head-

quarters at 1-800-669-7079. •

National Library Service For
the Blind and Physically
Handicapped

In cooperation with a network of

regional and subregional libraries,

the National Library Service for the

Blind and Physically Handicapped
provides a free library service to

people who are unable to use stan-

dard printed material because of

visual or physical disabilities. Books
and magazines in recorded form

(talking books) and in Braille are

delivered to eligible readers by post-

age-free mail and are returned in the

same manner. Specially designed

phonograms and cassette players

are also loaned free to people who
borrow talking books and magazines
from their library.

To register for the program, con-

tact your local library and ask to

speak to the person in charge of

Talking Books or call the toll-free

number for Talking Books at 1-800-

424-8567. Please complete the appli-

cation form provided and send it to

the library serving your area. Follow-

ing approval of your application, you
will receive catalogs of reading mate-

rial and information about the proce-

dure for ordering the books and
magazines you wish to read.

Be sure to contact the library

serving your area if you have any

questions about the program. •

Large Print Music

"Large Print Music" is a new series of piano and vocal sheet music for

people who are visually impaired. Selections include classic pop standards,

hymns, and various classical piano selections. For more information, call

Stephens Development Co. at (941)383-4398 or write to them at 3542 Fair

Oaks Ln., Longboat Key, FL 34228. •
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SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES —
A great way to learn, see exhibits of low
vision aids and devices, and meet others

1999 NATIONAL CONVEN-
TIONS AND CONFERENCES

• The American Council of the

Blind (ACB) will hold its 1999 Na-

tional Convention at the Airport

Westin in Los Angeles, CA, July 3-9.

For hotel Reservations, call (310)

216-5858. Convention rates at two

hotels will be in effect two days be-

fore and two days after the above
dates. For Convention details, call

ACB at (202) 467-5081 , or write to

1155 15th St., NW, Suite 720, Wash-
ington, DC 20005. The convention

hotel is the Airport Westin located

just minutes from the Los Angeles

Airport. The overflow hotel is the

Airport Marriott and can be reached

at (310) 641-5700. Rates at both

hotels are $60 per night plus tax for

the convention. Both hotels provide

free van transportation from and to

the airport and will provide shuttle

service between the hotels.

• The Foundation Fighting Blind-

ness will hold its National Confer-

ence, Visions '99: Treatments and
Cures on the Horizon, August 5-8 at

the Westin Century Plaza Hotel and
Tower in Los Angeles (Century City),

CA. For details about the Confer-

ence, call (800) 683-5555, or write to

the Foundation Fighting Blindness,

Executive Plaza 1, Suite 800, 11350

McCormick Rd., Hunt Valley, MD
21031-1014. For hotel Reservations,

call (800) 937-8461.

• The National Federation of the

Blind (NFB) will hold its 1999 Na-

tional Convention June 30-July 6 at

Marriott Marquis in Atlanta, GA. For

information about the Convention,

contact NFB at (410) 659-9314, or

write to 1800 Johnson St., Baltimore,

MD 21230. To make hotel reserva-

tions, call (404) 521-0000.

• The Blinded Veterans Associa-
tion (BVA) will hold its annual Con-
vention in Carolina, Puerto Rico,

August 17-22 at the San Juan Grand
Beach Resort and Casino. For Con-
vention details, call Annette Mongelli

at (800) 669-7079, or write to her at

BVA, 477 H St., NW, Washington,

DC 20001-2697. To make hotel Res-
ervations, call (800) 468-9076.

Lighthouse International Will

Host Vision '99, "Vision Reha-
bilitation for the 21st Cen-
tury"

NEW YORK— Renowned specialists

from around the world in the fields of

vision research and rehabilitation will

present cutting-edge research and
technology, discuss critical issues

concerning vision loss, and show-
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case innovations in vision rehabilita-

tion services at a major world meet-

ing to be convened by Lighthouse

International. Vision '99, the premier

international conference on Low
Vision, will take place on July 12-16,

1999 at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in

New York City.

Professionals in optometry, oph-

thalmology, vision rehabilitation and

related fields as well as leaders in

government, business and non-profit

institutions will explore timely topics

such as:

• Aging and Vision

• Epidemiology of

vision impairment
• Latest Treatments

and Technological

Advances in:

Glaucoma, Diabetic

Retinopathy, Macular Degenera-

tion and Cataracts

• Training Around the World:

Vision Rehabilitation Service

Models
• AIDS and Vision Loss

Vision '99 conferees also will

have a chance to network, visit local

vision rehabilitation agencies and

tour an exhibit of state-of-the-art low

vision devices. A special one-day

course on universal design/accessi-

bility of environments and technology

will also be offered.

Seminars

Conferences

The conference's distinguished

speakers include: Dr. Carl Kupfer,

Director of the National Eye Institute;

Bjom Thlefors, M.D., Director of the

World Health Organization's Program
for the Prevention of Blindness and
Deafness; Juan Carlos Silva, M.D.,

Regional Advisor for the Pan Ameri-

can Health Organization; Gregg
Vanderheiden, Ph.D., Director of the

University of Wisconsin's Trace R&D
Center; and John Gill, Ph.D., Chief

Scientist of the Royal National Insti-

tute for the Blind (UK).

Vision '99: International Con-
ference on Low Vision is an inter-

disciplinary meeting which will bring

together professionals

in optometry, ophthal-

mology, vision rehabili-

tation, universal design

and other professionals

concerned about ad-

dressing the impact of

blindness and partial

sight. The conference

has not been held in the United

States since 1987.

Topics to be addressed at the

four-day conference include new
advances in treating glaucoma, cata-

ract, macular degeneration and dia-

betic retinopathy as well as how the

world's rapidly growing aging popula-

tion will be affected by vision loss.

The conference will also focus on

diseases such as AIDS that can result

in blindness and partial sight. Partici-

pants will share models of vision

rehabilitation designed to meet the

needs of diverse populations world-

wide and demonstrate how anyone
who experiences vision loss can re-

main independent and productive.
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Lighthouse International is a

leading resource worldwide on vision

impairment and vision rehabilitation.

Through its pioneering work in vision

rehabilitation services, education,

research and advocacy, Lighthouse

International enables people of all

ages who are blind or partially

sighted to lead independent and

productive lives. Founded 1905 and

headquartered in New York, Light-

house International is a not-for-profit

organization and depends on the

support and generosity of individuals,

LETTERS FROM MEMBERS
AND SEMINAR ATTENDEES

Dear Mr. Perski,

Thank you for giving the greatest gift

anyone can give — The gift of Your-

self: Your knowledge — Hope —
Understanding. Thank you for re-

peating questions, for your sense of

humor ... Thanks for coming to

Prescott ... God Bless you and all

whom you hold dear.

Signed,

One of your many
Prescott fans, Prescott, AZ

foundations and corporations.

To obtain additional information

about Vision '99 contact:

Lighthouse International

111 East 59th Street

New York NY 10022-1202

Call: 212/821-9482 or

Fax: 212/821-9705

E-mail: vision99@lighthouse.org

Or visit the organization's website:

www.lighthouse.org. #

Dear Tom Perski,

I just want to thank you from the

bottom of my heart for all you are

doing for people with macular degen-

eration. I always find a ray of "hope"

in your writings. When I need it most
I re-read your newsletter "Around the

Edges." Your positive thinking has

filled me with hope that soon there

may be a better treatment than laser

for this miserable disease. Through
research there is still "hope."

Sincerely,

Ann & David Taylor

Palm City, Florida

Dear Thomas,

Thank you for the welcome you
gave to me when I telephoned you. I

am very appreciative of the very,

very helpful cassette tape you sent to

me, the Resource Guide and so

many references.
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I obtained your telephone num-
bers from a magazine called "Health

Naturally" which I found in a doctor's

office. The article was by Elizabeth

Irving which is titled "Forewarned is

Fore-ARMD. Hope for Aging Eye
Disease." It was in the October/No-

vember 1998 edition. I feel so fortu-

nate to have found the article.

My doctors do not know anything

about macular degeneration. My eye

doctor changed the lens in my
glasses several times. My medical

doctor then sent me for a catscan

and this is when I found out about

my problem.

I wish you knew how
grateful I am to you.

Bernadette \ . /^\\6^
Mayfield, Calgary, \\JOv
Alberta, Canada

FOR THOSE WITH JUVENILE
MACULAR DEGENERATION
To All of those at MDI:

Thank you to the wonderful

people at MDI for setting up your

website. It's by far the most compre-

hensive site on the web for people

with all types of macular degenera-

tion.

My name is Rob and I live in

Milwaukee, Wisconsin. I'm 26 years

old and have Stargardt's Macular

Degeneration. I have come a long

way in learning to live with low vision

It has been my experience that the

best resource in learning to live with

macular degeneration is by communi

eating with others who have the dis-

ease. I would like to tell you my story

and also hear your stories, too.

In the summer of 1991, I visited

my family ophthalmologist for a rou-

tine eye exam. During the examina-
tion, he discovered "irregular pigmen-
tation" in both of my retinas. This

seemed peculiar to me since I was
not having any problems with my
vision. He sent me to a retina spe-

cialist in Milwaukee who diagnosed

me as having "fundus flavimaculatus"

(a fancy Latin word for Stargardt's

Disease). The special-

ist indicated that there

was no treatment for

this disease and it

could affect my
reading and driving

ability down the road.

But the fact that my vision was
so good at my age (19 at the time)

was a good sign. If I started to notice

any changes in my vision that I

should see my family ophthalmologist

immediately.

I put my eye disease in the back
of my mind and tried to forget about

it. I had just finished my first year of

college and had big plans for my
future. I figured I would always have
good vision and vision impairments

happened to other people, not me.

I finished school in 1994 and
began my business career in the

field of Human Resources manage-
ment. I was doing great career wise.

I loved what I was doing, loved the

company I worked for and the people
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Help For Those With Low Vision
MagniSight, Inc. of Colorado Springs,

Colorado manufactures a variety of closed

circuit television (CCTV) magnification

systems. Our CCTV's, both portable and
desktop models, help those with Macular

Degeneration or other causes of low vision

to read and write at home, school, or work.

Magnisight, Inc. President, Brian Smith, experienced his own vision

loss at the age of nine. Later, while facing a future with low vision,

he eventually developed his own CCTV and founded the company In

1990.

Today, MagniSight offers complete CCTV systems or camera-only

versions that can be connected to TV's of any size. Our versatile

desktop CCTV's can be set-up m "inline" or side-by-side

configurations, whichever is best for the end user.

Brian Smith, founder and President

has low vision.

When comparing Quality, Flexibility,

Service and Price, our products are a

great choice!

For a no-obligation demonstration or

more information about our products,
contact Richard Kendall, Customer
Relations Manager,

CALL., a „.(8O0}-753«4767

Fax. ..........(719) 578-9887

Online. . . www.magnisightcom

::

AGNlSlGHT, INC
Quality Products For The Visually impaired

— Advertisement —
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I worked with. I dreamed of becom-
ing a corporate executive some day.

Late in the summer of 1996, I

began to notice some problems in

my right eye. I couldn't follow the golf

ball as well and I was having some
problems seeing softballs coming at

me. I kept telling myself that I prob-

ably just need a new pair of contacts

and I would get them at my next eye

appointment. But deep down inside, I

knew there was something else go-

ing on. I was afraid to admit it to my
self and I didn't dare tell anyone
around me what was going on. Not

my wife (fiancee at the time), not my
parents, or my friends.

In March of

1997 after months of

stalling, I paid my
family ophthalmologist

a visit. My worst fears

came true. My right eye

was only correctable to 20/50. He
recommended that I see the retina

specialist again. I cried the whole

drive home. I felt so alone. I didn't

know where to turn or what to do.

I went back to the retina special-

ist, and he confirmed his diagnosis. I

was disappointed that he did not

provide me any resources or specific

information about my disease. The
fear and loneliness remained.

As I continued to loose central

vision, my family and I went through a

period of great distress and anxiety. I

felt loneliness and pain that I cannot

describe. I felt very uncertain about

my career, activities and relationships.

I did not know anyone with this

problem and no one around me un-

derstood what I was going through.

My eye disease was not only affect-

ing my vision, but my work, relation-

ships, and overall mental health. I felt

I had no where to turn.

In late summer of 1997, through

my own research via the Internet, i

discovered Macular Degeneration

International (MDI). The first time I

talked to Tom Perski was a turning

point in helping me cope with having

a vision problem. Tom told me his

story about how he dealt with losing

his vision and the

emotions he went
through. What he

described was
exactly the way I

was feeling. It was
such a relief to talk to some-

one with the same eye problem who
could understand what I was going

through.

In November of 1997, my father

and I attended Discovery '97 in Chi-

cago. This is a conference held ev-

ery other year for individuals with low

vision, their families, and eye care

professionals. I met about 50 people

with Stargardt's Disease and their

respective families.

It was a wonderful experience for

my father and me. Most of these

people I had met had vision acuity at

20/200 and were involved in a variety

of careers. I met a lawyer, an artist, a

technical professional, and a medical

student. All were from different places,
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at different ages, but had Stargardt's

Disease in common. Through this

experience, I realized that I could live

with vision impairment and have a

very fulfilling life. When we left the

conference, it felt like a great weight

had been lifted off my chest. It was
also a great experience for my father,

who was dealing with his own fears

relating to my vision loss.

In March of this year I was driv-

ing to work after stopping at my par-

ents house for lunch. On my way to

work, I rear-ended another car. For-

tunately, no one was hurt. I went to

my ophthalmologist again and my
vision had decreased to 20/

50 in my left eye

and 20/280 in my
right eye. Surpris-

ingly, my vision was
still good enough for

me to carry a regular

drivers license.

I limited my driving to and from

work for the next two months. In

June I decided (on my own) to quit

driving. I am proud of the fact that no
one told me to quit driving, not my
wife, parents, eye doctor, or the state

of Wisconsin. It was my decision and
I do not regret it one bit. I could not

live with myself if I would have let my
ego allow me to keep driving and
then hurt someone or myself. When
people ask me if it was a hard deci-

sion, I honestly tell them "no." It was
actually a relief for me.

Today, my right eye is at 20/280
and my left eye is at 20/60. Through
the support of Tom and MDI, I've

learned to live with a vision impair-

ment through support, technology,

and a sense of humor. Without this

resource, I'm afraid to think about

where I would be today. My wife,

Wendy, is so supportive as well as

my family and friends. The process

of losing my central vision has really

put things in perspective in my life.

When I look at who I was in my
20/20 days, I see a good young
man, but with his priorities messed
up. I was very career driven back

then and really made relationships

and faith life a distant second place.

My condition has

brought me closer to

God, my family, and
my friends. I don't

let the little things in

life bother me as

much. I feel like I have a good
perspective on life.

In terms of my career, I have re-

cently started up a small business in

Wisconsin relating to low vision. This

is something that the 20/20 Rob
would never have had the courage to

try. The 20/200 Rob is determined to

make it work!

For those of you who are learn-

ing about MDI for the first time, I

would encourage you to contact

them if you have not done so al-

ready.

Your Truly,

Rob Buettner

bitty@execpc.com
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NEW TECHNOLOGY
FOR PEOPLE WITH VISION

New High Tech devices —
Do they all make sense?

Each year the manufactures of

low vision technology exhibit their

wares at the CSUN technology con-

ference in Los Angeles. This year's

CSUN conference held March 17-20,

1999 unveiled many new products

for people with vision loss. But, are

they really the latest and the great-

est? You be the judge.

If this type of show would appeal

to you, that is, seeing a large num-
ber of manufacturers from around the

world and hearing lectures on the

latest strategies for using technology,

this may be a show for you to put on

your calendar for the same week
next year in 2000. Fly into the LAX
airport and take a free hotel shuttle

to the Marriott airport hotel. It

couldn't be easier. Don't forget to

save at least one afternoon, via a

short cab ride, to visit one of the

nearby ocean beach towns with res-

taurants, shopping, walking or biking

along the ocean.

When it comes down to the hard

work of deciding what new technology

is the best, the decision is truly diffi-

cult to make. It can be done, how-

ever, with some time and energy and
many questions in mind. Also, trust

your instincts. As wise consumers,

look at prices and functionality, and

not necessarily

the look of the

equipment. When choosing

low vision technology, compare at

least three brands. Now that there are

a variety of manufacturers for low

vision equipment, this advantage is in

your favor if you use it. Gone are the

days when you had only one brand,

and one price, to choose from !!

WHAT'S NEW IN CCTV'S?

The Aladdin Companion

Unveiled at the CSUN conference

from Telesensory Corporation is the

new Aladdin Companion. This new
$1295.00 reading machine has a

space-age design with a 9" Black

and White screen and a slanted (no

XY table) reading and writing sur-

face.

Some of the features from the new
product brochure indicate:

Magnification — Zoom the size of

letters from 2.8 times to 14 times.

Compact, Streamlined & Ergonomic

Design — A real space saver.

Light Weight (about 20 lbs) with a

Built in Handle

Three Easy-to-Use Controls —
Image, Magnification and Focus.
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Bright Negative Picture Mode —
Reading white letters on a black

background. Provides for maximum
reading comfort, concentrating the

brightness of the text on a low-glare

black background.

Photo Viewing Mode — A medium-
contrast "Photo Mode" to view photo-

graphs, illustrations, or 3D objects in

fine detail with minimal glare.

TV Output — On the side of the

Companion is a video port which

would allow a user to connect the

Companion for viewing even larger

letters on their TV. Optional features

at additional cost include:

Moveable Reading Table — Allows

heavier or bulky reading materials to

be effortlessly moved from side to

side. Minimizes any difficulties when
"positioning" large materials.

Dust Cover, and a TV Connection

Cable — Allows you to connect to a

TV for viewing a larger image.

Another new unit from Telesensory is

The Aladdin Pro 75 which has a

feature of a 75 Hz refresh rate

screen. This feature helps individuals

who may observe screen flicker

when relying on peripheral vision for

reading. The faster refresh rate al-

lows for longer reading sessions and
reduced eye strain.

The Pro 75 video magnifier displays

printed materials in high-contrast

black text on a white background or

white text on a black background.
The user can also display vertical or

horizontal lines

and shadow
masks to help

track text and

reduce glare. <-

For more informa-

tion contact Telesensory Corpo-

ration at 1-800-804-8004 or

www.telesensory.com

OPTELEC Unveils an Entire
Line of CCTV's Under the
Name of ClearView.

This new line of products will be

available later this spring or early

summer and have an entirely new
ergonomic design.

Information from the new Optelec

ClearView brochure indicates four

new ClearView models.

The 100 Series connects easily to

any TV video input jack, letting you
see enlarged black & white text right

on your TV screen. With push-button

instant focus and fingertip zoom
control, the ClearView 100 delivers a
sharp black & white image at a price

of $1295.00. From the picture the

ClearView is a stand alone camera
on a base with the fingertip controls.

There is no reading platform or XY
table.

The 300 Series connects easily to

your TV video input jack and features

an economically designed table that

allows for ease of use when writing

or reading. The ClearView 317 fea-

tures an integrated 17-inch black &
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white monitor that tilts to provide a

comfortable viewing angle.

The 500 Series features full-color

operation, letting you view materials

on your TV in either black & white or

color. The ClearView 517 delivers

full-color performance on an inte-

grated 17-inch monitor that tilts for

easy viewing. The 517 will retail at

$3195.00.

The 700 Series is a computer-com-

patible system designed to interface

with your computer to display 800 x

600-line screen resolution and a

split-screen option.

For more information contact

Optelec at 1-800-231-7041 or

www.optelec.com

MAGNISIGHT ADDS A
New Addition to Their
Mini Camera

Magnisight, Inc. has been gaining in

popularity over the last two years

from the east coast to the west. Their

in-line CCTV's offer a simple design

and ease of use make them ideal for

reading and writing applications.

Features include:

Viewing in either '"In-Line" or ""Side-

by-Side" configurations. Full color or

black and white models. Easy to

upgrade to larger screen sizes. Avail-

able with 14", 19" and 25" screen

sizes or without monitor for hookup
to your own television. Available with

Line Marking and Windowing option.

Optional lift kit

permits adjustable

camera distance

from the viewing

surface for

greater work

space. All systems
have a full warranty.

Magnisight recently unveiled an op-

tion for their mini camera which is

quite useful for portable use or desk
use. The mini camera comes on

rollers and can be used like a mouse
to read when connected with any TV.

The new option allows the rollers to

be taken off, and the camera
mounted on a weighted base with an

extension arm to be used on a desk
or a table. With an optional stand-

alone X-Y table this new configura-

tion acts like a bigger CCTV system
for under $1000.00. With the use of

a Smart Video connector box, this

camera can be hooked into the com-
puter as well as the TV. This allows

a computer access type of CCTV for

just over $1000.00.

Founded in 1990, MAGNISIGHT, Inc.

with headquarters in Colorado

Springs, Colorado, manufactures a

variety of quality closed circuit televi-

sions (CCTVs) that help those with

low vision. Brian M. Smith, developer

and president, is himself visually

impaired (from Stargardt's — a juve-

nile form of Macular Degeneration).

He understands firsthand the daily

frustrations of having low vision. His

goal is to help other people with low

vision gain self-reliance at home,
school or work.
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For more information contact

Magnisight at 1-800-753-4767 or

www.magnisight.com

VISION TECHNOLOGY, INC.

of St. Louis Gaining Popular-
ity with Their New Vision
Excel IN-LINE CCTV's

The Vision Excel is the most ad-

vanced, easy to use video magnifier

available. Its welded steel frame

construction insures durability. Oper-

ating the Vision Excel is easy with

Soft Touch Controls incorporating

visual, audio and tactile feedback

instead of turning knobs.

Operating Features:

All controls are directly in front of the

user. Extra large white on black

backlit letters identify the magnifica-

tion size, contrast and picture mode
controls. Large, raised, backlit touch

controls emit an audio tone acknowl-

edging your selection.

• Steel ball bearing

glides for smooth

movement in any

direction

• The unique,

easy to use,

lock/braking controls

allow variable resistance in either

direction or lock the table in position

for writing

Vision Excel's state-of-the-art tech-

nology and materials afford the fea-

tures and quality for which you would

expect to pay hundreds of dollars

more. The Black & White unit retails

for $1795.00 and the Color unit re-

tails for $2295.00.

The Vision Excel is the ideal choice

for use at home, work or school.

Magnify from 3X to 40X normal size

on the 14 inch color monitor, and

also can be used with a 20" monitor

for even greater magnification.

The Vision Excel is manufactured to

rigid specifications in quality and
workmanship and backed by a two-

Range/Focus — easily adjust magni- year | imjted warranty>
fication range and focus

Size Control — change the image
magnification without refocusing

Contrast Control — digital technology

allows full range with the touch of

your finger

Picture Mode Control — view black

on white or white on black

Advanced X-Y Table features:

• 1/8 inch thick aircraft aluminum for

stability

For more information, contact Vision

Technology Toll Free 800-560-7226

or www.visiontechinc.com

ovac, inc. announces two
New Reading Cameras

THE OVAC-ZACC COLOR AUTO
FOCUS/ZOOM READER is an af-

fordable color, automatic focus stand

alone camera with an X-Y table. This

$1795.00 CCTV does not come with
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a monitor, but plugs into a video port

on your TV. It has been recently

redesigned and will be available by

the time you receive this news jour-

nal. Some of the new features are:

A completely redesigned X-Y table

that is more stable and incorporates

both a lock and drag mechanism.

The camera is designed to be more

user friendly than in the past with

contrast control and larger buttons

for magnification and focus. Simply

place your reading material on the

tray, hold down the size button for

the desired size, than press the fo-

cus button for automatic focusing.

The other new product from OVAC is

called the Golden-Eye, a small

golden colored hand-held camera
that you place on your reading mate-

rial and the image (only in positive

mode) is displayed on your TV set.

This product is meant to be easy to

use and affordable. The magnifica-

tion is variable on the Golden-Eye
from 9X to 32X. There will be a full

color version called the Color-Eye

later this summer.

MAX PORT, NOT EXACTLY A
CCTV, But an Easy Way to
Read — Anywhere.

MaxPortTM is a device that helps the

visually impaired read with ease. The
system consists of two main compo-
nents: A digital magnifier that cap-

tures the information and a light-

weight headset that displays the

magnified image. This self-contained,

battery operated

system offers

optimal portabil-

ity, ease of use,

and comfort.

To use MaxPort,

you simply place the magni-

fier (like a mouse) on any surface,

curved or straight, magnify the im-

age, and view it on the head display

(the bright image is projected on the

inside of the glasses, kind of like

virtual reality). You can select from

three viewing options by pressing a

button at your fingertip or easily in-

crease the magnification with the turn

of a knob. The system also comes
with a tracking tool that helps guide

your reading mouse straight across a

page. There is no focusing neces-

sary; the magnifier device lies flat on

the reading surface.

MaxPort can magnify images on a

book, a can of food, a medicine

bottle, and much more. It can be
used for reading at home, in a class-

room, at the library, and almost any-

where. This flexibility makes MaxPort
perfect solution for professionals,

students, and seniors.

The display shows a virtual image
that can be 28X larger than the origi-

nal size.

Key Features:

4-Ounce Head Display

4 Times Brighter Than Any System
Available with Multiple Viewing Op-
tions (photo, negative, positive)
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Concise Brightness Control — A
Battery Operated System

And best of all, MaxPort is easy to

use. There are no connections or

assembly needed. You can simply

take the unit out of the case, turn it

on, and start using it immediately.

No Connections or Assembly Needed
B&W$1495
Color $1595—Will be available soon.

All required accessories are included.

Sturdy, weather resistant case is

convenient for storage and transport.

For more information call Enhanced
Vision Systems at 1-800-440-9476 or

visit www.enhancedvision.com

WHAT'S NEW IN READING
MACHINES - THOSE THAT
READ ALOUD

VERA — A New Reading Ma-
chine FROM ARKENSTONE, INC.

Unveiled at the CSUN conference

was the new VERA Reading machine

from Arkenstone, Inc.

Place your reading material under

the lid, press the Read key, and let

VERA read aloud using a pleasant,

synthesized voice. Or, you can look

at the magnified page on the optional

VERA display screen. It also allows

you to have your own display by

hooking it to your own TV set. The
text and background color combina-

tions can be easily changed to suit

your particular needs.

Very Easy Reading / ^2^^
Appliance (VERA)

FEATURES

A complete,

easy-to-use

reading machine able to

read books, magazines, recipes,

personal correspondence. Elegant,

hand-crafted wooden case. A spe-

cially-designed VERA keypad that's

easy to learn. Crisp, clear, speech.

Complete instructions for simple use.

THE VERA KEYPAD

Only three keys needed for basic use
— Scan, Read and Stop. Each key

has only one easy-to-leam function.

Less-frequently-used keys tucked

away under a flip-up cover.

READING WITH VERA

Read a page continuously, or read

line by line, or even word by word.

Easily move backward or forward

through the page. The document is

automatically stored when VERA is

turned off. Change the text size and

colors on the optional VERA display

screen or your TV to suit your needs.

Price $3795.00

Here's how it works.

The Scanner — takes a picture of

the page.

The Reader — converts the picture

into spoken language and reads it

aloud.

The Keypad — lets you control

VERA.
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The Speaker — lets you hear VERA
reading aloud to you.

The Display Screen or your TV —
lets you see the page, magnified and

in easy-to-read colors.

Note: The Display screen or TV

1 adapter is an optional addition to the

complete VERA system.

Call Arkenstone at (800) 444-4443

for more information or for the name
of the dealer near you. Or

www.arkenstone.org

Open Book Ruby Edition
Introduced at CSUN

An explanation of Ruby from the

product brochures is as follows:

If you are blind or have low vision,

Open Book can help you read books,

magazines, memos, bills, and other

printed documents. Open Book turns

a computer, a sound card, and a

scanner into a complete reading

machine!

Just place your printed text on the

scanner. The scanner takes a picture

of the page. The Open Book soft-

ware translates that picture back into

words, then reads those words
aloud. It's that easy.

Want to get fancy? You can edit your

documents, using our built-in editor.

Want to scan a book while you do
something else? You can use one of

Open Book's many scanning modes.
Don't like the way the voice sounds?

Change it. Want to

see the text on a

monitor in large

print? You can

customize Open
Book's visual

settings, designed espe-

cially for people with low vision.

What's most important to you in a

reading program? Accuracy? Speed?
Page Layout? We think all three are

equally important. That's why we've

developed a new approach to scan-

ning and reading. We've combined
the best components in the two lead-

ing OCR packages: one for speed
and accuracy, the other for page
layout analysis. This provides true

excellence in scanning and reading.

BENEFITS

Special low-vision settings allow you
to customize the screen display.

Includes IBM's ViaVoice Outloud

speech software to make your PC
speak.

EDITING TOOLS

Built-in Dictionary, Thesaurus, and
Spell Checker so you can fine-tune

your work

Page insertion, deletion, and re-

placement (with new scanned page)

Bookmarks let you specify important

places in your text

SPECIAL FEATURES

Built-in recognition support for 13
languages
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Buckscan currency recognition pro-

gram identifies your currency

I've heard about Ruby, Open Book,

and Version 4.0. How are they differ-

ent? The product name is Open
Book: Ruby Edition. The version

number is 4.0. Ruby was originally

the code name for the project. We
decided to include it in the product

name to emphasize the fact that this

version is a complete rewrite of the

underlying code.

Is Open Book: Ruby Edition easy to

install?

Yes! Open Book includes a talking

installation that guides you through

the entire process.

The software price is $995.00

Call Arkenstone at (800) 444-4443

for more information or for the name
of the dealer near you.

Or visit www.arkenstone.org

THE GALILEO READING
MACHINE BY ROBOTRON

GALILEO is a stand alone reader

that reads text aloud — and in many
languages.

Place the text on the Galileo's

scanner and press the start button.

Within half a minute, the text is being

read aloud in a high quality voice.

Browsing through text, storing and

retrieving files and customizing

GALILEO settings are all menu-
controlled in a comprehensible user

interface designed

for simplicity and
learning ease.

Exceptional OCR
Capabilities

The GALILEO excels in

recognition of a wide range of texts,

with special strengths in processing

mixed fonts, draft-quality print and
skewed copies. The user's ability to

customize scanner settings for par-

ticular reading tasks broadens even

further the scope of readable docu-

ments.

High-Quality Speech Output

Each language installation in the

GALILEO brings with it the best

available speech for that language,

to provide intelligibility and ease of

listening to the user.

Advanced Language Capabilities

Galileo's unique add-on language

feature allows the user to treat a

single document in a variety of lan-

guages, without re-scanning. The
GALILEO can accept the installation

of additional languages at any time

after purchase. ROBOTRON is build-

ing a large selection of languages

which is added to constantly.

The unit sells for $3495.00.

For more information contact

SensAbility at 1-888-669-7323. •
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DONATION ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Macular Degener

"^m Founders" Help Build a
Solid Foundation

Macular Degeneration International

announced last year a new program

called "200 Founders." This exciting

new program has already begun to

bring success financially for the orga-

nization as well as a strong sense of

commitment for persons and families

who want to see MDI grow.

The "200 Founders" program will

help MDI plan for the future, a future

which will help thousands of families

affected by macular degeneration.

MDI appeals to you to take the chal-

lenge to become one of our "200

Founders," making you a part of our

foundation now and for the future.

We are asking for a commitment of

$1,000 over the next three years.

This amount can be paid all at once,

or a one-time gift now of $250, with

the same amount due at the end of

1999, 2000, and 2001.

We will honor our "200 Founders"
with a special plaque in our MDI
office with the name of the individual,

family, corporation, or agency. We
will also supply a special certificate

signifying your important role in our

founding. You will also appear on our

special stationary with the "200

Founders" listed on the reverse side.

Please write or call our office and
say, "I want to become one of the
'200 Founders'," knowing you will be
a special part of our history.

I f$f|»¥r$ f| f I#% f\ f% I

A Special Thanks To Our
Group of "^l>d Founders"

We want to continue to acknowledge
the first group who have made the

commitment to MDI to become one
of the "200 Founders".

You have truly, together with MDI
board and staff, showed a commit-

ment in helping thousands of families

affected by macular degeneration.

We want to thank you for your spe-

cial, generous contribution.

1

.

Leonard Bush Tucson, AZ
2. Carl Umstead Atlanta, G

A

3. Jim & B.J. Robinson Bonita, CA
4. Zareen Taj Mirza Falmouth, ME
5. Evelyn Anders Union, NJ
6. Rupert Chowins, O.D.

Morro Bay, CA
7. Fred Agnich Dallas, TX
8. John C. Robison, Jr Fairfield, IL

9. Adelle Nowa Chicago, IL

10. Mr. & Mrs. John A. Fischer

Plymouth, Ml

11. Grace S. Tomlinson Tustin, CA
12. Paul Manning.... Charlottesville, VA
13. Sigma Beta Sorority, Inc.

Greenfield, IN

14. Macular Disease Foundation

Virginia Beach, VA
15. Albert D. DeVincent.... Phoenix, AZ
16. Miriam Ritter Bremen, Ind.

17. Virginia Lyon Green Valley, AZ
18. Jean-Paul Frignac .. Scottsdale, AZ
19. Tom & Sharon Wallsten

Chapel Hill, NC
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SIGMA BETA CHOOSES MDI FOR
1999-2000 TOP CHARITY AWARD

At their most recent national

conference in Indianapolis,

Indiana, members of the

Sigma Beta Sorority, Inc. awarded
Macular Degeneration International

a $25,000 grant. This generous

grant will enable us to expand exist-

ing programs and to fund new ser-

vices for people with both juvenile

and age-related macular degenera-

tion. Grant funding will support:

• Our recently-established web
site.

• Our toll-free help and informa-

tion line (1-800 EYES-MDI or

1-800-393-7634).

• Educational seminars and spe-

cial trade show exhibits at na-

tional conferences of the Ameri-

can Academy of Ophthalmology
and American Optometric Asso-

ciation.

• Informational packets available

in doctors offices for individuals

and their families affected by
macular degeneration.

Sigma Beta Sorority, Inc. is a
national philanthropic organization

and membership is open to any
woman who is interested in helping

others and having fun while doing

so. Members come from all walks of

life and ages.

A brief history of the Sorority:

Sigma Beta Sorority was founded

January 5, 1923 in Fort Wayne, Indi-

ana by Sophia Maier. The year prior

to that date, ten women had orga-

nized themselves into a society with

Sophia Maier as president. The pur-

pose of the society was, and still is,

to do charity work and to promote

sociability among the members.

These women found so much
pleasure in these endeavors it be-

came their desire to organize similar

groups throughout the United States

and unite them into one great orga-

nization. They became the charter

members of Alpha Chapter and the

national headquarters was estab-

lished in Fort Wayne, Indiana.

The organization has changed
over the years, but the high ideals

have remained the same.

The purpose of Sigma Beta

Sorority was to promote charitable

endeavors and culture; to benefit all

members in a social way; and to

establish chapters throughout the

United States.

The motto of the Sorority is

"Bound As One" and the colors are

orchid and gold. The flower of the

sorority is the yellow rose.

The Charlotta is the national

publication, which was named for

Sofia's mother. It is published twice

yearly in January and September.
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Chapters are named in the order of

the Greek alphabet. Conventions

are held yearly in various cities in

the United States. Each Province

holds an annual meeting in their

area. Chapters meet once or twice

a month and most meetings are

held in member's homes.

MDI to Collaborate with Other
Organizations for "Enrichment 2000 ~

A National Low Vision Conference"

Plans are underway for the

Enrichment 2000 National

Low Vision Conference to

be held April 27, 28, & 29, 2000 at

the newly renovated Circus Cir

cus Hotel in Las Vegas.

This special conference

will provide seminars,

lectures, and exhibits

for people with low

vision of all ages, and
their families. It will also

bring together professionals

in the eye care and low vision

fields.

Thomas Perski, Conference

Chairman, states: "We received

many positive comments and a lot

of enthusiasm for the idea of a

national low vision conference to be

held in the Western U.S. and it has

now come to fruition. From my work

on four conferences in Chicago

during the 90's, this type of confer-

ence serves as a venue for pa-

tients, their families, low vision spe-

cialists and doctors to communicate
together about treatments, technol-

ogy, and breakthroughs. The infor-

Enrichment 2000
National

Low Vision
CONFERENCE

mal, relaxed atmosphere allows for

a friendly exchange between all the

participants. It is a unique experi-

ence overall." Tom also stated,

"We are currently calling for

presenters and exhibi-

tors through our

60,000-piece national

mailing." You may
also contact the

MDI office to receive

the four-page confer-

ence announcement/ call

for papers/exhibitors flyer at

1-800-393-7634.

Workshops/Lectures
During the conference there will be

over 40 lectures and workshops to

attend on a variety of topics:

Age-related Macular Degenera-

tion

Stargardts and other Juvenile

Macular Dystrophies

Driving and Low Vision

Medical Breakthroughs for the

21st Century

New Technologies for Low
Vision
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An exhibit hall displaying the

latest tools for people with low

vision from the simple to the

complex.

Sessions on low vision and the

family; parents and children with

low vision; as well as coping

sessions and support group

meetings.

Plans are to have the Enrich-

ment Low Vision Conference ev-

ery two years in Las Vegas, so if

you can't make this one - mark

your new millennium calendar for

April 2002.

Hotel Accommoda-
tions

The newly renovated

Circus Circus Hotel is

the site for this first-

time event and is located

at the north end of Las

Vegas Boulevard, known as

the strip, and is within walking

distance of shopping malls, hotels,

restaurants, attractions, and casinos.

Shuttles from the airport run fre-

quently to the strip — four dollars

one way. For those driving to the

conference, Circus Circus has free

parking. The Hotel has three casi-

nos, ten restaurants, and three

swimming pools, along with a five-

acre domed air-conditioned amuse-
ment park. There are also live Cir-

cus performances in the huge circus

arena daily.

Enrichment 2000
National

Low Vision
CONFERENCE

Hotel Reservations
Hotel reservations must be made
directly with the Hotel by calling

1-800-634-3450 and using the spe-

cial group code D 04 MDI to get

the special conference rate. Rates

for rooms Sunday through Thursday

are $49 single or double, $61.00

triple or $73.00 quad.

Friday and Saturday night rates

are $89.00 single or double,

$101.00 triple and $113.00 quad —
room tax add an additional 9%. If

you plan to come and spend extra

days, come before the meeting for

the best value. Deadline for

room registration is

March 27, 2000.

Rooms are also avail-

able, on request, for

wheel chair access

or TDD/TTY access

for the deaf.

We are expecting large

numbers of people at the

conference, so you may want to

register early. Early Bird Registra-

tion for the conference before Feb-

ruary 15 is $55.00 for adults for

one, two, or three days. Ages 17

and under is $35.00.

Registration
Registration after February 15 will

be $75.00 for adults and $55.00 for

ages 17 and under.

After April 15 and at the door, if

space is available, registration will

be $95.00 for adults and $75.00 for

ages 17 and under.
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Payment Henry and Corine Bower
Visa and Mastercard are accepted if Laboratory, Wills Eye Hospital,

registering by phone at

1-800-393-7634. You can also regis-

ter by fax at 520-797-8018 with

credit card type, number and expira-

tion — include names of people

attending, agency if professional,

address and daytime phone number.

To mail registration include the

same information above and mail

check to and make payable to:

MDI Enrichment 2000
6700 N. Oracle Road, Suite 505

Tucson, AZ 85704

Sorry — no one-day
fees, reduced compan-
ion fees, or refunds.

Enrichment 2000

Research Department -

Philadelphia, PA
Larry A. Donoso, M.D., Ph.D. -

Director

Sigma Beta Sorority, Inc.

FOUNDING CORPORATE
SPONSORS:

Enhanced Vision Systems, Inc.

Huntington Beach, CA
Barron Javaheri, President

Eschenbach Optik of America,
Inc. - Ridgefield, CT

Geoffrey Moss,

President

Check out the hotel

website at

www.circuscircus-

lasvegas.com

National

Low Vision
CONFERENCE

JBIiss Imaging
Systems -

San Jose, CA
Jim Bliss, President

FOUNDING AGENCIES AND
ORGANIZATIONS SPONSORING
THIS EVENT ARE:

The Center for the Partially

Sighted - Los Angeles CA
La Donna Ringering, Ph.D,

Executive Director

Council of Citizens with

Low Vision International

Coletta Davis, President

Macular Degeneration

International - Tucson, AZ
Thomas Perski, M.A.,

Executive Director,

Conference Chairman

Lighthouse International

New York, NY
Bill Mattingly M.A., A.B.O.M.

Low Vision Council

MagniSight, Inc. -

Colorado Springs, CO
Brian Smith, President

Ovac, Inc. - Cathedral City, CA
John Delaney, Keith Luskin

ii

i
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MDI Activities

M Dl has had the wonderful

opportunity to present free

educational seminars on

macular degeneration this year

throughout the U.S. Some of the

seminars have been coordinated by

MDI, while others were sponsored

by ophthalmology centers, low vi-

sion clinics and low vision support

organizations. They put on their own
programs and invited MDI and its

executive director Tom Perski to

speak.

Brian Smith, who has macular

degeneration and is president of

Magnisight, Inc. of Colorado

Springs (a national sponsor of

MDI Seminars), says, "We at

Magnisight want to give back to

the community of people with

low vision." Brian also stated,

"Sometimes, unless you have

the same problem, you don't

have the same perspective in

helping people."

Last September, MDI collabo-

rated with Dr. Lori G rover, a low

vision specialist from Sylvania,

Ohio and Dessie Page of Uni-

versal Low Vision of Columbus,

Ohio. They conducted a well

attended day-long seminar in

Dayton, and also a day-long

conference at the Darke County
Low Vision Group in Greenville,

Ohio.

Also in September, MDI collabo-

rated with Dr. Mark Wilkinson of

the University of Iowa and Gary

Domstrand and his staff of Allied

Technologies, Inc. The group

met in Cedar Rapids, Iowa and

the seminar was well attended.

The day before was a seminar

in Minneapolis with Dr. Dennis

Siemsen of the Mayo Clinic and

other professionals from Vision

Loss Resources, Inc. and the

Phillips Eye Institute of Minne-

apolis.

Tom Perski was a featured

speaker at "Macular Degenera-

tion - Progress in Sight," spon-

sored by the Department of

Ophthalmology at the University

of Wisconsin. There were over

600 people in attendance for

this day-long seminar in Madi-

son. Many of the doctors and
faculty of the University Center

presented the newest findings

on research in macular degen-

eration, and many vendors -

including MDI member Rob
Buettner of Access Low Vision,

Inc. - displayed the latest in low

vision technology.

Plans for spring seminars in-

clude Milwaukee, Wl, April 1

and Roanoake, VA, April 4.

When any of these seminars are

officially announced, MDI mem-
bers in that state will receive an

announcement in the mail.
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Understanding Macular Degeneration

Many people, and their fami-

lies, are shocked when they

first learn they have macu-
lar degeneration. They do not know
what macular degeneration is and
may not even know what questions

to ask. It usually takes time for the

diagnosis to sink in. It is often at

this point that MDI receives a call

from the person diagnosed with

macular degeneration, or from a

family member, as they try to learn

more about the disease. Also,

because of the uncertainty and

the fear in not knowing, there

is a lot of intensity in having to

find out all they can, as

fast as they can.

After learning more
about macular degen-

eration, people respond

in various ways. They
usually inquire about

whether there is some
form of treatment or cure, or a halt-

ing of the progress of the disease,

especially if it is in the early stages.

They also want to know if only one
eye is affected. At this early stage,

called the dry form of macular de-

generation (macular degeneration

starts as this "dry form"), the af-

fected person and family members
are told that little can be done to

treat, improve or even stop the

disease from getting worse. The
intensity of feelings about receiving

the diagnosis will bring a myriad of

responses, all probably natural and
well meaning, but not always well

guided.

Those diagnosed with the disease

and their families are vulnerable at

this point. The family wants the very

best for the affected person, and
desperately want to help. The af-

fected person is also vulnerable

because it is hard to receive news
about an eye condition that cannot

be stopped or reversed; i.e., the

vision loss cannot be improved

with glasses or contact

lenses.

It goes against what is

inside of us, and we go

into a search mode to

find someone to ad-

dress those inner ques-

tions and strong intense

feelings about our eyes.

Other well-meaning friends

and family members begin to

learn of the situation, and they

also add to the fragility of the

situation as they strive to learn

more about macular degeneration.

Soon news clippings, TV and radio

reports are coming to the person

diagnosed with macular degenera-

tion - offering a sense of hope and
even some excitement about the

whole process.

Now, the worst thing to do for

people is to take away their hope.

Hope is a very important part of
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coping with any difficult situation. some people it is hard to hold back

But, false hope can also be just as payment for hopes of a quick fix or

cruel. It is a difficult dilemma. improvement.

There are new treatments and

programs for macular degeneration

popping up all the time. This, in

itself, is a contradiction, as older

ideas or programs do not work, and

they are being replaced by new
treatments or programs. Many of

these programs have no validity, yet

many others really seem to make
sense. But, even if they do seem to

make sense, is there any proof or

validity in the new program? The
problem is two-fold - what is

the scientific evidence that a

particular idea, treatment or pre

vention program will

work? Is it good scien-

tific evidence? Secondly,

what is the price tag

attached to this idea or

program? Should there

be a price tag at all -

especially when some of

these treatments use
names like "clinical trials" and scien-

tific sounding names. Should there

be thousands of dollars involved?

Hundreds? Even minimal charges?

All these new treatments and
programs are hard to resist if you
are going through this difficult time

of adjustment. It is human nature to

want to go forward, as long as

someone is trying to help. It is hard

to step back and try to learn all you

As we are learning through sci-

entific research, macular degenera-

tion is not easily understood and
the answers will be much more
complicated than we ever thought.

So what then - should all treat-

ments and programs stop until the

answers are found? What if 10% of

people are actually helped, even

though all paid the fees? Should

these programs be stopped until

we know who will be helped

and who won't?

Another complicating

factor in this debate is

called the placebo ef-

fect. That is, the hu-

man mind is very pow-
erful and the will to WANT

to get better very strong.

In addition, vision is a com-
plex process and not easily

measured accurately. Also,

day-to-day fluctuations in vi-

sion really do exist - even if mea-
surements are taken with accuracy.

Many people have told us that

this program or that program has
helped them. Of course, we want to

be happy for them. We want to

support them because these people

have spent time and money and
lots of personal energy going

can about macular degeneration - through such a program
and there is so much to learn. For
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But by doing so, however, are

we encouraging the wrong thing?

Are we giving the message that it is

okay to experiment? Are we giving

the message that we know and
understand that one approach or

program happens to be better than

another - without peer review or

scientific scrutiny? Are we really

helping people if we tell them not to

participate in any alternative thera-

pies?

Much more study is needed
to answer some of these basic

questions and the questions

asked by people who
contact us each month.

We can, however,

tell you what is known
about macular degen-

eration and guide you

into finding out more
about your specific macu-
lar condition. This may mean an

additional trip to your eye care spe-

cialist, and you will be armed with

some specific questions to ask (see

box below). Also, you may want to

ask your eye doctor to write a letter

on your behalf, describing your con-

dition, the visual acuity measure-

ment in each eye, a description of

the appearance of the retina and
the macula, any treatments recom-

mended and a prognosis for the

future. Save this letter (with sev-

eral copies) in a file.

In all follow-up visits, request a

similar letter so you can continue to

build your own medical file for you
and your family to review. Also,

if you need additional low

vision services, or any other

special services, these eye

care specialists will ask you
for such a letter - and
you will have one.

Knowing the
Basics

Before asking your doctor

questions, we recommend that

you read up on macular de-

generation, so that you will

know about the disease. Call

our office at 1-800-393-7634 and
ask for Intro Materials on Macular

Degeneration and we will be giad to

send them out to you. We can also

send additional copies to family

members.

Some questions you may want to ask your eye doctor

What is the visual acuity measurement in each eye? (With the best

possible prescription glasses or contacts) 20/20? 20/40? 20/100?

20/200? Have them explain the numbers.

Do these numbers represent a change in my vision from the last

visit? In one eye or both eyes?
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Questions to ask your eye doctor (continued)

Are there drusen located on my retina? Are there many drusen or

few? Are they small drusen or do I also have some large drusen?

Are they hard drusen or is there some evidence of soft drusen?

Have I had drusen for a long time - was it small and thought to be
insignificant at first? - and not called macular degeneration?

Does the macula show changes? What type?

Overall, what other changes in the retina can be seen?

Do I have the dry form - in which eye? The wet form -

in which eye?

Can the dry form later turn into the wet form? I under-

stand by using an amsler grid test, I may be

watching for such a change. How does it work?
If I see new changes in the grid that were not

there before, what should I do? - Is it

urgent?

To keep it from getting worse, ask about

smoking, diet, exercise, protecting your

eyes by wearing sun glasses and wear-

ing a hat. And what about Vitamins?

Do you also recommend I see a retina

specialist?

Understanding Macular
Degeneration

The macula is the central region of

the retina, which lines the back of

| the eye. This region is highly spe-

cific to fine detail vision. All of the

retina contributes to vision, but only

the macula can provide the sharp

| 20/20 vision needed for reading,

seeing faces and small details.

In age-related macular degenera-

tion, changes begin slowly in the

retina and the macula. This early

stage can also be known as the dry

form of the disease. Some people do
not even recognize they have some
tissue degeneration in their retina,

especially if it starts in the non-domi-

nant eye. A regular check-up with

your eye doctor is crucial in the first

line of prevention of this disease.
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Usually, slow degeneration is also

occurring in the other eye. It, also,

may be indistinguishable at first.

Many people can go for a long

period of time with the dry form and
not experience severe problems.

Only about 25% of people reach the

stage of severe vision loss in both

eyes with this dry form of macular

degeneration.

About one out of seven people,

who start with this dry form, begin to

go to the wet form. What the wet

form means is when abnormal

blood vessels begin to grow
underneath the retina (called

the Choroid). These new vessels

(called neovascular- ization

or choroidal

neovascularization or

CNV for short), begin to

grow from the outer part

of the eye, little by little

towards the center,

which is called the

macula. Some people

do not realize again this is happen-

ing. If left alone, these abnormal

vessels can cause problems such as

leaking fluid and blood, and thus

causing the retina cells near it to

sicken and die. This can cause a

marked decrease in vision in that

area of the eye. If the leakage and

bleeding continue, much of the tissue

of the macula may be killed, some-
times within a few weeks or months.

We do not know, as of yet, how
to determine when the dry form of

the disease will turn into the wet

form - so, be on your guard. Ask
the doctor for an amsler grid self-

test, and follow the instructions he/

she gives you. And, don't discon-

tinue using the grid, for the disease

may go from the dry form to the

wet form many years later.

Catching It - New Hope and
Treatments

Catching it means catching these

abnormal blood vessels (CNV),

before they cause degeneration.

This category, known as the

early stages of the wet form,

is getting lots of new atten-

tion in the media, and in

eye centers around the

country. New treat-

ments aimed at this

early stage of abnormal

blood vessel growth may
help many who can catch it

in time.

Photodynamic Therapy

A new therapy, which looks opti-

mistic for those in the above cat-

egory, is called PDT, or photody-

namic therapy. Soon to be approved

by the FDA, several drugs (see

following pages) are aimed at

knocking out these abnormal ves-

sels before they do their damage.

Although not 100% effective at

this time, this new treatment is safer

for normal retinal tissue, and only

harms the unhealthy tissue. Also,
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initial findings seem to indicate that Because the new drugs being

if the treatment is successful, it may tested are activated by light, pa-

need to be repeated many times if tients will have to stay away from

a reoccurrence of vessel growth all sunlight exposure, depending on

occurs. the drug, for days or for weeks.

CIBA Vision and QLT Announce Treatment -

Investigational New Drug Program for
Visudyne"! Therapy for Wet AMD

in North America

Clinical trial offers additional,

controlled access to therapy

prior to regulatory approval

Atlanta, Georgia and Vancouver,
Canada-September 13, 1999.

CIBA Vision, the eye care unit of

Novartis AG, and QLT Photo-

Therapeutics announced today the

initiation of a Treatment-Investiga-

tional New Drug (T-IND) clinical

program for Visudyne therapy for

the treatment of the wet form of

age-related macular degeneration

(AMD). The program, for which
enrollment began September 15,

will provide Visudyne therapy

within a controlled, clinical set-

ting, prior to regulatory approval,

to a certain number of patients

who meet specific eligibility crite-

ria.

The T-IND clinical program will

allow the treatment of up to 4,000
patients. Treatment will take place

at approximately 200 sites across

the US and Canada, each enrolling

up to 20 patients at each site.

In a T-IND protocol, the US
Food and Drug Administration

(FDA) allows drug developers to

provide pre-approval access to

experimental drugs that are in-

tended to treat serious or life-

threatening conditions for which
there are no satisfactory treatments

and provide additional safety infor-

mation in a larger cohort of pa-

tients than were treated in initial

phase III trials.

"Initiating a T-IND program
allows us to offer Visudyne
therapy immediately to a broader
number of patients most in need
of a treatment for this devastating

disease prior to regulatory ap-

proval," said Luzi von Bidder,

President of CIBA Vision's World-
wide Ophthalmic Business Unit.

"At the same time, we continue to

aggressively work to complete the

remaining regulatory steps re-

quired for approval, to make this

breakthrough therapy available to

the widest number of patients as

quickly as possible."
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"We are well aware of the

urgent need for an effective treat-

ment for the thousands of people

who lose their vision because of

this disease," said Dr. Julia Levy,

President and Chief Executive Of-

ficer of QLT. "Our ability to offer

the treatment early, while we con-

tinue to pursue regulatory ap-

proval, offers hope and the poten-

tial for an improved quality of life

for the many patients who need

this therapy now."

HOW TO ENROLL:

Before enrolling in the T-IND
clinical program, the patient first

must be evaluated by his/her per-

sonal eye care physician in order

to determine if the patient's condi-

tion meets specific eligibility crite-

ria. Patients and/or practitioners

may call the Visudyne Hotline,

1-800-821-2450, to obtain the

specific enrollment criteria for this

clinical program. Following an eye

exam, the patient and doctor can

determine if the patient's ocular

condition meets the enrollment

criteria for the clinical program.

The eye doctor can then contact

the Visudyne Hotline for the loca-

tion of a participating center.

INCLUSION/EXCLUSION CRITERIA:

To be included in the program,

patients must have the wet form of

AMD with lesions secondary to

AMD in which the lesions are

predominantly classic CNV. Addi-

tionally, patients must be 50 years

or older and have corrected dis-

tance visual acuity in the same eye

between 20/40 and 20/200 on a

Snellen or equivalent eye chart. A
more detailed listing of the inclu-

sion/exclusion criteria is available

through the Visudyne Hotline,

1-800-821-2450.

ABOUT VISUDYNE THERAPY:

Visudyne therapy can be per-

formed in a doctor's office and is

relatively painless to the patient.

Visudyne therapy consists of two
stages.

First, Visudyne is injected in-

travenously into the patient's arm.

It accumulates in the abnormal
vessels in the eye. Shining non-

thermal laser light into the

patient's eye then activates the

drug. Once activated, Visudyne

affects the abnormal blood vessels,

resulting in a cessation of growth
of these abnormal blood vessels

and stabilization of the corre-

sponding vision loss. Visudyne

therapy does not appear to damage
normal retina vessels on fluores-

cein angiography, even after mul-

tiple treatments.
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PHASE III CLINICAL RESEARCH STUDY OF
PHOTOPOINT™ BEING CONDUCTED BY MIRAVANT

AND PHARMACIA & UPJOHN

Miravant Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

and Pharmacia & Upjohn are spon-

soring a nationwide phase III clinical

research study of PhotoPoint™,

generally known as photodynamic

therapy, for the "wet" form of age-

related macular degeneration

(AMD). PhotoPoint is an experimen-

tal procedure that combines a light-

activated drug with a low-power red

light to treat patients with this debili-

tating disease. To be eligible to

participate in the study:

Participants must be over age

50

Participants must have a diag-

nosis of wet AMD

No previous laser treatment for

AMD in the affected eye is al-

lowable

Participants must comply with all

study requirements.

1
For more information about

study participation, please call toll-

free (888) 471-4403 or direct (919)

462-2788.

NEW PROTON THERAPY STUDY SHOWS PROMISE IN
TREATING AGE-RELATED MACULAR DEGENERATION

Loma Linda University Medical Cen-

ter Proton Treatment Center has

conducted a new clinical trial of

patients with wet, age-related macu-
lar degeneration (ARMD). The trial,

which was conducted on more than

50 patients, demonstrated control of

the disease 18 months after being

treated with Proton therapy.

Analysis of the first 50 patients

showed lesion control in 89 percent

of the group, including lesions that

could not be laser-treated because
of size or location. Visual acuity

improved or remained stable in 65
percent of patients 18 months fol-

lowing proton treatment. On aver-

age, loss of vision was zero lines

on the eye chart at two years, com-
pared to a national study that found

a loss of four lines with no treat-

ment, and a loss of three lines im-

mediately following the standard

laser photocoagulation treatment.

LLUMC's finding is a promising step

forward to those individuals who
suffer from the wet form of macular

degeneration.

Since 1994, Loma Linda Univer-

sity Medical Center has treated

more than 125 patients with proton

therapy for ARMD. For many years,
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proton therapy has been very effec-

tive in treating other blood vessel

malformations and ocular melanoma
(a tumor behind the eye). Nearly

3.4 million people in the United

States, mostly 65 or older, suffer

from the disease. With an aging

American population, the number of

ARMD cases is expected to rise

dramatically during the next 15 to

20 years.

The disease appears in two

forms, wet and dry. The 10 to 15

percent of patients with wet macular

degeneration account for nearly 90

percent of legal blindness associ-

ated with the disease, according

to studies conducted by the

National Eye Institute.

"Protons have
been used in medicine

for nearly 40 years.

Protons have long

been considered a

standard of care in treating ocular

melanoma and other blood vessel

malformations," says Jerry D. Slater,

MD, Vice Chair, Department of Ra-

diation Medicine at Loma Linda

University Medical Center.

"With protons, there are no side

effects or anything else you nor-

mally think of in radiation therapy,"

said Dr. Slater. "There is no pain

associated with this treatment.

There is no nausea or diarrhea that

often is associated with standard

radiation treatment. You go about

your normal day's activity. The treat-

ment takes about 10 minutes. The

aim at the Proton Treatment Center

is to preserve and stabilize vision

as good as it can be for as long as

possible."

The current standard treatment

for the wet type of macular degen-

eration, laser therapy, stops the

bleeding by scaling off blood ves-

sels, but cannot fix any part of the

macula that is damaged or restore

lost vision. It is only marginally ef-

fective. Laser treatment is not rec-

ommended for most patients suffer-

ing from "wet" macular degeneration

because it requires relatively

small, well-defined lesions

and tends to destroy

surrounding healthy

tissue along with the

damaged area.

Since it opened in

1990, physicians at

Loma Linda University

Medical Center's Pro-

ton Treatment Center have treated

more than 4,200 patients with pro-

ton therapy. Loma Linda University

Medical Center's continuing study of

protons in treating macular degen-

eration will determine if it is feasible

to start increasing the radiation dos-

age. The primary advantage of pro-

tons is the precision and control of

the proton beam, providing minimal

or no damage to surrounding eye

tissue.

Clinical data supporting these

conclusions have been presented in

several scientific forums both in the

United States and Europe, including
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the American Society of Therapeutic

Radiology and Oncology Annual

Conference and the International

Conference of Radiation Oncology.

For more information about pro-

ton therapy, please call the Proton

Treatment Center at 1-800-PRO-

TONS (1-800-776-8667) or check

their web site: www.llu.edu/proton/

MACULAR TRANSLOCATION SURGERY

Another experimental treatment of

surgery for the early stage of the

wet form of macular degeneration is

called macular translocation, pio-

neered by physicians at the Wilmer

Eye Institute of Johns Hopkins

Medical Center. In this procedure,

the macula is slightly relocated

away from the underlying

diseased tissue to an

area where the RPE
cells have not yet

been affected by AMD.

They do this by

first separating the

retina from the RPE, then insert a

tiny air bubble into the eye. This air

bubble shifts the tissue in the eye,

moving the macula away from its

original location. Doctors can then

destroy the diseased portion of the

macula with a laser without harming

the macula. So far, some patients

have received quite an im-

provement in their vision

acuity, yet because of

the movement of the

retina, the vision is

slightly tilted. Not all

recipients received

improved vision and
more study is needed
in this area before this

type of intervention

will be recommended for patients

throughout the United States.

SUB-MACULAR SURGERY TRIALS

An area of study in many centers

around the country is called the

sub-macular surgery trials. These
trials are primarily for the wet form

of the disease also, when scar tis-

sue forms underneath the retina. By
performing surgery on the scar tis-

sue underneath the retina and re-

moving it, researchers want to learn

if this type of intervention will help

and ultimately result in less vision

loss. Some of the preliminary find-

ings of this sub-macular surgery

trials indicate that at best, this type

of therapy may help in stabilizing

the vision but not in helping a

person regain vision.
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Research on Macular Degeneration

What Is the US Government
Doing?

The National Eye Institute, which is

part of the National Institutes of

Health, administers federal programs

for research on new and/or im-

proved treatments for eye diseases

and visual disorders. It is the fed-

eral government's lead agency for

scientific research on the causes of

blindness and the special health

problems and requirements of

individuals who are visually im-

paired. Since its inception by

Congress in 1968, NEI

researchers have con-

ducted studies leading

to breakthroughs in

identifying causes and
treatments of various

diseases of the eye.

This has saved thousands of people

worldwide from vision loss and

blindness, and has improved their

quality of life.

Of increasing concern to health

professionals is age-related macu-
lar degeneration. Since fiscal year

1989, the NEI has devoted an

increasing percentage of its annual

appropriation to AMD research.

The NEI is currently funding a

number of studies to learn what
causes AMD and how it can be
prevented or treated more suc-

cessfully. For instance, the NEI

plans to spend approximately 75
million dollars - 22% of NEI's fis-

cal year 1997 budget - on macular
degeneration related research.

Of this 75 million, approximately

16 million is specifically targeted to

researching causes, prevention, and
treatment of AMD. This 16 million

dollar figure represents a 333%
increase from the 5 million dollars

spent in AMD research in

fiscal year 1989.

What You Can Do:

MDI is urging its mem-
bers to write to their

congressmen and ask

them to support con-

tinuing research fund-

ing for the National

Eye Institute, which is part of the

National Institutes of Health. By
telling your personal story and urg-

ing your congressman to stand be-

hind and support a 15% increase in

NIH's budget for fiscal year 2000,

this would go toward fulfilling the

promise of doubling the NIH budget

over a five year period. Millions of

Americans would be helped by

these increases.
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Genetics

Much is being learned about genet-

ics and macular degeneration. In

fact, this may be one of the areas

of research that will lead to an un-

derstanding of all the sub-groups of

macular degeneration, eventually

finding ways to prevent and cure

the diseases. Macular Degeneration

is now best understood to be a

group of disorders.

Which group do you fall into?

Much of the genetic information

about age-related macular degen-
eration is not yet known. One
benefit of the study of

genetics and macular

degeneration is that

scientists may learn

the exact cause (or

gene defect - and
there may be many) of

the disease. Then, ultimately, they

will be able to design a drug for a
specific type of macular degenera-
tion - thus catching the disease

BEFORE it happens, or delaying its

onset to ten, twenty or thirty years

later. So instead of people getting

AMD at age 65, they may not get it

until age 95.

It may be a long time before

this happens, but research is mov-
ing forward in this area. Not only

will patients be happy, but also doc-

tors would not have to treat people
after the damage has occurred.

It is now understood that as
many as twenty, thirty or even forty

different gene defects will be discov-

ered to cause macular degenera-
tion. Within these genes, many have
numerous defects or mutations,

making it difficult to understand the

defects fully, let alone identify them
accurately. This new knowledge may
also give you a hint as to programs
or vitamins or new therapies - and
that what works for one sub-group

may not work for the 39 remaining

groups. There may have to be
many approaches and strate-

gies to help the 40 differ-

ent groups in 40 differ-

ent ways.

Gene Therapy

Let's say in our

above story that a

gene discovery shows
a lack of a certain

protein. Instead of needing a gene
replacement, for instance, a protein

shot or pill might be developed to

stop the progression of vision loss.

This is what researchers call gene-
directed therapy.

Some genes, however, will not

be as easy to understand, or may
have such a severe set of defects

that the entire gene would need to

be replaced. Researchers are now
finding new and better ways of get-

ting genetic information into the

cells of our body, in the area of the

defect. Curing these difficult types of
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gene defects, such as in AMD, per-

haps would best respond to inter-

vention. This is called gene re-

placement therapy.

Finally, one of the lines of think-

ing about macular degeneration that

will soon disappear is that AMD is

caused by old age - when in fact it

is a disease that affects all ages.

There is an urgency to study and
find a cure for about any disease.

But if a disease affects only children

does it deserve more attention than

a disease that affects the elderly?

Hopefully, seeing macular degenera-

tion for what it is will cause all

researchers to focus on what

needs to be done to find a

cure.

RPE
Transplantation

Many people ask

about a retina trans-

plant, or the ability of placing new
cells in an area that has damaged
cells. One area of study, called

RPE transplants, involves a layer

of cells known as the retinal pig-

ment epithelial layer, or RPE for

short. This cell layer lies just be-

neath the photoreceptor cells on the

retina and helps nourish the photo-

receptor cells. It is understood that

most macular diseases are caused

by a diseased RPE layer of cells,

and therefore, if new cells could be

transplanted into this layer, it would

keep the retina tissue healthy.

However, in order for this ap-

proach to work, a person must have
healthy photoreceptor cells. It would

do no good to transplant and intro-

duce new, healthy RPE cells while

the top layer of the retina - the

photoreceptor cells - are not work-

ing, degenerated or gone. So, you
must have a healthy layer of photo-

receptor cells before this RPE trans-

plant could work.

It is believed that the RPE cells

in age-related macular degeneration

are not as efficient, as a person

grows older, in digesting and me-
tabolizing waste products

from the retina. Conse-
quently, these cells be-

come bloated, full of

debris and eventually

non-functional.

In order to study

and learn about doing

RPE transplantation,

animal models were first used, and
eventually successful RPE trans-

plants were done. RPE transplants

were also done in humans; how-

ever, they were performed on

people with very low vision and no

people regained more vision from

the operations. Despite these re-

sults, much was learned about per-

forming the actual procedure.

It was also learned that people

with macular degeneration, espe-

cially the wet form of the disease,

are more susceptible to an immune
rejection response of the tissue.

People with the dry form of AMD
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initially did not reject the tissue; but

later, after cataract surgery, for ex-

ample, the eye would then begin to

reject the transplanted tissue. Be-

fore scientists proceed further, this

area needs additional study.

What would be a possible solu-

tion to tissue transplants then? Im-

munosuppressant drugs are not

tolerated well by elderly people, so

these anti-rejection drugs are prob-

ably not the answer. What may be

possible is using a patient's own
RPE cells, but taking them from a

different part of the eye - perhaps

the peripheral area.

Another approach

being looked at by

scientists is genetically

altering RPE cells in

the laboratory so that

these cells would be

immune to the body's

rejection. This genetically engi-

neered RPE cell could then be used

as a universal donor cell, and be

accepted by any recipient without

fear of rejection.

Drug Therapy

What is meant by drug therapy?

This is basically a category where
any drug or pharmaceutical agent

(not a vitamin) is used to help keep
the cells of the retina alive and

would this help in the retina? Well,

it may not help those of us who
have already lost a great deal of

cells in the macula, but - what if it

could be used in the early stages of

the disease to actually help the

cells survive or to stop the progres-

sion of it at an early point?

The current research has been
testing these theories in animals to

see if there is any success.

Progress is being made in the re-

search on specific survival factors

called ciliary neurotrophic

factor CNTF, and a more
potent factor called

Axokine from

Regeneron Pharmaceuti-

cals, as well as several

other brand new fac-

tors being studied.

These studies are

showing some favor-

able results, and are

now getting attention from other

pharmaceutical companies who had

previously not been interested.

Stem Cell Therapy

Another optimistic area of study for

possible treatments for macular

diseases is called stem cell therapy.

A basic stem cell can be grown,

with special instructions, by scien-

tists in a laboratory. For instance,

starting with the basic stem cell,

functioning. These agents are called scientists change its DNA and give

survival factors or neurotrophic fac- it instructions to become a healthy

tors, as their main duty is to help photoreceptor cell. A recent, exciting

keep cells alive and surviving. How scientific study in the Journal of
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Science relating to a disease of

nerve fibers (in animal models) may
someday help people with macular

degeneration. Using an embryonic

stem cell, they treated this stem cell

with special growth factors, which

were known to produce myelin (the

covering for the nerves). These cells

were then introduced into an animal

with a demyelinating disease and it

was shown that these nerves could

actually be remyelinated.

So what if, in a similar model,

scientists could develop a specially

engineered stem cell, treat it with

growth factor, and then introduce

it into the retina of someone
with a degenerative

photoreceptor cell

disease? Could the

new cell introduced

into the retina override

the degenerating dis-

ease and set the

retina back on a healthy course?

Scientists now believe this is pos-

sible and stem cell therapy is an-

other area of study which may hold

promise for people with macular

diseases.

Nutrition

Lutein and Zeaxanthin are caro-

tenoids that have been written about

for several years now as having a

preventative effect on the eye. In

fact, there is a high concentration of

these carotenoids in the tissue of

the macula. These carotenoids

seem to be acting as light screening

compounds, because they absorb

blue light - the light most damaging
to the eye. The Eye Disease Case
Control Study looked at 421 cases
of wet AMD and 615 matched con-

trol cases. Carotenoid levels in the

blood were much lower in patients

with macular degeneration; the pa-

tients at the bottom fifth of the lower

blood levels were three times more
likely to be at risk for getting AMD.

Lutein and Zeaxanthin continue

to be studied. In past re-

search, where diet surveys

were done, foods like

spinach, collard greens

and kale were found to

be good sources of

lutein. Oranges, corn,

nectarines and per-

simmons were good
sources of zeaxanthin.

There is no toxic dose
of these foods that is known to

cause harm, but studies are still

looking at these carotenoids. It has

been shown in several studies that

lutein and zeaxanthin levels can be

increased in the eye when taking a

supplement or eating these foods,

but blood levels drop as soon as

the supplement is not being taken.

It also seems the levels in the eye

can stay high for a long period of

time. It was also shown, however,

that some people cannot take these

carotenoids at higher doses.
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Age-Related Eye Disease
Study

A study, with over 5,000 patients

enrolled throughout the country, is

trying to isolate vitamin E, vitamin

C, beta-carotene and zinc. The
study will end sometime next year

and will give us a clearer answer as

to what vitamins or nutrients have

an effect on macular degeneration.

We all have heard the saying,

"eat right and get plenty of exer-

cise." Well, this seems to hold true

for the eyes as well as other or-

gans of the body. Avoiding fatty

foods shows up in many
studies, including those

of the eye. Other stud-

ies have shown that

small amounts of alco-

hol, like that in wine,

may have some ben-

eficial effect - yet

these studies are small and not

specific or definitive.

A large list of other nutrients is

often talked about by the health-

supplement industry, yet no well-

designed, scientific studies are there

to back up the claims, so we cannot

say for sure if they are helping.

Retina Chip

Researchers at Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity and at four other sites

around the world are working on an
artificial vision system which has
come to be known as the retinal

chip. This research has actually

been going on for a ten-year period,

but recent news reports, both on

NBC television and in newspaper
and magazine accounts, have got-

ten the attention of people with

macular degeneration.

This artificial vision system

would electronically capture and
transmit images to the brain to cre-

ate sight. In order to send images

to the brain, a person would have
to have a healthy optic nerve.

People with macular degen-

eration might have this

healthy optic nerve, but

not necessarily all

people with low vision.

The system would

consist of a miniature

video camera that was
computerized and

mounted on a pair of

glasses, and a computer chip that

would be surgically implanted (to

receive the image) in the retina, the

back wall of the eye. The camera
would transmit its images to the

computer chip which would be con-

nected to the nerves in the back of

the eye, sending the signal via the

optic nerve to the brain. Despite all

the media attention, this new system
is still a few years away from re-

searchers' goal of implanting a "per-

manent " chip into a human eye. So
far, they have only tested a crude

version of the system. Other studies

using animals will also be tested

soon.
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Even though there are many
obstacles in coming up with a sys-

tem that would be satisfactory, re-

searchers are convinced that some-
day a retina chip will bring vision to

some people who are blind.

Another reason for the recent

attention to this story is that infor-

mation leaked out that Stevie Won-
der, the singer, talked with lead

doctor Mark Hunayan from Johns
Hopkins about whether he might be
helped by the retinal chip. It is un-

certain whether it would help Stevie

Wonder, and researchers believe

that the people most likely to ben-

efit from the retina chip are those

with retinitis pigmentosa and those

with age-related macular degenera-

tion.

Many People Ask About Visual Hallucinations -

Am I Going Crazy?

In 1769, Charles Bonnet, a Swiss philosopher and naturalist

published an account of visual hallucinations experienced by an

elderly person. This report documented visual hallucinations of a

pleasant or neutral nature in a state of sensory deprivation due
to an ocular disease. These hallucinations were described as

vivid and detailed. The person having them knew that they were
not real. Since Bonnet's first account, many cases have been
documented of patients, usually elderly people with eye dis-

eases, seeing imaginary people, animals, inanimate objects, or

patterns such as flowers, checks or plaids.

Obviously, those experiencing these images for the first time

can be quite frightened. Also, it may not be easy to tell your

family you are seeing small elephants walking on the windowsill

or toy soldiers marching across your mantel. However, this syn-

drome (called the Charles Bonnet Syndrome) is actually quite

common and - No, you are not going crazy.

WHAT IS THE MAGNAGRID?

The MagnaGrid is a patented, vi-

sual, self-testing device for people

with macular degeneration that has

been designed to provide a conve-

nient and reliable means for detect-

ing the wet form of the disease as

early as possible. (Many people are

not told that they can go from the
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dry form to the wet form). The de-

vice was developed by a retinal

specialist in response to sugges-

tions and advice provided to him

over the years by his patients with

macular degeneration. The Magna-

Grid has been tested by many pa-

tients over the past two years and

is currently being used on a daily

basis to monitor the vision of hun-

dreds of individuals with the dis-

ease.

Patients using the old paper

amsler grids report that they begin

to fall out of the habit of daily vision

checks because of poor quality,

faded, or lost grids. Sadly, for these

reasons, a surprising number of

patients with dry macular degenera-

tion develop the wet form. They
become aware of it after it is too

late for laser treatment, or for some
of these other new therapies, to be

of benefit. The emphasis is in catch-

ing the change in time and then

acting to stabilize the vision.

The MagnaGrid features a high

contrast grid pattern with easy to

locate cross-hair fixation. It is made
of magnetic material designed for

convenient refrigerator mounting. It

is also supplied with mounting mate-
rials for a bathroom mirror. Also

included is a wet-erase marker for

documenting vision changes. It is

virtually indestructible with its heavy-

gauge vinyl construction.

The marking pen allows patients

to show their eye doctor any new

changes in distortion. This may help

locate where new damage in the

eye is occurring. Patients typically

take their MagnaGrid with them on

trips because of its durability. If new
distortions are discovered on this or

any other grid, an evaluation by

your eye doctor should be set up as

soon as possible. For convenience,

the doctors' name and phone num-
ber can be listed in the space pro-

vided on the MagnaGrid.

The MagnaGrid Kit includes the

MagnaGrid, a wet-erase marker for

documenting vision changes, mount-

ing materials (for mirror mounting)

and complete instructions.

• Price $9.95 + $2.00 Shipping &
Handling

The MagnaGrid Home and
Away Kit includes two MagnaGrids
(one for home use and one for

travel), the wet-erase marker, mirror

mounting materials and instructions.

• Price $17.95 + $2.50 Shipping &
Handling

The MagnaGrid Family Pack is

designed for families with several

members who have macular degen-
eration. This kit includes three com-
plete MagnaGrid Kits at a substan-

tial savings over the unit price if

purchased separately.

• Price $23.95 + $3.00 Shipping &
Handling

The MagnaGrid Group Pack
has been designed for senior citizen

centers, macular degeneration sup-
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National

Low Vision
CONFERENCE

April 27, 28 and
29, 2000

Circus, Circus Hotel
Las Vegas, NV

A conference providing semi-
nars and exhibits for persons
with low vision of all ages -

also bringing together
professionals in the field of

eye care and low vision

Come and Participate ! !

Over 40 lectures on topics such as:

Age-Related Macular Degeneration - What's New?
Stargardt's and Juvenile Macular Dystrophies

Driving and Low Vision

Medical Breakthroughs for the 21st Century

New Technologies for Low Vision

Sessions from Leading Ophthalmologists, Optometrists and Low
Vision Therapists

Special Education and Low Vision

Exhibit Hall with the Latest Information and Technology for Per-

sons with Low Vision

Support Group Sessions

Low Vision and the Family

Parents and Children with Low Vision

Coping Sessions and Lectures

t

www .circuscircus-lasvegas .com
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port groups and other groups where

there is a need for a larger number
of MagnaGrids to be distributed.

The Group Pack includes five com-
plete MagnaGrid Kits and provides

a significant discount over individual

pricing.

Price $38.95 + $4.00 Shipping &
Handling

For more information or to order

contact:

ReFridge Minders

3536 Mendocino Avenue,

Santa Rosa, CA 95403
Phone: (888) 673-8462

Fax: (707) 523-7729

#380

The New Freedom Machines -

A New Kind of CCTV
from Vision Technology

Introduced at the Closing the Gap
Technology Conference in October,

the new Freedom Machine Auto

Focus black & white and Auto Fo-

cus color CCTV help set a new
industry standard for reading ma-
chines.

We have all been waiting for a

true Auto Focus system - one that

will continuously focus on a book or

other reading material without our

having to push a button or turn a

dial, being able to read a thick book
easily when one part of the book is

much higher than the second part,

and reading without having to stop

to refocus.

The new Auto Focus systems
also have a magnification range

from 2X to 120X on its 14-inch

display, which is the widest range

available (3X to 165X on a 20 inch

display).

Soft

touch

controls allow

a user to simply

push and hold down a button to

increase or decrease magnification

with audio and tactile feedback. The
advanced XY table is made of

sturdy aircraft aluminum with steel

ball bearing guides for smooth
movement, and dual brake controls

allow variable resistance or lock in

place.

The color systems have a new
feature called Freeze Frame, allow-

ing the user to push a button and
hold the image desired on the

screen - like trying to read the pre-

scription number on a bottle, the

Freeze Frame button freezes the

desired picture on the screen so the

user does not have to continuously
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hold the bottle to read the number,

find a phone number and have your

hands free to dial the phone.

For those who use computers,

The Link allows viewing of full-

screen images from your Auto Fo-

cus Freedom Machine to your com-
puter monitor; and with a tap of the

foot switch, return you back to your

computer image.

Check out their website for more
information at www.visiontechinc.com

or call Vision Technology toll free at

1-800-560-7226.

The New JORDY - The All-

En-One Low Vision System

The new Jordy video goggles have

just been released, and they do
much more than a system of its

kind in the past.

Remember the LVES glasses

from Johns Hopkins and NASA?
They were the first generation

video goggles - weighing over 35
ounces and worn like a helmet on

the head. Then, several years later

the V-Max unit came along with a

color digital image and weighed 24

ounces.

The new Jordy system from

Enhanced Vision Systems of Hun-

tington Beach, California, is actually

two systems in one. The video

goggles which weigh less than 10

ounces can be placed over one's

glasses and a small camera se-

cured by a

head strap

points for-

ward to

capture a

44 degree

field of

view image,

then sends the

image to two-

color video screens displayed inside

the goggles (four times brighter than

the V-Max). A cord leading from the

headset to a small control box
(which can be operated by battery

or AC adapter) allows the user to

zoom in on any image up to 24
times magnification. How big is 24
times magnification? Imagine hold-

ing up a large pair of binoculars -

many of these binoculars are ap-

proximately 8X so, the Jordy would

be three times stronger than these

typical pair of binoculars.

The goggles can be used for

many types of situations like see-

ing people's faces in the room,

seeing cards on a table, seeing

faces at a concert or play, and -

with a new special technology fea-

ture - Jordy allows TV viewing

without a video-flip which is what
usually happens when you point a

camera at a TV set.

Then, by placing the reading

lens over the front of the camera,

Jordy can focus on close-up objects

like reading materials, photographs,

prescription bottles, or playing cards

in your hand. Jordy comes equipped
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with a Sony video camera battery

and charger, which allows several

hours of viewing. Additional batteries

can be purchased where Sony
video camera batteries are sold.

The second feature of Jordy is

that it works as a CCTV and comes
with a stand and XY table. By plug-

ging the camera into a TV or com-

puter monitor (computer monitor

adapter needed), Jordy displays

your reading materials on the

screen in full color with continuous

Auto Focus magnification. Items can

be magnified up to 50 times on a

20-inch screen. The camera also

does automatic light level adjust-

ments, and does not need additional

light shining down on your reading

material, which for some causes
glare problems.

Jordy is easy to use and re-

quires no special fitting procedures.

It comes neatly in a hard-side brief

case for easy travel.

The extent to which Jordy can
improve the ability to see images

depends on a person's individual

condition and level of visual impair-

ment. Jordy is not designed to re-

store vision, correct eye conditions

or halt degenerative vision loss.

Jordy is designed to be worn while

sitting and is not designed to be
worn while walking, driving, or dur-

ing mobility of any kind.

The price of the Jordy System
is $2,795.00, or $2,995.00 with

docking

stand and
XY table.

For

more infor-

mation

contact

Enhanced
Vision Systems
at 1-800-440-9476 and check out

their web site at

www.enhancedvision.com

The New Flipper Soon
to be Released

Another new product from En-

hanced Vision Systems will be intro-

duced early in 2000 - it's called

Flipper. This small robot-like camera
can be hooked to any TV or com-
puter monitor (with adapter) and
allows the user to magnify images

from 6X to 35X on a 20-inch screen

with a digital color camera. Using a

10-position knob, users can easily

zoom up or down and can also

view images in black & white or

white on black modes.

When the user wants to write,

the camera can be flipped into posi-

tion for writing. The camera can

also be pointed up towards the user

to display an image of the face or

clothing. Flipper can also be flipped

away from the user and pointed

toward distant objects such as a

blackboard in school.

Flipper will also have an addi-
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tional option to be used with light-

weight video goggles to allow total

portability. This system will also

work on a rechargeable battery to

allow people to read and write any-

where, and by flipping the camera
one can also see distant objects.

Prices have not yet been deter-

mined, but the Flipper will be in the

$1,000.00 to $1,300.00 range. If a

person chooses Flipper with special

goggles, the price would be higher.

Check out the picture of Flipper on

the Enhanced Vision Systems
website at www.enhancedvision.com

The Bible on Cassette for Those with Vision Loss

The Bible on cassette (in 53 languages) is available absolutely

free to you if you cannot use standard print material. This service

is provided as a gift without any obligation. Anyone who qualifies

for The National Library Service Talking Book Program (blind, low

vision, or other physical impairments that affect reading) is eligible

for this service. This service is available through Aurora Ministries,

P.O. Box 621, Bradenton, FL 34206.

Phone 941-748-3031. They also have

Bible Studies as part of their service.

Macular Degeneration International
"200 Founders"

Help Build a Solid Foundation

Macular Degeneration International announced two years ago a new
program called "200 Founders". This exciting new program has al-

ready begun to bring success financially for the organization as well as a

strong sense of commitment for people and families who want to see MDI
grow.

The "200 Founders" program will help MDI plan for the future, a future

which will help thousands of families affected by macular degeneration.

MDI appeals to you to take the challenge to become one of our "200

Founders," making you a part of our foundation, now and for the future.

We are asking for a commitment of $1 ,000 over the next three years.

This amount can be paid all at once, or a one-time gift now of $250, with

the same amount due at the end of 2000, 2001 , and 2002.
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We will honor our "200 Founders" with a special

bronze plaque name-plate in our MDI office with the

name of the individual, family, corporation, or agency.

We will also supply a special certificate signifying

your important role in our founding. You will also ap- rOUndST
pear on our special stationary with the "200

Founders" listed on the reverse side. Please write or

call our office and say, "I want to become one of the

200 Founders," knowing you will be a special part of our history.

A Special Thanks To Our Group of "200 Founders"

We want to continue to acknowledge the first group who have made the

commitment to MDI to become one of the "200 Founders."

You have truly shown, together with MDI board and staff, a commit-

ment in helping thousands of families affected by macular degeneration.

We want to thank you for your special, generous contribution.

1. Leonard Bush Tucson, AZ
2. Carl Umstead Atlanta, GA
3. Jim & B.J. Robinson Bonita, CA
4. Zareen Taj Mirza Falmouth, ME
5. Evelyn Anders Union, N

J

6. Rupert Chowins, O.D Morro Bay, CA
7. Fred Agnich Dallas, TX
8. John C. Robinson, Jr. . Fairfield, IL

9. Adelle Nowa Chicago, IL

10. Mr. & Mrs. John A. Fischer ...Plymouth, MN
11. Grace S. Tomlinson Tustin, CA
12. Paul Manning Charlottesville, VA
13. Sigma Beta Sorority, Inc Greenfield, IN

] 14. Macular Disease Foundation Virginia Beach, VA
15. Albert D. DeVincent Phoenix, AZ
16. Miriam Ritter Bremen, IN

17. Virginia Lyon Green Valley, AZ
18. Jean-Paul Frignac Scottsdale, AZ
19. Tom & Sharon Wallsten Chapel Hill, NC
20. Sylvia Fajardo Cochabamba, Bolivia

21. Elizabeth W. Barton Denver, CO
22. Ruth Harris Gibson City, IL

23. Donald Samick Ridgewood, NJ

|
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Around The Edges
Macular Degeneration International

6700 N. Oracle Rd., Suite 505

Tucson, AZ 85704

FREE MATTER FOR
THE BLIND OR

THE HANDICAPPED

r..ii.ii.....ii.ir.....ti..,.iii.i..ii...i,i„i..,ni....i.i.i

FRANCES MARY D'ANDREA
AMERICAN FOUNDATION F/T BLIND
100 PEACHTREE ST NW STE 620
ATLANTA, GA 30303-1909

t
See pages 4-6 for information on

Enrichment 2000 Conference April 27-28-29, 2000
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